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A real workout

Two on Tuesdaj

University ROTC cadets
2nd in competition

Murray, Calloway win baseball
games Tuesday

See page 2

1

See page 16

xAnntuig good
Strong year expected for
Kentucky tourism
See page 9
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—News In Brief

Carter returning to Murray

Major earthquake reported
in Mexico City area today

John Mack Carter will return
to his high school alma meter,
Murray High School, May 8 to
pay tribute to a group of MHS
seniors who have high academic
standing.
Carter, currently editor of
Good Housekeeping magazine
and host of a television show A
Better Way is a 1944 Murray
High graduate. His twin sister,
Carolyn Reagan, will also be
honored at the reception and
dinner.

MEXICO CITY (AP) — A major earthquake shook Mexico City
for 65 seconds early today, sending terrified residents of areas
damaged in last September's major quake fleeing into the streets
in pajamas and bathrobes.
Initial reports from the Red Cross, police, firefighters and
rescue crews indicated no major damage to buildings and no
reported injuries in Mexico City.
The quake was recorded at 1:07 a.m. (3:07 a.m. EDT) and set
buildings swaying in the downtown area and in the Roma
neighborhood, one of the hardest hit during the Sept. 19 quake, in
which thousands died.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Golden, Colo., said the earthquake registered 7.0 on the Richter scale and was centered in the
Pacific Ocean about 250 miles southwest of Mexico City.
However, the National Autonomous University of Mexico's
seismological center said it measured the quake at 6.5 on the
Richter scale and was centered 380 miles southwest of Mexico
City.

The 19 Murray High honorees
have each attained a 94 or above
average during their four years
of high school.
The evening's activities will
begin with a reception for the
Carter twins from 4 p.m. to 6
p.m. in the foyer of the high
school. The banquet will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the high school
cafeteria.
The reception is open to the
public and a special invitation
has been issued by the high

school to members of the 1944
and 1945 graduating classes.
Also to be recognized at the
dinner are the parents of the
honored students and the faculty
of Murray High. Carter will address the group following the
dinner.
Anyone not in the above
categories who wishes to attend
the dinner should make reservations with Mrs. Oakley in the
(Cont'd on page 2)

John Mack Carter

Parents are
reminded of
registering
new students

Housing boom drains FHA coffers;
agency not taldng loan applications
WASHINGTON AP)(
— The Federal Housing Administration
has stopped taking applications for new government-insured
mortgages because the home-sales boom exhausted the FHA's
credit authority for the first time in its history. .
Homebuyers who do not already have commitments for the low
down payment mortgages will have to wait until Congress completes action on legislation to raise the agency's $57.4 billion
credit ceiling or find other financing, acting FHA chief Silvio
DeBartolomeis said Tuesday.
"The game's over, we're out of business," DeBartolomeis said
after directing FHA offices and lenders to stop processing new
applications. "This means that the public will have to rely on the
private sector" for mortgage insurance until FHA is revived by
Congress.
The Senate passed emergency legislation on a voice vote Tuesday evening that would raise FHA's credit ceiling to $74.4 billion,
but the bill must be reconciled with a House version passed last
week.
The measure also extends FHA's legal authority to insure mortages, which expired at midnight Tuesday.
Bill AcUtinson, a spokesman for the National Association of
Realtors, said Tuesday's developments will affect "a lot of FHA
applications in the pipeline where the buyers think they are going
the FHA route."
These buyers, who don't have money for a large down payment, made deals thinking they would get FHA-backed financing. "All of a sudden that's not available," he said.
FHA will have to turn away 10,000 new applications a day, said
Warren Lasko, executive vice president of the Mortgage Bankers
Association of America.
Lasko predicted conventional mortgage rates will increase
slightly from the current 10 percent because of the shift in demand away from FHA.
The sharp drop in mortage interest rates to nearly an eightyear low has fueled a home-buying spree and a rush by
homeowners to refinance high-rate mortgages at more favorable
terms, causing FHA to hit its credit ceiling.

Elsewhere...
By tbe 4seorlated Press

WASHINGTON — What may be the worst nuclear power accident in history at a plant in the Soviet Union is producing a new
dose of political fallout for a U.S. atomic program already reeling
from cost overruns, plant cancellations, safety concerns and
fears about radioactive wastes.
BALI, Indonesia — An Indonesian official says President
Reagan's "winds of freedom" still are blowing in this Asian
island nation even though two Australian journalists have been
denied entry. "We are not against press freedom, but we don't
have to like it," the official says.
WASHINGTON — Former White House aide Michael K.
Deaver and employees of his lobbying firm contacted high-level
officials and bureaucrats on behalf of their foreign clients, whom
they entertained at tony restaurants and traveled abroad to sees
government documents show.
NEW YORK — Teddy bears, operating rooms and fighter
bombers are being fitted out with the latest twist in computers —
machines that simulate human speech and understand voices.

Hoe-down

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to coil 753-1116 between 5:30 p.m. .ød6 p.m.,
Atoodey through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. Saturdays. Office Hours — S ..m.-5
p.m. Moculey thru Friday, II
e.m.-12 p.m. Seturdey.

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for mostly sunny skies Friday
through Sunday.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358.4
Barkley Lake
358.5

Ill I.

U.S. agencies tell of new problems
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
intelligence agencies now
believe that a second Soviet
nuclear reactor at the Chernobyl
complex either has already experienced, or is experiencing, a
meltdown, administration
sources said today.
The sources, who agreed to
discuss the matter only if not
identified, also disclosed that
the first reactor to be destroyed
in the disaster apparently began
experiencing a "major problem" last Friday.
By Saturday. the problem had
evolved into a meltdown of the
reactor core, and by Sunday, ap-

New slate
of MCMA
officers
announced
Increasing clouds tonight
with a 50 percent chance of
thundershowers. Lows in the
lower 60s. Southwest wind at 5
to 10 mph.
Turning cooler Thursday
with a 30 percent chance of
morning showers.

1,1 Du,id

Jimmy Smith used a hoe to rid his yard of chickweed this morning. Smith did his yardwork in front of
his home, located at 1667 Calloway Ave.
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NIUMT-Erehieriary principal Willie Jackson reminds
Murray residents that
registration for kindergarten
for the 1986-87 school year remains open through the rest
of the school year.
In addition to taking applications through this school
year, a representative will be
available during the summer
months to respond to any
questions a parent might
have.
Kindergarten students at
Murray Elementary are Involved in the new "Writing To
Read" program which involves the use of computers.
The special instructional
method next year will continue in the first grade.

Officers for the 1986-87
season of the Murray Civic
Music Association have been
elected, according to a
release from the local
organization.
Kathryn Carmen has been
named president while Sallie
Guy will serve as secretary
and Joan Whayne was elected
treasurer.
The various functioning
committees, the vice
presidents and their committee members elected include:
Funding committee: Jacquie Farrell, vice president,
((bard ea page 2)

4

parently while trying to deal
with the meltdown, a chemical
explosion was touched off that
ripped the reactor building
apart.
The sources refused to detail
how the U.S. intelligence agencies had reached their conclusions that a second reactor at
the site was experiencing
problems.
One official noted that there
were four nuclear reactors at
the complex and that the four
were "twinned" in pairs in
terms of their operation and
link-up to large generator halls.
The official stressed that the

United States had not been able
to verify a second meltdown as
yet, but repeatedly maintained
there were "other indications"
beyond just the close proximity
of the two reactor buildings to
suggest the second reactor was
in serious trouble.
Offering the most detailed account yet of the findings by U.S.
intelligence officials, the
sournes said it was clear that the
disaster was continuing.
A fire at the first reactor is
still burning, venting smoke,
vapors and radiation, one source
said.
• There are a small number of

Soviets at the site. apparently
trying to contain that fire, the
source continued. All four reactors at the complex are definitely shut down, the source said.
Intelligence officials have now
determined "that there was probably a problem, a major problem, at this plant on Friday.••
the source said
"They may have been able to
evacuate people at that time. On
Saturday, it developed into a
meltdown. It may be that in trying to deal with that, to contain
it, they touched off a chemical
explosion, probably hydrogen.

Deshazer speaks on equal housing;
talks of discrimination in Kentucky
By LAURIE MU %ILIA
Staff Writer
' A seminar and discussion on
equal housing opportunity was
held Tuesday night sponsored by
the Murray Human Rights Commission, the Murray Realtors
Association and Murray State
University Center for Continuing Education.
Dr. Samuel Deshazer, attorney for the state Human
Rights Commission said that
discrimination for the state was
down from 62 percent in 1977 to
six percent currently. He added
that west of Owensboro, which
would include Murray.the
percentage could be twice that.
Laken Cosby, housing director
for the state commission said,
"West Kentucky in general has
not done as well as the rest of the
state."
Cosby said most of the

discrimination cases are in renting property rather than in
sales.
Deshazer said this is probably
related to economic reasons. He
said a person is more likely to
sell a house to a qualified buyer,
regardless of race, if he knows
the next buyer may not be
available for five or six months.
Deshazer and Cosby agreed
that discrimination is "much
more subtle" than it was 10
years ago.
Deshazer said one of the problems today is the practice of
"racial steering" this is where
blacks are advised that no property is available in an area but
whites are shown property in
that area.
One of the ways the Human
Rights Commission determines
if dicrimination is occurring is
by testing. This is where they
send a black person and a white

person to the same realtors
Deshazer said all factors are
equal in the two testers This
enables them to find out is a
realtor is practicing
discrimination.
Several people present expressed displeasure over the
testing procedures. Cosby and
Deshazer said the practice is
controversial but was upheld by
the courts. They added that if
the situation called for it. they
would not hesitate to send out
testers.
Charles F. Stigger, director of
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban DevelopmentFair
Housing and Equal Opportunity
Division was also a panel
member. He informed the
realtors of a voluntary
marketing agreement which
gives the industry the chance to
police other members.
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ROTC Cadet Rita Matthews of Murray State University fights to keep her pack dry as she crosses
a
rope bridge in ROTC Best Ranger Competition held recently at Standing Stone State Park
and Tennessee Tech University. Murray entered 12 cadets in the competition and finished with
first place
honors in the team physical fitness test.

•f

ROTC Cadets Michael Hats, left, and James Stutler of Murray
State haul their poncho raft toward the
finish line as the compete in ROTC Best Ranger Competition.
Cadets had to construct a watertight raft
out of their ponchos, float the raft on a 60-meter swim and then
open it for inspection.

College cadets test skills in Best Ranger competition

R&R not on agenda at Standing Stone for ROTC cadets

For most people weekends
mean rest and relaxation. For 94
ROTC cadets who spent last
weekend at Standing Stone State
Park. rest and relaxation were
not on the roster.
The cadets spent 36 hours of
their 48-hour weekend building
and crossing rope bridges. conducting day and night land
navigation exercises and constructing rafts out of ponchos.
Cadets then tested these rafts
for watertightness by -floating
them in a 60-meter swim
through frigid lake water.
Other events included a

12-mile Decathlon, a physical
fitness "Iron Ranger" test, a
Prusik rope climb, pistol and rifle target shooting competition
and a complete knot test.
The cadets, who represented
11 colleges and universities in
Tennessee and Kentucky, were
testing their skills and endurance in the second annual
ROTC Best Ranger Competition, modeled on the U.S.
Army's rigorous Best Ranger
Program.
Tennessee Tech took top
honors with members of Tech's
Golden Eagle Battalion placing

first in all three categories of
competition: individual, twomember "buddy" teams and
six-member teams.
Murray State University placed second in team competition
followed by the University of
Tennessee at Knoxville. UTK
also placed second in the individual and buddy team
divisions.
Tech entered three six-man
teams in the competition. Tech
Team One placed first in team
competition by winning top
honors in six events; pistol
target shooting, rope bridges,

Prusik rope climb, poncho raft
construction and military
stakes. The team placed second
In fixed rope construction, used
to scale steep hills, and third in a
written map test.
Team One members are
Cadets Brian Higdon, Mark
Foote. Bryan Stewart, Mike
Hurley, Mart Bumgarner and
Larry Smnith. Higdon and Foote
won first place in buddy team
competition. Higdon also placed
first in the military stakes
event. Stewart and Hurley came
In second in the buddy team
competition. Stewart also won

third place in the patrolling test.
Members of Tech's Team
Two, which placed second in
knot tying, are Cadets Darin
Robinson, Jon Dellinger, Bill
Swafford, Dan Shoemaker, Mike
McKee and Paul Higdon. Dellinger took top honors in the
physical fitness test.
Team three laced first in rifle
target shooting and night
navigation and second in pistol
target shooting and day land
navigation.
Team three members are
Cadets David Storey, George
Swanson, Tim Henry, Steve

Vaughn, Sean Gray and James
Edmonds. Vaughn won first
place in pistol target shooting
and second place in rifle
shooting. Swanson took top
honors in target shooting.
The Best Ranger Competition
was sponsored by the U.S. Army
and hosted by Tennessee Tech.
Capt. Rick Smith, professor of
military science, coordinated
the weekend and kept track of
the competition with a computer. Over 50 members of the
Golden Eagle Battalion assisted
in setting up and directing the
events.

oar(

-Barlow calls donation 'ugly politics'
HENDERSON. Ky. AP) —
Tom Barlow. a Democratic candidate for the 1st Congressional
District seat, says a $3,000 donation from U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard to a state legislator's election fund is -ugly politics.During a news conference
Tuesday. Barlow said the donation to state Rep. Joel Ellington's campaign for a state

Senate seat was an interference
in local politics.
"That action smacks of lordand-master politics," Barlow
said.
He accused Hubbard of making similar contributions in the
past "to his favorite handpicked candidates."
Federal election laws do not

Lions plan yard sale and
pancake breakfast May 3
The Murray Lions will oe
holding a yard sale and a pancake breakfast at Murray Middle School on Saturday May 3.
The money raised will be used
to sponsor one .band student
from Murray High School and
one from Calloway County High

Carter ...
((bard from page I)
school office by calling 753-5202
or 753-52111. Reservations should
be made prior to May 5 and the
$5 per person charge may be
paid at the door the night of the
banquet.
Since seating is limited,school
officials urged making reservations early.

School as members of the Kentucky Lions All - State Band.
These students will participate
in the Lions International
Parade in New Orleans July
9-12. Bands from around the
world will also be in attendance.
This will be the fourth year for
the Kentucky Lions Band.
Students in the previous three
years have traveled to Atlanta,
San Francisco
alias.
The yard sale will begin at 7
a.m.
The pancake breakfast will be
held from 6-11 a.m.
The meal will include pancakes, sausage and drink. The
price for all you can eat is $2.50.
If you have items to donate to
the yard sale please call Arvin
Crafton at 753-6406.

'prohibit such contributions.
Barlow said the May 27
primary election between he
and Hubbard "is going to heat
up. Mr. Hubbard has finally
decided he's got a race on his
hands."
The resident of Barlow in
Ballard County said that Hubbard has ignored critical issues
facing western Kentucky that

MCMA
(Cont'd from page 1)
Eunice Mills and Paul
Shahan. assistants; Betty
Lowry, patrons, Irma
LaFollette, out of town chairman; Neva Grey Allbritten;
and Libby Hart, liaison with
schools.
Production committee:
Roger Reichmuth, vice president, assisted by Bruce
Chamberlain.
Programming committee:
Norine Winter, vice president, assisted by Susan Hart
and Bill Parsons with Libby
Hart as liaison with schools.
Public relations committee: Marilyn Forrest, vice
president assisted by Sallie
Guy, R. W. Farrell, university publicity; Neva Grey
Allbritten, hospitality and
transportation and Kathryn
Carman.

pertain to agriculture, the
depression in the coal industry
and the lack of new industry.
Barlow also repeated his wish
for more debates with the incumbent candidate. So far, Hubbard has agreed only to a May 23 ,
broadcast debate on Paducah
radio stations WICYX-AM and
WKYQ-FM.

NASA calls off
search for more
Challenger debris
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) — NASA has ended the
search for debris from
Challenger's rocket boosters
following the recovery of the
lower half of the joint that caused the shuttle to explode.
The space agency announced
recovery of the key part from
the right booster Tuesday and
said it matched another piece
containing the top half of the
joint that failed, triggering the
Jan. 28 accident that killed
seven astronauts.
The top half was recovered
several weeks ago and retrieval
of the lower part has been a high
priority. The salvage ship Stena
Workhorse hoisted it from the
floor of the Atlantic, 600 feet
down. 30 miles offshore.

Computer assistant Karen Olson works with students Patrick
Thornton and T.J. Weddington at the computer in Murray
Elementary School's new "Writing to Read" program. The
kindergarteners will continue the special instructional method
next year in first grade. Murray Elementary principal WiWe
Jackson reminds Murray residents that registration for
kindergarten remains open through the rest of the school year.
During the summer months, a representative will be present to
respond to your questions.

Airport plans taxiways
Construction should be completed in 30 days on the parallel
taxiways at the Murray
Calloway County Airport. says
Airport Board Chairman Hugh
Oakley.
The construction on the taxiways was nearly completed last
year by the Ken-Tenn Construction Company of Fulton. Now,
with just a few details to finish,
the project is "virtually complete," Oakley said.

At last night's Airpoart Board
meeting, the board also approved plans anti-specifications
for a new storage and
maintenence building. Oakley
said bids will be advertised
within a week.
Other future projects for the
airport include the installation
of new runwayind identification
lights reilsw and a constantcurrent regulator for ground-toair radio communication.
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Royko Says

Let market work

Putting on the dog
The federal government other ranchers at a profit.
wants to boost fees for tour- Recently, in Montana, a bankists visiting national parks, ruptcy court was able to get
but at the same time it is $9 AUM by subleasing $1.35
practically giving away graz- AUM federal grazing rights,
ing permits on similar feder- which had fallen under the
al land to Western cattle court's jurisdiction.
ranchers.
Last year Congress had a
On one hand, the National chance to correct the situaParks Service seeks to in- tion when the 1978 legislation,
crease the car fee permits at which set the grazing fee for
federal parks from $3 to $10, seven years, expired. Howevin an attempt to meet er, after several months of
Gramm-Rudman budget cuts. heated debate, Congress gave
On the other hand, the gov- up and adjourned without
ernment — according to a taking action.
Bureau of Land Management
This put the burden directestimate — has let $500 mil- ly on President Reagan's
lion slip through its fingers in shoulders. In the absence of
the past 10 years by not legislation, it was • up to Mr.
charging enough for its graz- Reagan to set the fee, which
ing permits.
had been revalued to be
The government's grazing- worth at least $1.05 AUM by
permit rate for the last seven grazing advisory boards —
years has been $1.35 for an made up mostly of cattlemen
animal unit month. An ani- permit holders. The president
mal unit month translates signed an executive order ofinto the forage consumed by fering a compromise in the
a cow and her calf or five matter and setting current
sheep for a month. Only about range fees at a minimum
2 percent of the nation's 1.6 $1.35 AUM.
million cattlemen hold these
The presidential order will
permits. They usually are continue until Congress takes
ranchers with private hold- action on the matter — someings in adjacent locations, thing it should get to work on
When permits come up for re- immediately. With the nation, newal they usually are reis- al budget in shambles and
• '"KerSlied-trrthe-sarne-perrnittold:7- •eutbackg -being—orderect off
er. Only when they become every hand, there is no reason
vacant are outside applica- a small percentage of the nations accepted.
tion's cattle growers should
Other ranchers who are not get a government handout.
blessed with them are paying
We're not experts in the
an average of $6.87 AUM for beef business, but it stands to
grazing rights on private reason that one solution to
land. Obviously, the govern- the grazing-permit fiasco
ment and the taxpayer are would be to offer range rights
playing the patsy.
up for public bid. Then the
Even worse, some of the government would be getting
cattlemen who hold federal a true picture of the real
permits are turning around value of grazing land — and
and subleasing the permits to an honest return.
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My first dog was a little mutt
named Sparky. He had a curly
tail and liked chasing rats. His
mother was a neighbor's dog,
and his father was a wandering
stranger who got lucky.
When Sparky died of old age,
we dug a hole in a corner of the
yard, put him in a crate from the
vegetable store, and used a
brick with his name painted on it
as a gravestone.
That and a faded old snapshot
in one of the family albums were
his only memorials.
But if Sparky had been born at
a later time, such as now, we
could have done so much more.
We might have placed him in
something called "The Animal
Hall of Fame Almanac," which
is sort of a Who's Who of the
beloved pet world.
Yes, a company of California
— where else? — is now
publishing fancy leather-bound
"heirloom" books that will contain the pictures and
biographies of 500 beloved pets.
Dogs, cats, birds, horses, maybe
even gerbils.
As the company says in their

sales literature:
"Turner-Bradshaw proudly
announces the opening of
enrollments for the 1986 Animal
Hall of Fame Almanac.
"This Almanac is a limited
edition masterpiece featuring
pets from around the world with
photos and stories submitted by
their owners.
"Entrance into the Almanac is
limited to only 500 pets per edition. Each edition is printed
once a year. Every pet is
featured in his or her own full
page.
"Think of it...Now you can immortalize your loved one. Enshrine him or her forever in a
stunning volumne that will be
passed on for generations.
"What a masterpiece.
"One glance tells it...The
Almanac is much larger than
your standard library book. It
looks like a great work of art.
Your pet deserves no less. You
expect no less.
"You will notice the fine
heady smell of fine leather. The
Gold Embossed cover design is
magnifitient. ... Page edges are

You ARE IIEREBY
StirENcED it) LIFE
IN PRISON!...

gilded on three sides.
You and your pet are
members of an exclusive family. A brotherhood of 500,
worldwide, now and forever."
And how do you get your pooch
or cat into this leatherbound
book? It'll cost you $500. That's
about it.
The book was the idea of Jan
Bohusch of Los Angeles, who
works at Turner-Bradshaw.
which publishes magazines and
other publications.
He says: "We've done a lot of
market research and determined that there are a lot of people
in the U.S. and worldwide who.
well, you know, they freeze-dry
their pets, use pet cemeteries.
People whose pets are important in their lives.
"I came up with the idea of the
concept for printing a book
where their pet is featured in a
full page. It's a memorial or an
heirloom that can be passed on
for generations. It's a cocktail
table book published once a
year.,
"It gives the pet owner permanent recollections. Pets last only
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Letter To The Editor
\‘‘‘.

Lions thank all who helped
with broom and bulb sale
To the Editor:
of the Murray Lions Club has
The members of the Murray benefited many people in our
Lions Club wish to thank the community with vision procitizens and merchants of Mur- blems. In addition, a tonometer
ray and Calloway County for was purchased with the Murray.
their support of the Lions annual Calloway County Hospital to be
broom and bulb sale held on used in the MCCH Health ExApril 21 and 22.
press to check for glaucoma.
Thanks to The Murray Ledger Bill Bailey,
& Times for their coverage of President
our sale.
Murray Lions Club
Everyone's continued support
each year proves that Murray
and Calloway County is a
wonderful community to live in. la,,sibial.u.isataaraitiZ
e 016
,zstazsz:ittali
... N1r:isught Synd loc.
Our profit is used for sight
conservation and other worthy
projects. This year your support

titInkfir

Thoughts
In Season
te4

By Ken Wolf
Here is a thought from former
Senator J. William Fulbright that
probably should be printed in all
American newspapers(and read
on TV) at least once each year:
To criticize one's country is
to do it a service
...Criticism...is more than a
right; it is an act of
patriotism — a higher form
of patriotism, I believe,
than the familiar rituals
and national adulation.
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Commonwealth Comment
Question: Can a person plead
guilty to a crime without admitting that they actually committed
the crime?
Answer: This seems like a very
peculiar question. Actually,
however, it is a very good question and one with which the
courts and criminal lawyers of
this country have wrestled for
centuries.
One might at first wonder why
a person who would not be .willing to admit that they committed
the crime would plead guilty to it
and possibly be sentenced to the
penitentiary.
There are circumstances in
which tt- is best for criminal
defendants to plead guilty before
the judge rather than take their
chance with the jury even though
they may not specifically admit
that they committed the
wrongdoing.
First is the situation where a
person was so intoxicated they
cannot remember whether or not
they actually committed the
crime. The evidence may be
overwhelming, but they simply
do not remember their act.
Sometimes a criminal defendant may contend their innocence strenuously, yet once
again the evidence may be overwhelming as to their guilt. In a
situation like this, the defendant
may very well want to plead,
nevertheless, to a more lenient
sentence rather than take their
chance with the jury.
Some states have a plea of nobo
contendere. That means that the
defendant stands before the
judge and neither admits that he
Is guilty or not guilty. but simply
that he will not contest the
charge.
This plea arises from the case
of North Carolina vs. Alford
decided by the Supreme Court of
the United States in which it was
held that a criminal defendant
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By Michael D. Ward

has the right to waive all of its
constitutional protection and
enter a plea of guilty even though
the defendant will not admit to
committing the crime.
The court said the standard as
to whether a guilty plea would be
accepted or not was whether the
plea represents a voluntary and
intelligent choice "among the
alternative courses of action open
to the defendant." In the Alford
case, a person was charged with
a capital offense, but pled guilty
for a sentence of less than death.
Whether he realized or disbelieved his guilt, he insisted upon a
plea because in his view he had
nothing to gain by a trial.
Because of the overwhelming
evidence against him, a trial was
exactly what neither Alford or his
counsel wanted. Confronted with
this hard choice between a trial
for first degree murder on one
hand,and the plea of guilty of second degree murder on the other,
the defendant Alford quite
reasonably chose the latter and
was therefore given a maximum
sentence of thirty years instead of
death.
The Alford court went on to
suggest that since guilt, or the
degree of guilt, is at times uncertain and elusive, and the accused though believing in or entertaining doubt respecting his innocence might still reasonably
conclude that a jury would be
convinced of his guilt, and
therefore he would fare better as
far as a sentence is concerned by
pleading guilty.
The bottom line was that an individual accused of a crime may
voluntarily, knowingly and
understandably consent to the
Imposition of a prison sentence
even if that same person is unwilling or unable to admit to their
participation in the acts constitutine the crime

about 15 years. Humans last
about 70."
The company ran some ads,
sent "teaser" mailings, and the
response has been impressive.
More than 1,000 people have
applied.
And what kind of pet owners
are most eager to see their dogs
in living color in a leather-bound
book?
"Poodles. I don't know why.
The largest response has come
from dog owners, and poodles
are the biggest."
I'm not surprised. It doesn't
sound like something that the
owner of a junkyard dog, or a
tavern hound, would go for.
Those who apply are asked to
write personal biographies of
their pets, which will be printed
with the pictures.
"Here's one letter," said
Bohusch,"from a doctor and his
wife. They have a cat they say is
their Siamese son. It answers to
its name and it likes to hide in
the laundry hamper. In fact, it
lives in the laundry hamper.
"And here's one from a
woman in Miami. She says they
have two extremely spoiled
poodles and they want both of
them in the Hall of Fame.
"You see, it's like a social
register for animals. Oh, and
they'll get a Hall of Fame certificate, like a college diploma.
It's stamped, numbered and certified, and suitable for
framing."
-All-thset- for only $500?
"Yes. Or $600 if you want your
pet-on the -front page. With only
500 books, we can adjust the
pages to do that."
Let's see — with 500 pets at
$500 each, that comes to a
quarter of a million dollars in
revenue.
But Bohusch says each book
costs $200 to print. So that cuts
the take down to $150,000. Not a
bad profit.
Of course, for the cost of a roll
of film and developing, you
could plaster an entire wall with
pictures of your favorite beastie.
But if Sparky were alive, I still
might spend a bundle to put him
in the book.
Especially if I could get him to
pose for a picture with his
favorite fireplug.
With that-picture, it would be
the ultimate- in the elegant
cocktail table book.

Therefore. in Kentucky, instead of a nobo contendere. which
is not provided for by statute of
case law, a person may enter a
"Alford Plea."
In that situation. the judge
must first determine if the defendant fully recognizes and appreciates his constitutional right
to a trial by jury as well as the
consequences of waiving those
rights. Once a free and rational
choice has been made by the
defendant, and that person
charged is represented by competent counsel, the plea will be
accepted and punishment imposed even though the defendant
may still deny that he committed
the specific crime. .
We know the defendant has the
constitutional right to plead not
guilty. Is the Alford case saying
he also has the right to plead
guilty?
In the Alford case, the court
sairl that since he wanted to, he
could, even though he denied his
guilt. A court can still use judicial
discretion and choose not to accept a guilty plea if it believes
that the ends of justice demand it.
In those situations, the commonwealth will be required to
present its evidence, and the jury
will decide. This will sometimes
happen when the defendant is
simply obstreperous or uncooperative and refuses to plead
in any fashion. In that situation.
the judge will simply enter a not
guilty plea for him and proceed
with the case.
In most instances, however.
where
defendant
the
is
represented by competent
counsel and advises the court
that he wishes to enter an "Alford
Plea," that plea will be accepted;
and in those rare situations, a
defendant may actually be given
a prison sentence without actually admitting he committed the
crime.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
More than 1.000 Future
Farmers of America were anticipated at the annual FFA
Field Day scheduled on the Murray State campus. FFA
members from Kentucky, Illinois. Missouri and Tennessee
were scheduled to participate in
the competition.
Outgoing Murray Chamber of
Commerce president H. Ed
.Chrisman is pictured accepting
a certificate of recognition from
new chamber president Dr.
Harry M. Sparks.
A six-run seventh inning lifted
the Murray High Tigers over the
Calloway County Lakers 10-3 in
local, baseball action. The win
moved the Tigers record to 10-4
on the season while Calloway
dropped to 5-8.
Twenty years ago
A service of dedication was
planned for the new church
building of the Sinking Spring
Baptist congregation.
Dorothy Alice Swann.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hoffman Swann, won the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
statewide title in the student
sewing division in competition in
Lexington.
State Sen. Guy Billington was
the guest speaker at the regular
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Junior Chamber
of Commerce won high honors at
the state convention held in
Owensboro. Maurice Crass, Jr..
received a certificate for
guiding the Jaycees to a Civic
Service Award which was
presented by Hugh McKenna.
_U.S. Jaycee president.
Announcement was made of
the promotion of William Denton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
C. Denton. Murray. to personnelman third class in the U.S.
Navy.
Rodney Lane was the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Calvin Paschall for their son
born April 18.
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MURRAY TODAY
Fellowship Day observance set
May Fellowship DAy
is an ecumenical worship event that brings
women from different
Christian traditions to
strengthen their feelings of community and
enable them to address
mutual concerns. First
observed by the National Council of
Federated Church
Women as a dedication
day in May 1933. it took
its present name in 1945
and became the third

ecumenical celebration
to be sponsored by
Church Women United.

Miirray Ledger & Times
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To observe golden anniversary

CWU has a 45 year group will enjoy Mrs.
history of addressing Helen Hodges, a wellthe causes of social in- known, local interjustice in striving to ac- pretative speaker who
This year Church comlish its goalof emwill tell the group about
Women United powerment of women.
"Lobes We Have
celebrate May human rights and
Knows."
Fellowship Day on Fri- creating peace with
day. May 2 at 10 a.m. at justice. The worship
Following the proMr. and Mrs. Wayne
the First Christian service for 1986 was gram. a potluck lunch Ferguson of Puryear.
Church. one of Murray's written by a group of will be served in the Tenn., will observe their
historical landmarks. Hawaiian women who social hall of te church golden wedding anDr. David Roose, cry out against forces with bread and drinks niversary on May 5.
minister of the church which have robbed in- being furnished. A
Wayne and the former
invites everyone to digenous people of their nursery will be Shellie Williams were
attend.
roots and identity. The provided.
married May 5, 1936 at
the courthouse in Paris
by Judge Paschall.
They are the parents
of two daughters, Mrs.
The United Methodist for the delicious pot- and toastmistress duties vocation. The
nostalgic Homer
(Dianna) MadWomen's Annual luck dinner. Lovely spr- were beautifully ex- solo "Mother"
was sung
dox of Paris and Linda
Mother-Daughter Ban- ing floral arrangements ecuted by Paula Hullick, by Nadine
Turner. acquet was held April 1 in
were provided by Patti with the-able assistance companied by Jan Turner of Puryear.
They have two grandthe Fellowship Hall of Mae Moody and attrac- of her daughter. Kelly.
sons. Kent and Kirk
the First United tive programs were Jennifer.
Margaret Owens, vice
Methodist Church in
prepared by Margaret
Lois Sparks, president president of the U.M.W. Maddox.
There will be no forMurray.
Owens. assisted by the of U.M.VV., welcomed in charge of programs,
The Maryleona Frost
Maryleona Frost Circle. the guests and Kay Gup- introduced Paula mal celebration due to
the health of Mr.
Circle was the hostess General chairwoman tan delivered the in- Hulick, who,
with Ferguson.
daughter Jennifer,
presented spirited and
though-provoking comments and tributes to
mothers and daughters.
their serious sides, using the Book of Ruth as
references.
To add a light touch to
the occasion,
llie
Christopher then
directed a MotherDaughter Style revue.
assisted by Jan Kelly at
the piano. Appearing in
the style show in bright
spring fashions were:
Kathy Kopperud and
daughter Kristen, Dana
Stonecipher and Shea,
The Murray-Calloway
Kay Gupton and Kelly,
Mona Blankenship and County Humane Society
Morgan, Ellie will be sponsoring a 1986
Christopher and Kelsey, Walk for Kindness May
Carroll Lane and 3.
Registration for the
Pictured are the participants in a Mother-Daughter Spring Fashion revue.
Courtney.
Front row, left to right: Kelly Gupton, Kristen Kopperud, Morgan BlankenAppreciation was walk-a-thon will be from
ship. Shea Stonecipher. Courtney Christopher and Carroll Lane Christopher.
given to Young-at- 8:30 to 9 a.m. at the
Back row: Kelsey Christopher. Kay Gupton, Kathy Kopperud, Mona
Heart. Dora Mae Shop pavillion ofthe Old City
Blankenship and Dana Stonecipher
and Murray Florist for Park between Chestnut
and Payne Streets. Parapparel and decor.
ticipants may bring pets
to walk with them.
However, all animals
must be on a leash at all
times, water in a container must be provided
by the owner and
animals must be rested
at the discretion of
Humane Society
officials.

Mother-daughter banquet held by Methodist

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ferguson

Murray-Calloway County Humane Society
to sponsor 'Walk for Kindness' here May 3

Walkers will have a
choice of several
Pictured at the United Methodist Women's Annual Mother-Daughter Banquet are Elli
Christopher. style revue director. Lois Sparks,
U.M.VI. president, Paula Hulick. banquet chairman. Jenny Hammat, assistant to the chairman
and Kay Gupton who offered the invocation.

measured routes to special "cover donafollow. Water will be tion" in any amount.
provided to participants These may be turned in
whenever it is requested at the park or by calling
at the pavillion. Each Mary Valentine at
walker will be 753-4981.
monitored by Humane
The walker collecting
Society officials and the most money to
must have his or her donate toward shelter
pledge sheet verified operations will be
before collecting notified and awarded a
pledges.
trophy. Recognition will
The Animal Shelter is also be accorded to
in need of funds since it those in second and
is not tax supported. third places.
Money raised from the
The Humane Society
event will enable the will hold a picnic after
Humane Society to the walk-a-thon.
operate the Animal Members of the Society
Sheller for Murray- and other friends of
Calloway County during animals will gather at
the summer of 1986.
the pavillion in Old City
Persons not wishing to Park for a picnic at noon
pledge by the mile may on Saturday. Persons
support walkers with a attending may bring

liet tcr hurry to your home family. a We'll pile on layers
town P172.ii If ut restaurant! of pure mozzarella cheese and
Its not often you siive this kind all your favorite toppings.
of money on our fresh, hot . There's no better time to try
and scrumptious pizza. fl So , our unparalleled Pizza Hut
come on in. Bring the whole , Pan Pizza. See you soon!

For hundreds of
parents, Parents
Anonymous does
become "family".
Unlike traditional
therapy groups, which
usually meet in mental
health clinics or private
practitioners' offices.
P.A. chapters have an
air of informality and
low-key "homeyness"
about them that is conducive to the developmnent of closer relationships. We also encourage parents to
socialize with one
another outside of
chapter, which is not the
case with most other
central c•nter 753.3314 forms of group therapy.
The fact that many
parents with abuse problems are socially

isolated is well-known begin by offering to
and documented. Peo- drive one another to
ple who don't feel good chapter meetings and,
about themselves ex- on the way there and
pect to be rejected by back, will discover comothers and withdraw monalities that bind
from the world. Chapter them together. They'll
meetings offer them babysit one another's
something they badly children, help with
need — a social moves, and accompany
framework, an oppor- each other to the launtunity to like and be lik- dromat or grocery
ed by others. The store. They'll go on
knowledge that they all outings to the park, lend
share the same problem each other clothes, and
makes it easier for them hand down items the
to reach out.
children need. In short.
In many chapters an they will form a corninformal network of
friendships alliances
and cliques develops
which becomes allimportant to the parents
who participate in them.
Suburban
Group members will Homemake
rs met
recently at Jo Farley's
with Jo Hancock as cohostess.
President Sue Dunn
called the meeting to
order.
Rachel Hendon
Culture Arts Chairman
gave the devotional —
Women of the Bible.
The minutes were
read by the Secretary

Ell
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SALE
Bel-Air Center
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Brooks Bus Line has
moved location to the
East Side Gulf Station,
119 East Main St. across
from Briggs & Stratton.
Hours will be
6 a.m.-9 p.m.
Call 753è266

chestnut st. 783-33141

lbw 1 imports

munity. (Parents
Anonymous Manual
If, as a parent. you
feel the deed to reach
out for support Parents
Anonymous of MurrayCalloway is here to help
you. All it takes is a
telephone call to
762-6862 and ask for
Tonia or come to the
P.A. office at Room 111
Special Education
Building, Murray State
University between 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Suburban Homemaker
club conducts meeting

NOTICE

I= MO

The Animal Shelter is
open from 12:30 to 5
p.m. Monday through
Friday and from 1 to 4
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. For more information call 759-4141.

Vista reaching out
Margaret Owens, vice president of the U.M.W. in
charge of programs speaks at the annual banquet while Jenny Hammat, assistant to chairman and Paula Hulick, banquet chairman listen.

PIZZA SALE:
SAVE BIG DOUGH!

r

their own lunch or purchase it at the pavillion.
A Humane Society
Board member will be
at the Calloway County
Public Library at the
following times to
receive collected pledge
money: Saturday. May
10 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and Monday. May 12
from 4 to 6 p.m. If
unable to turn in pledge
money at one of these
times. please call Kathy
Cohen 436.2603 or Mary
Valentine
753-4981..

Rosanna Miller.
Pat Rogers presented
our major lesson — Color and You.
Hostesses served
refreshments and
others present were
Lillian Dunn. Lou
McGary Annabelle
Russell and Wilma
Wilson.
The next meeting will
be May 12 at Jo Hancock's home.

ATM's not readily available
in most of the rest of the world
Americans who take
for granted the
availability of instant
cash from electronic
banking machines 24
hours a day may find
it's a different world
when they travel
abroad.
In most of the world,
travelers still must
stand in a bank line and
submit to time-

consyming approval
procedures and even
then may not be able to
get a cash advance.
Travel consultants advise the best way to ensure a cash advance
while traveling in a
foreign country is to
take it along in the form
of traveler's checks.
which are virtually as
good as cash

FRIDAY
SATURDA'%
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By Rainey Apperson

Central Kentucky is alive and
well - the dogwoods are still in
bloom, and the Blue Grass
Stakes at Keenland ran without
a hitch. As a Kentuckian, you
can be very proud of Keenland
because of its special beauty.
During the last day of Keenland
on Friday, Woody Stephens,
famous horse trainer, and
brother of Ann (Mrs. Mancil)
Vinson, did it again. Back in
1936, the year Keenland opened,
Woody had a horse that he had
trained, running that opening
day. Now, 50 years later, when
Keenland was celebrating its
birthday, Woody's horse,
Devalois, bred in France, and
ridden by Eddie Maple, won the
next to last race on closing day,
running on grass. Woody
Stephens is preparing this week
for the Kentucky Derby, and we
are wishing him good luck.
---Are you afraid to travel to
Europe this summer? That
question has been asked over
and over again by the neighbor
next door to the talk show host.
It seems that many of us are
answering yes to that question.
No one wants to be looking over
his shoulder every minute on a
vacation. It seems that most experts agree that the first thing
you have to do is blend in with
the crowd, don't wear bright-

colored clothing that will call attention to you. Don't linger at
the ticket counters in foreign
airports, and don't congregate
where Americans tongregate.
Now if any of this sounds like fun
"I'll eat my hat." Let's stay
home and vacation in America
or go to the Expo in Vancouver
or see Australia. We've got some
time in years to come, when a
few of these problems are settled to travel in Europe.
Nothing like complaining
after the cows are out of the
pasture, BUT, what is being
done to 12th Street in Murray
Kentucky, in my eyes, is a terrible sin. It is not going to help the
flow of traffic one bit, all it is going to do is have more traffic going faster, nothing else.
Cutting all of those beautiful
old trees that have taken years
and years to grow to that beauty
is the real sin. Why in heaven's
name, didn't we build a by-pass
around Murray, the way we
built a by-pass around Benton.
Are they smarter than we are?
---The Hottest Products is an article written from
ADWEEK/Midwest by Merri
Rosenbert. I thought the Ledger
readers would be interested.
The hottest products of 1985
show that the locus of consumption and entertainment in
America has moved - back to
the home. Whether the activity

is shopping, work, exercise,
recreation or even health care.
Americans are taking the adage
"A man's home is his castle" to
heart. Home is more than a
place to sleep and eat; it is a
self-sufficient unit that meets all
needs. No longer do the trendy
burn the oil at nightspots they're much more likely to
keep the home fires burning.
Take direct marketing, an industry that exists to tempt the
consumer at home. Shopping at
home is so big that catalogue
sales are now a $150-billion-ayear industry.
Then there's the proliferation
of VCRs and homeentertainmeht centers. In a
similar vein is the surge in the
do-it-yourself market that during the past seven years has
become a $30-billion industry.
Maybe it's simply that the
baby boomers have gotten older
- and are too tired to go out and
about. Or perhaps home has
newfound virtues now that so
many of them have become
parents. Or maybe, as its furthest reaches, it is a sign of the
conservatism of the times.
Whatever the reasons, the fact
remains that home as a center of
fulfillment, satisfaction and
security has become increasingly important for this generation
of consumers. And products that
can speak to this yearning for

community events
Wednesday. April 30
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The Murray State
University baseball
team will play Southest
Missourt State University at Reagan Field.
_
Reservations for the
rafting trip on the Chattooga River in Goergia
May 12-14 must be made
by this date. Cost is $118.
Sponsored by the
Leisure Connection at
Murray State University. For information call
762-6287 or 762-4458.
---The Department of
Speech Communication
and Theatre at Murray
State University will
present a three character comedydrama titled "Porch" at
5 p.m. in the Wilson Hall
Studio, Room 310B. Admission is free.
---Wells Studio,
Mayfield, will kick-off
"Operation Preservation" in celebration of
Mayfest. Anyone interested in submitting
photos of Mayfield or
Graves County shoud
come to the open house.
For more information
247-1851.
Thurs-day, May 1
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will hold
a salad luncheon and
garden tour at noon.
---The Christian
Women's Club will hold
a Friendship Bible Coffee at the home of
Evelyn Willie from 9:30
to 11 a.m. The study is
on the Book of Colossians the leader is Mrs.
Edna Butler. For directions or more information call either Mrs.
Willie, 759-1867 or Mrs.
Butler, 753-5349 after 5
p.m.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. with officers to

Thursday, May 1
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.
---- Events at Land Between the Lakes will inelude S'ItywaIk at 2 p.m:
at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.
-- -The Murray Singles
connection will meet at
the First United
Methodist Church at 7
p.m. to make plans for
June meetings.
Friday, May 2
Alford Chapter No.
445 of Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall at Aurora.
---Friday Night Social is
scheduled at Murray
Country Club.
---Games for members
of Murray Moose Lodge
are scheduled at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
---Events at Land Between the Lakes will include Carporee Tournament and Skywalk at 2
p.m. and Night Under
the Stars at 8 p.m., at
Golden Pond Visitor
Center; Night Visual at
8 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
---Saturday, May 3
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a breakfast at
9 a.m. at The Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn.
---Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
hall.
---Lifehouse Ministry
will sponsor a benefit
gospel singing at

Saturday. May 3
Westside Baptist
Church. Various groups
will be featured.
---Couples Bridge with
Bill and Ada Roberts as
hosts is scheduled at
7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Dance for members of
Murray Moose Lodge
will be from 8 p.m. to
midnight at lodge hall.
Music will be by DJ
Randy Dowdy.
---AA and Al-Alon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Carporee Tournament at 10 a.m. and 2
p.m.. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; Jams
and Jellies at Empire
Farm, Muzzloading Rifle Match at
Homeplace-1850 and
Name Game at
Woodlands Nature
Center, all at 2 p.m.
---Round and square
dancing will be held at
Lynn Grove Roller Rink
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. The
Sharecroppers will provide the music.

Saturday, May 3
The Twilight Golf will
begin at 5:30 p.m. at the
Oaks Country Club.
---Playhouse in the Park
will present Agatha
Christie's suspense
thriller "Witness for the
Prosecution" at 8 p.m.
Call 759-1752 for
reservations.
---The Purchase Area
Development District
willholda
Tourism/Matching
Funds committee
meeting at 10 a.m. at the
PADD offices, U.S.
Highway 45 North,
Mayfield. The public is
invited to attend all of
the above meetings.
Last day fo pre schedule summer or fall
classes; last day to drop
a class; and the last day
to withdraw from school
at Murray State
University.
---Second annual
Mayfest Bed Race will
begin at 7th and College
Streets at 7 p.m. in
Mayfield. For registra
tion call Steve Miler at
247-8100 or the MayfieldGraves County
Chamber of Commerce
at 247-6101.

mess Place
1104 Story
753-4567

We are happy to
announce that Sally
Grasty, bride-elect
of Michael Kinsey,
has selected her
decorating
accessories from our
bridal registry. Sally
and Michael will be
married June 7.
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THE ENESCO PRECIOUS
MOMENTS BIRTHDAY TRAIN
IS HERE!
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All the laughter and joy of a child's birthday is captured in Sam
Butcher's inspired new PRECKX1S MOMENTS' Collection THE ENESCO PRECIOUS MOMENTS BIRTWAY TRAIN.
These finely sculpted circus animals and their clown leader will GREadrrz
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capture the hearts of children of all ages.
„, I you want to introduce your child to PRECIOUS MOMENTS.
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c...1 give the ideal birthday present or just treat yourself to an exquisite
new collectibk. Why not stop in today and see The Birthday Train
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b and fund out about the exciting new Birthday Club.
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home find a ready reception.
For what Americans seem to be
responding to, in many cases.
are products that offer a chance
to return to a simpler time or
convey a positive sense of self
And that, after all, is what home
is all about.
Styling Mousse
With sales in the $250-million plus range, hair mousse if hardly a frothy trifle. Rather, as
several industry analysts have
suggested, it is the latest staple
in the $2.5-billion hair-care
industry.
Originally introduced in the
United States in early 1984 by
the L'Oreal division of Cosmair
Inc., mousse's sudden and stunning success took even the experts by surprise.
Chewy Cookies
Few products convey the
same emotional sense of
"home" better than home-baked
cookies. It's hard to erase
childhood memories of meltingly tender, fresh-from-the-oven
confections. Capitalizing on the
demand for soft cookies that had
been piqued by such upscale
gourmet cookies as David's and
Mrs. Fields', last year the nation's mass marketers put their
corporate energies to the test.
Chewing Tobacco
One of the hottest products
around - it ignited an entire
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category - got where it is for its
cooling properties. At a time
when the cigarette industry is
essentially flat, chewing tobacco
- or, as its manufacturers
prefer to call it, "smokeless
tobacco" - is burning up. "This
can definitely be called one of
the year's hot products," says
tobacco analyst Roy Burry of
New York brokerage Kidder,
Peabody & Co.
Personal Copiers
Not nearly as comforting or
cozy as cookies, but equally indiciative of the back-to-the home movement, is the emerging populatiry of the personal
copier.
Swatch Watches
Another product that has
caught on - and cut across a
wide swath of the young - is the
Swiss-made Swatch watch,
which arrived in the States in
the summer of 1983 and has
been a permanent fixture on the
wrist of teeny boppers and
power brokers alike ever since.
Manufactured by Switzerland's
largest watch company, ETA.
Swatch sold more than 1 million
watches in 1984, and 1985 company projections are for 3.5
million. "The reason for the product's success is the product
itself," asserts Steve Rechschaffner, creative director for
Swatch. "It uses innovative
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technology and is reliable; how
well the watch works is what brings people back for more.
But what really accounts for
Swatch's success is its market
orientation. For the first time,
watches were brought to the
level of fun fashion.
Crystal Light
Introduced nationally in 1984,
this General Foods entry
revitalized the fat powdereddrink category - and in the process didn't do too badly for
itself.
During its first year of national distribution, Crystal Light
achieved sales of $150 million primarily by appealing to dietand price conscious adults in the
form of some zippy commercials that featured Linda "Krystle" Evans of "Dynasty." It was
serendipity, insists General
Foods, that the product
spokeswoman's fictional TV
character and the product name
were the same.
"The advertising theme of •I
believe in Crystal Light' cause I
believe in me' Appealed to a
generation of people who identified with it.
---Congratulations to Coach Bennie Purcell and the Murray
State Men's Tennis Team for the
big OVC Tennis championship.
We love and appreciate you!

FHA gathers for meeting

The Murray High Those attending
the tion and Dietetics. Lynn was
finished, the
Chapter of the Kentucky state meeting
were: spoke on the many meeting
was adjourned
Association of the Kelly Bolls
as the areas that Murray State with
the saying of the
Future Homemakers of Region I
candidate for offers in
home creed. There were 46
America met in regular state president,
Jen- economics
and how to members present and
session on Wednesday, nifer
Rayburn, get informati
on on advisor. Mrs. Sally
April 16th for a chapter representing Region
I in them. After the
speaker Crass.
meeting. An executive the Creed
Contest, Mary
council meeting was Jo Simmons,
Region I
conducted by Kelly reporter and
a voting
Bolls on Monday, April delegate
for the Murray
14 to prepare for this High School
Chapter,
meeting.
and Cheryl Billington
Christi West, Awards also as a
voting
Banquet Chairperson, delegate. The
1986-87
told the club about the chapter
officer applicadinner banquet on April tions were handed
out
17 at 6:3p.rn7-CliArla''''''&-i-fi-," officers
told the
Watson, second vice- club about each
of their
president, collected duties.
junior and chapter
Melissa Clement,
degrees and said that Honor Roll Chairperson,
they would be conferred introduced the speaker
The April 16 Murray High FHA Meeting was on
at the banquet. First for the meeting, Lynn
"Career Awareness." The speaker for the
vice-president, Marla
Loberger. Lynn is .a
meeting was Lynn Loberger, home economics
Ford, spoke on the imhome ,economics
graduate of Murray State University. Pictured
pact project for May, graduate
are Kelly Bolls - FHA president, Lynn Loberger
of Murray
which is to collect dona- State
- speaker, and Melissa Clement - Honor Roll
University who
tions from other Murray
majored in Food Nutri
Chairman.
High clubs for the
March of Dimes. Becky
Wolf treasurer, gave a
proposed budget for the
1986-87 school year and
it was moved that we accept it. The club agreed
to elect Murray High
principal, Mr. Bill
Wells, as the honorary
member for the 1985-86
school year. The club
also voted on Outstanding Members in F.H.A.
for each class to be announced at the banquet.
President, Kelly Bolls,
Children s Fashions
spoke on the state
408 S. 12th
meeting which was held
753-000S
'Hwy. 641 South,
Size'. Infant thru II
in Louisville recently.

Unadvertised Sale!!!

Thursday May 1, Friday May 2
and Saturday May 3

ari
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Paula Lyons, Roger Price Marry

Down concord way

Post office returns
I am glad to hear that wonder that Ic a garage
Hamlin. Ky.. again has in Concord I still
a post office because the treasure our lr3x.dining
population in the Pine table used i4fhat little
Bluff area must be in- house by the river. How
creasing since the days beautiful was the
of Pleasant Valley moonlight making a
School days when even path across the water at
then, the Johnnie Reed night.
Grocery and Post Office
But years bring
were very busy.
changes as I am daily
Our first little home in reminded.
1931 was a little house
Even before Mother's
Jennifer Price, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gary
belonging to the Culley Day and Father's Day,
Price performed as the 1988 Sudent Monologue
Steeler. The Tennessee a lilac bush blooming in
Winner, sponsored by Murray Woman's club at
River came up to our -an old over grown yard
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club
porch once and two Mc- of our late parents who
meeting recently. Jennifer is pictured above
Cage brothers invited us had moved to a one
with Mrs. John Ackrnan, chairman of the perforto their home until the room log home 2-1/2
ming arts, at the recent meeting.
water receded. No miles from Concord in
1897 wafted nostalgia to
WAMAI‘-'• our souls.
The old home of the
Ed Lovins and their five
children has served its
time, but as the
youngest son, Rainey,
bush hogged the old
yard memories were
revived.
We wish the one big
log room, long since
weather boarded could
be preserved for a
shelter from the storm
of life as it served in our
childhood when storms
bent the trees to the
ground.
We wish that all little
children the world over
had mothers who like
ours put their children
to bed with the prayer.
l'Now I lay me down to
sleep, I pray the Lord by
soul to keep. If I should
die before I wake, I pray
the Lord my soul to
1-50 lbs.
101-300 lbs
take."
The old house by the
side of th road is now a
ragged beggar, swann51-100 11:4)__3Q1&Over.
ing and-the path to-the
spring is over grown."
A lake is now covering
fields our father
We will pick up and deliver at special prices.
laboriously tended. The
logs in that old house
have stood the tests of
time.
May modern genera20% Discount for Senior Citizens
tion have such firm
foundations.

Frazzle Free
Discount Delivery
Hwy. 641 North Special

From Mr. Quik Delivery Service
Anywhere in the City Limits

$2.00

eat

$8.00

$4.00

$16.00

753-5354
..NpAvemwywweemee

SEE OUR NEW LOOKS!

MANUFACTURERS
Agik
rts.
ON BRAND NAME
A
WOMEN'S FASHIONS

Paula Beth Lyons of
Nashville. Tenn., and
Roger Bryan Price of
Athens, Ga., were
united in marriage
March 22 at Two Rivers
Baptist Church in
Nashville, Tenn.,
The ceremony was
performed by the Rev.
Wendell Price, father of
the groom. Music was
provided by Mrs. Bill
Cox, organist and Mrs.
Charlie Fly, soloist.
Parents of the couple
are Dr. and Mrs. Paul
Lyons of Murray and
Rev. and Mrs. Wendell
Price of Knoxville,
Tenn.
Attending the bride as
matron of honor was her
only sister, Mrs. Gail
Lyons Eveland of
Madisonville.
The groom chose his
only brother, Tony
Price of Nashville, aiS
his best man. Serving as
ushers were Scott Rye
of Nashville and the
bride's brothers, David
Lyons of Atlanta and
Robert Lyons of
Murray.
A brunch reception in
the church. activities
room followed the
ceremony. Serving at
the reception were Miss
Becky Speck of Atlanta,
Miss Debbie Tye, Mrs.
James Woody, Mrs.
James Burns, Mrs.
Stuart Alvee, and Mrs.
John Whismant, all of
Nashville. The groom's
sister, Mrs. Bill Snyder
of Nashville, kept the
guest register.
After a wedding trip
to Roan Mountain,
North Carolina, the couple resides in Athens,
Ga., were both are
employed by the Northeast Georgia Health
District.
The groom's parents.

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Bryan Price
Rev. and Mrs. Price
were hosts for the
rehearsal dinner on Friday night, March 21 at
the Tennessee Baptist
Convention Building in
Brentwood, Tenn.
Covers were laid for
22 people.
— A-nriong thFlswejrar
courtesies extended to

DATEBOOK
Exhibits artworks at UK
Heather Kodman-Hart, Murray, held a senior
art exhibit April 26-30 in the University of Kentucky Barnhart Gallery, located in the Reynold's
Building on North Broadway.She is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Frank Kodman. Her exhibit included pen and ink and mixed media drawings,
sculptural fiber and tapestry. Other exhibitions
of her work include the Oswald Competition

‘P‘ k

VISA &
MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

TWO DAYS ONLY!
Thursday & Friday
May 1st & 2nd

the bride before the McKinney. Mrs. W.J.
wedding was a coffee in Pitman, Mrs. James
Murray at the home of Rogers. Mrs. Edgar Mrs. W.P. Russell on Shirley, Mrs. Charles
February 15. Other Vinson, Mrs. Jack
hostesses were Mrs. Wagar, and Mrs. KenGene Bailey, Mrs. M.C. neth Winters.
Garrott, Mrs. C.W.
The couple was
Herndon
Mrs. Karl -.110.01=a4a-AttaeL9SX4.1._,
,
Hussung, Mrs. Charles sions in Nashville.
McDaniel. Mrs. John Knoxville. and Athens.

Have Unwanted
Facial Hair
Removed
Permanently by

Electrolysis
Call
Patricia Mullins
753-8856
, For Appointment

Show, UK Center for the Arts; Southeastern
Regional Conference of the Surface Design
Association, North Carolina State University at
Raleigh; invitational exhibit at Lexington's Living Arts and Science Center; Murray State
University Undergraduate Show; and a student
work show at Northern Kentucky University and
the University of Cincinnati

Patton birth announced
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Wayne Patton of 175
Woodcliff Place, Springdale, Ark., announce the
birth of their daughter born on April 20 at 10:55
a.m. at the Springdale Memorial Hospital. She
weighed at birth seven pounds four ounces and
was 19 inches long. Her mother is the former
Lisa Carol Wallin of Murray. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. E.C. Wallen, Murray; Mrs. Vernon
Houston, Paris, Tenn. and Mr. Cledis Patton,
Louisville.
.

'
Women s,- softball signup

Any teams interested in participating in
Women's Church League Softball should contact
Joetta Harlow at 1502) 753-1854 by May 8.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Mom wouldappteciate

Hours: 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Thiirsda, 9 a.n).-5 p.m. Friday

49.4
4
4 8
A:TAPP/M.
Microwave

DOOR BUSTERS
David Brett & Cross Country
Brand Sweaters
Regular $19-$24.00

CHIC! by
Cabbage Rose Jeans
Itegmlar

$8.99/$11.99

SON

"Jam Sets" (NI:itching ItI,iiA shfirt.1
Kei;ular

Fashion Cotton Pants .„ Itright
Regular $34.00

Fashion Oversized
Cotton Blazers

II.00

$14.99

$16.99
$16.99

Jean de Pierre Dressy Blouses $

•-

1 30

Starting At$

$14.99

(Prints & Solids) Regular $26.011

We have the features you want
most in a microwave plus the size
to fit every need.

an
UU

Regular $38.1111 844.00
teak:. •
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H.,. %fix...$•3.2•99 .

Bangkok Flax Oversized Blazers

l
o

Solid & Floral Flax Skirts to Match
— NIP%

%limo

$19•99 ;

Sales•Service•Parts
Visit Our Showroom & Compare

IlAwation —

Hong Kong Restaurant

.c1.• -•••

,
Po,•AL*-..e..

-.7..7N*16%7";.-

Banquet Room

hwy. $11 %firth
(Formerly Old Colonial lion...

Murray, Kentucky
Come By and Regi.der for a Free Chinese Dinner

STEEL-ALLBRITTEN
209 S. 3rd, Murray

753-5341
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—DATEBOOK(Coat'd from page 8)

Gospel singing planned

Tennis lineup given
The Murray Country Club Friday Ladies
Day
Tennis Group will meet at 9 a.m. at the
court.
Line-up for Friday play is: Court 1 —
Vickie
Miller, Carolyn Cunningham, Norma
Frank,
Patsy Miller; Court 2 — Annie Knight,
Kathy
Kopperud, Janie Ryan, France Hulse; Court
3—
Marilyn Adkins, Martha Andrus, Gayle
Foster
and Alice Rouse.

Spring Dance scheduled
The Thurman School of Dance is holding their
Spring Dance Saturday, May 3, at the university
branch of the Bank of Murray from 8 to 12 p.m.
The Golden Girls will be entertaining. There will
be a $10 admission per person payable at the
door. The public is welcome.

Thetas to have breakfast
The Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a breakfast on Saturday, May 3, at 9 a.m. at The Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn. Ann Brooks, general president of
the Murray club, will install the new officers.
Hostesses will be Martha Guier and Ann Brooks.

Luncheon meeting slated
The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have a salad luncheon at noon
at the club house. Myrtle Douglas will give the
thought for the day. Effie Vaughn, program
chairman, said a garden tour to the iris garden of
Willard and Alva Alford at Panorama Shores has
been planned. CarpOOIS will be formed at the
club house. Hostesses will be Gene Wrather, Lois
Sammons, Sally Livesay, Dortha Jones, Hontas
Houston and Irene Young.

Hoosiers visit Murray
firs- Ion-Owis and his sistersMoela Morton, Elmore Vonela Morton Barrett
and Verna Mae Morton King, all from Muncie,
Ind. were visitors in Murray over the weekend of
April 18-21 visited relatives and friends. They
were all born and raised in Calloway County,

Howards have son
Donnie and Ronda Howard, 1415 Vine St., announce the birth of their son Dustin Lee who was
born April 22 at 1:56 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He weighed eight pounds five
ounces and was 21-1/2 inches long. Mrs. Howard
is the former Ronda Alexander from Mayfield.
Grandparents are Amber and J.D. Howard,
Murray; Patsy Alexander and Alton Alexander,
both of Mayfield. Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Vernie Howard, Murray, and Mrs. Maxine
Williamson, Paducah. Godmother is Donna
Gunn, Kennett, Mo.

A Hazel student has
been awarded a music
scholarship by David
Lipscomb College.
Leigh Ann Steely, a
student at Calloway
County High School, was
awarded
a
$1,200
scholarship for 'vocal
performance during the
Christian High School
Choral Festival at
Lipscomb April 5.
The scholarship would
be distributed over her
college career should she
choose
to
attend
Lipscomb.
Vocal and instrumental competitions were
held during the festival,
which determined recipients and sizes of
awards, Dr. James L.
Jackson, associate professor and chairman of
the department of music
at Lipscomb, said.
"The music faculty is
very pleased with the
preparation and level of
performance of the solo
contestants. The individual .performances
had an impact on the improvement of the groups
as well. We believe there
----ts-gTaWth Ulan"itaTC-e
the Christian high school
vocal
programs,"
Jackson said.
He said there were
more participants in the
individual competitions
this year than ever.
"They kept four judges
busy all morning, where
we've had one in
previous years. The
students got a great
response from their
peers when the awards
were
announced,"
Jackson said.

Newborns, dismissals
at hospital announced
Newborn and
dismissals for Tuesday,
April 29 at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital have- been
released as follows:
Newborns
Ross baby boy,
Carolyn and Herbert,
Rt. 2. Box 247, Wingo;
Henderson baby girl,
Celestine and Tony, Rt.
2, Murray.
Dismissals
Mr. Howard Thorn,
MCCH Convelescent
Division, Murray; Mrs.
Rudy Alton, 209 Linden,
Royal Oak. Mich.; Mr.
Robert Lents, P.O. Box
42, Hardin.
Mrs. Mary Burt, Rt. 7,

distinguished service to
education in Lexington,
April 5. at a reunion of
the Commonwealth Institute of Teachers, a
group of outstanding
Kentucky
teachers
selected by the State
Department
of
Education.
Mrs. Parks has been a
teacher for 45 years, and
has taught most of this
time in Calloway County
in the second grade. Her

early experience includes grades three and
four
and
home
economics. She began
teaching in Bandana in
Ballard County and later
taught at Hazel and
Southwest Calloway.
Carman Parks, Mrs.
Parks' husband, is a
retired teacher, having
taught with her at Hazel.
He later taught at
Calloway County High
School. They have one
son, Max,and two grandchildren. Michael and
Dustin.
Mrs. Parks has been
active in school-related
activities including attending sports events,
working in concession
The Christian High
stands, and being PresiSchool Choral Festival is
held each year at dent of the PTA. She has
been a member of proLipscomb, and choruses
fessional
organizations
from all over the national usually perform. including the Calloway
Education
This year, 12 high County
schools featuring ap- Association, Kentucky
proximately 400 students Education Association,
Education
in grades seven through National
Association, and Alpha
12 participated.
Delta Kappa.
The festival concludes
Mrs. Parks is a
each year with all of the
member
of the Women's
participating choruses
Farm Bureau and the
combining
into
a Oaks
Country Club.
"festival chorus" for five
selections, directed by a where she enjoys golf
and bridge. She is also a
guest clinician.
Sunday School teacher at
This year's chorus
the Hazel Methodist
combined
with Church.
Lipscomb's Freshman
Mrs. Parks has many
Chorus for a chorus of
'
fond
memories
of
nearly
500
voices,
directed by Dr. Larry teaching. She has seen
Griffith, assistant pro- many changes take
fessor of music at place in schools and
She
Lipscomb and director of students.
remembers students and
Lipscomb's A Cappella
Singers and Chorale teachers bringing their
lunches to school and
choruses.
•

Leigh Ann Steely
wins scholarship

Theatre group to meet

Murray; Mrs. Ruby
Kindred, HC Box 330
New Concord; Miss
Wendi Burdick, Rt. 1,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Mrs. Paula Archer,
1608 Main, Murray;
Master Peter Johnson,
410 North Seventh, Murray; Mr. Gus Robertson, Jr., Rt. 7, Murray.
Mr. Herman Roach.
Rt. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Cora
Smith, Rt. 8, Benton;
Miss Niketa. Speed, Rt.
4. Mayfield.
Mrs. Kathy Ligons
and baby girl, 703 N.
18th, Murray; Mrs.
Patricia Bratton and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
114B, Paris, Tenn.
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Crystal Parks named Outstanding Educator

Mrs. Crystal Parks,
second-grade teacher at
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School, has
been recognized as an
Outstanding _Kentucky
Educator by the Kentucky Educational Foundation
and
Alice
McDonald. Superintendent
of
Public
Education.
Mrs.
Parks
was
awarded a certificate of
appreciation
for

The youth department of St. John Baptist
Church will sponsor a gospel singing Sunday,
May 4 at 3 p.m. Mrs. Gwendelyn Smith, Mrs.
Ruby Hudspeth Batty and Mrs. Pat McDonald
will be their guest.

Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre
will have a general membership meeting Tuesday, May 6, at 7 p.m. at the Playhouse in the
Park. The topic of discussion will be proposed
changes in the bylaws. All interested persons are
invited to attend.
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FORT WORTH,
Texas ( AP I — "Henri
Laurens: Cubist Constructions and Collages
1915-1919" is on view at
the Fort Worth Art
Museum through May 4.
E. A. Carmean Jr.,
museum director, said
Laurens t 1885-1954 I was
"the fifth member of the
central Cubist group.
The exhibition contains more than 40
works.

Red & Golden

Delicious Apples
lb 59°
Red or white Grapefruit

Mrs. Crystal Parks

3 GREAT DEALS1
FROM PIZZA INN
Thursday Night

990

Pizza Night
All Night You Can Get a
Mini Pizza with your choice of
toppings for just 99e.

3/99°
lb 19°
3 lb. bag 55c

Vine-Ripened Tomatoes Ib.69°
10 lb. Red Potatoes
69'
Mon.-Sat
9-6

Closed
Sunday

753-8214

408
N 12th

'Barn

Mini Pizza of their choice for
just

Lemons
10/99°
Cabbage
lb 15°
Radishes
6 oz. bag 5p 100
Cukes & Bell Peppers
Yellow Onions

individual
or
any
profession.
Mrs. Parks will be
retiring from teaching at
the end of this school
year. She will be
remembered fondly by
former students, fellow
teachers, and friends for
her service and dedication to education.

Saturday-Kids Day 1
atPizza Inn
Children 12 and under can get the

4/s 1 oo

Cubist works
in exhibition

eating in the classroom. Superintendent, says
of
Now,students may eat a Mrs. Parks: The
amazhot breakfast and lunch ing characteristic
about
in the school cafeteria. Mrs. Parks is
her
She remembers how perpetual positive
atweather affected the titude about the teaching
learning situation. Many profession and
about
times buckets were children. She approach
es
needed to catch water each new day
with the
from a leaky roof when it vitality and
enthusiasm
rained. Students often seldom observed
in any
had to gather around a
radiator or stove when it
was cold. Now, school
buildings have central
heat and air.
Mrs. Parks has some
interesting observations
about her teaching
career. She says that
students know more now
at the end of the second
grade than in the past.
Modern
teaching
methods and technology
may account for this.
Students now have access to educational
television
and
computers.
She says she has
always disliked giving
tests and low grades, but
she delights in watching
the children learn and
develop.
Dr.
Jack
Rose,
Calloway County School

250,

*We are now able to handle Birthday Parties*
Your church bulletin is worth
20% toward your church.
Bring in your church bulletin any day of the
week and the church of your choice will
receive 20% of the regular price
of any menu item.

Olympic Plaza
753-0900 .

Pizza inns.

UNCLE JEFF'S
TOTAL COUPON SALE!

Bring this coupon to Uncle Jeff's
NEW OFFICE HOURS!
Health
and
get
Beginning May 1st,
Murray Cablevision's
Beauty
Pai
nt
new office hours will
be:
Mon.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
*Please present
Closed Sat. & Sun.
Your Total Purchase *(.0upon e‘pires
t011pon
in these departments
before purchase
CABLE
VISION
Hardware
Housewares
Bel-Air Center

753-5005

After Hours
Call 753-8144

, Automotive

'I

Lawn & Garden
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Duchess of Windsor laid to rest beside King Edward VIII
By EDITH M.LEDERER
Associated Press Writer
WINDSOR, England (AP ) —
The royal family buried the
Duchess of Windsor Tuesday
beside the king who gave up the
British throne to marry her,
thus honoring the American
divorcee in death after shunning
her in life.
Led by Queen Elizabeth II, 175
mourners ranging from royalty
to the duchess faithful butler
and chauffeur kneeled in prayer
for the woman whose romance
with King Edward VIII rocked
Britain 50 years ago.
The duchess, who died Thurs-

day in Paris at age 89, was
buried beside her husband in a
polished oak coffin bearing a
single wreath from the queen.
The wreath was made of flowers
freshly picked at Windsor
Castle.
The plaque on the casket said
simply: "Wallis, Duchess of
Windsor 1896-1986," without the
"HRH" — Her Royal Highness
— which the Duke of Windsor
had unsuccessfully sought for
his wife.
The ceremony in Windsor Castle's St. George's Chapel w.as
conducted by the Church of
England, which 50 years earlier

had been in the forefront of opposition to the king, its temporal
head, marrying the twicedivorced Baltimore socialite.
The 30-minute service, conducted by the Dean of Windsor
Rev. Michael Mann. included no
eulogies and no direct
references to the duchess.
At the service, the queen was
flanked by her husband. Prince
Philip, her son and heir Prince
Charles and his wife Princess
Diana, her daughter Princess
Anne and Elizabeth the Queen
Mother.
Eight Welsh Guards then carried the coffin, which had been

flown to Britain Sunday from
Paris. to a seven-car cortege
which went to the royalfamily's
private cemetery at Frogmore
Gardens on the Windsor Castle
grounds.
Only 15 people attended the
burial — the queen, Philip.
Charles and Diana, Grace,
Countess of Dudley who was an
old friend of the Windsors, two
royal household aides, the dean
- of Windsor and seven members
of the duchess' Paris household
who flew to England for the
funeral.
The duchess was laid to rest
beside the duke, who died in 1972

and whose burial in England
began a slow reconciliation between the royals and the widow.
It had been their wish to be
buried together in England.
Edward abdicated in 1936 and
married Wallis -.Warfield
Spencer Simpson in1ranee the
following year. R itled the
Windsors, they spent their lives
in virtual exile imposed by the
royal family, living in a mansion
outside Paris. Although she occasionally visited England
privately, the duchess called it a
land "I shall hate to my grave."
Among mourners in the
chapel were Prime Minister

.Margaret Thatcher and opposition leader Neil Kinnock, U.S.
_Ambassador Charles Price,
Lady Alexandra Metcalfe,
widow of the best man at the
Windsors' marriage, the Duke
and Duchess of Marlborough
and Lady Diana Moseley, widow
of the 19308 British fascist
leader.
Royals absent from the service were the queen's sister
Princess Margaret, and the
queen's sons Andrew and Edward. The explanation given by
aides was that they barely knew
the duchess.

Ham operator monitors broadcast on Soviet disaster

Hundreds of casualties indicated

•
.

•

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands
( AP) — A Dutch radio amateur
said today that he had
monitored a ham radio broadcast apparently from the Soviet
Union which told of hundreds of
casualties from the Chernobyl
nuclear disaster and appealed to
the world for help.
Annis Kofman, who monitors
ham radio broadcasts as a hobby. said he picked up what appeared to be a ham transmission
late Tuesday from the vicinity of
Chernobyl, and a short-wave
radio operator speaking English
with a heavy Russian accent

said there were "many hundreds dead and wounded."
The report could not be confirmed independently, and the
identity of the Soviet radio
operator could not be
determined.
U.S. intelligence sources in
Washington said one of four
reactors at -the Chernobyl complex 60 miles north of Kiev in the
Ukraine experienced a
meltdown Saturday, still was
billowing smoke Tuesday and
was threatening another reactor
at the same site.
However, the short-wave

operator said "there are not one.
but two reactors t which have )
melted down (and) exploded
and are burning." according to
Kofman.
"V4 heard heavy explosions
... you can't imagine what's happening here ( with i all the death
and the fire," Kofman quoted
the radio operator as saying in
emotional tones.
Kofman. a public relations
specialist with the Dutch Public
Communications Authority
PTT, monitored the broadcast
from his home in the coastal
Dutch city of Bergen.

Kofman told The Associated
Press that he did not hear the
radio operator identify himself.
The radio operator was speaking to another ham with a call
sign peculiar to Japan.
"I'm here. 20 miles from it,
and in fact I don't know what to
do," Kofman quoted the radio
operator as saying in the broadcast, which Kofman monitored
from 11 p.m.-11:10 p.m. local
time (9 p.m.-9:10 p.m. EDT)
"Thousands and thousands of
people are moving, taking their
children and cattle to the
south." said the radio operator.

Your individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read th•
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1986
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Business and pleasure defintely
don't mix now. Beware of those who
flatter and those with ulterior
motives. Happiness comes in the
company of friends.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Some private chats and some good
advice serve you well - careerwise
today. In money matters watch out
for con men, especially if buying
jewelry.

//07V1`9,54t,tatair
Sale Price

12/7.68

Reaate
Final Cos'

-300
12/46.8

Purchase 0, •
'or $3 rebate
Purchase c./ •h:
• Si 25 ,er,v.

Havoline 10W-40
Motor Oil

Water Pumps
Remanufactured for most
$
domestic vehicles
Prestone Super Flush $2.19

OFF

.. •

Purolator Air Filters
For most vehicles except
Vega and Diesel. Limit 2
From Crank Case Filters
*CA19, *CA24 $1.68

Limit 12
Sale Price .64

97

NAME BRANDS, QUALITY PARTS AT TRUE DISCOUNT PRICES
-1 DO

Final COSI

99

auaate/ax
offir CYCLE

01,9;4726.16/111116"018.71:11801
'/W4
.0412•47 A
'WW1

STP Son of
a Gun

kunve
ftivc811
.6w

8 oz Limit 2
AFTER REBATE
10 times more
sunscreen protection
than Armor All

%NW.

Wells Electron c
Distributor Caps

Marine Battery

Fits most '75-'79
full-size V-8 GM
vehicles. *DR906
All others 2 off.

105
Price with
exchange
#27M36

:

amps.

4488

''•
Black. silver or
-r

CnCIMIDOgne

1

Sale Price
Mail-in
Rebate
Fines Cost

88

Pick-Up Truck
Floor
MatsA sorted

EACH

colors available

109

Fits 77- 84 fullsize Chevy All
others $10 off.

CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Neither be too gullible nor too
suspicious in romance. Business
discussions are favored now. Some
meet with new opportunity.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Emotional matters aren't especially
favored. This is'one time to let the
head rule the heart. Mentally, you feel
energized. Accent friendship tonight.

LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
An unwelcome romantic pass
could come at this time. Couples
should seek something different in
the way of entertainment tonight.
Investigate new options.

PISCES
)4star
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•811.0•
You'll have a better time with your
own company than socializing now.
Catch up on those things you've been
meaning to do for a long time.

VIRGO
sit
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Though you'll handle routine with
your usual efficiency, you may have a
right to be suspicious of a business
proposition. Stick with the statusquo.

YOU BORN TODAY are independent yet domestic. You often achieve
a position of leadership' in some
group activity. It is important for your
own development that you do your
own thing. Though responsible and
mindful of what others think, you
shouldn't allow yourself to get into a
rut. You have creative talents and are
often drawn to an artistic career.
Businesses allied to the arts may also
appeal to you. Birthdate of: Kate
Smith, singer; Mark Clark. U.S. general: and Jack.Paar, TV personality.

.
-9305

FRESHIDEA
OMELETTES
Jerry's now offers seven new breakkist creations
carefully cooked to order and filled with unique
combinations of fresh ingredients. Served with
real home-fried potatoes. a freshly baked
biscuit and fresh fruit garnish. Omelettcs
.
just one of the good things going on at Jerry's.

4 88

Moil 1r

-so

Rebate

Final Cost

59

PrA•Virks".•rea;Ird•
"ire'r
11

STP 011
Treatment
15 oz Limit 2
AFTER REBAT

59

STP 4 Cylinder
Oil Treatment $109 •

SET

)(Die PrIce

tie

Air Cond tioner
Evaporator Core

BENDIX BRAKES
NEW WATER PUMPS
SHOCKS
MUFFLERS
NEW BLOWER MOTORS

1088

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
If feelings are hurt, you should talk
about it on this day tailor-made for
honest communication. Creativity is
high and new ideas are plentiful.

Read the want ads daily

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
Designer Plush
Seat Covers

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov 21)
Don't buy any phony stock. In
other words, be careful in investment
matters. You'll be making constructive changes around home base now

A

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
A travel invitation may have strings
attached. A talk with a child goes
well. Couples have much to say to

I 99

Sale Price
Mail-lr
Rebate

each other now of a positive nature.

GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Some play games in the romance
Someone who is trying to help is
department today. Friends who are of just getting in the way. Summon up
—
like mind are your best bets socially._ the appropriate tactfullless. Both reaPcir"'
. — Partners make plans for a vacation --estate —and --money matters are
together.
favored.

Purolator,

AFTER REBATE

\

/
.
SI

-200
2U
• •••••,,.

megor
•

• 1

I AP
II IMP • WA%

Super Blue
Car Wash

Meguiaes Car
Cleaner Wax
14 oz liquid or
16 oz paste

AFTER REBATE

Concentrated
16 oz

Allik
2

88

Murray
South 12th Street in Southside Center

Hi

753-8971

OPEN 8AM-9PM SUNDAYS 1 TIL6

Ad prices good ;Nu Moe 4 MIS Ad ••••• hos geed oh week,/ orders
0.6•4ondo 6 1.1wi•
VS% 61•1•66 Ihe IVO to Who quor4144.•
AuSo Shore A Dhhiors

JelaifSP

S. 12th St.,

Murray

RESTAURANTS
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Strong year expected
for Kentucky tourism
By JANE GIBSON
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AID1 —
Due to a little bit of outside influence, 1986 could turn out to be
"a little bit of heaven" for Kentucky's Tourism Cabinet.
Spawned by the plummet of
gasoline prices and the rise in
terrorism overseas, the state's
toll-free tourism hot line received a record number of 14,721
calls in March in response to its
"Oh Kentucky! ... just a little bit
of heaven!" campaign, said Rae
Smith, the principal assistant to
the secretary of the cabinet. The
previous high was 8,497 calls in
May 1984.
More than 700 calls were processed on 10 different days, with
inquiries exceeding 900 on three
days. The previous daily high
was 699 calls on May 7, 1984.
"The expectation for Kentucky in 1986 had been that
tourism would experience a
slight decline," said Ms. Smith.
"The recent large drop in
gasoline prices, and the problems being experienced
overseas, has changed that
scenario.
"Growth may be as high as 5
percent to 7 percent greater
than 1985 levels."
Dave Stucker, a spokesman
for the Louisville Automobile
Club, said lower gas prices and
fears about safety overseas
mean more people are interested in driving vacations
this year.

•=k

I au

"Kentucky should benefit
from those people heading
south, like to Florida or the
Carolinas," Stucker said. "Also,
with the lower gas prices, many
people will take short three- and
four-day vacations besides the
longer two-week vacations. Kentucky's state parks and other attractions are idea for such
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parks this year. About 500,000
will spend the night in cottages
or lodge rooms and another
522,000 will use the camping
facilities, he said.
The Kentucky Broadcasters
Association has agreed to do a
large number of public service
announcements promoting the
facilities in 1986. Bender said.
The Mammoth Cave National
Park near Cave City, the Kentucky Horse Park near Lexington and the state's outdoor
dramas, especially The Stephen
Foster Story in My Old Kentucky Home State Park in Bardstown, should be the other big
draws.
About 1.5 million people
visited Mammoth Cave last
year, with 426,085 touring the
largest underground system in
the country, said Lewis Cutliff,
assistant chief of interpretations
at the park.
"This year, if things continue
as they look now, we look for a 10
percent increase," Cutliff said.
"A combination of lower gas
prices and the nice weather
we've had early is bringing people out."
Cutliff said in anticipation of a
strong summer turnout, the
park delayed its spring opening
by two weeks in order to maintain the summer schedule.
About 385,000 people visited
the Kentucky Horse Park last
year, and officials are expecting
more than 400,000 this year, said
Lee Cholak, executive director
of the park. Already, 1,100 bus

Tourism Is Kentucky's third
largest industry, bringing an
average of 41,000 visitors to the
state each day. The bulk of the
state's advertising campaign
runs in March and April, Ms.
Smith said, with about 70 percent of the ads appearing out-ofstate, mostly in northern
neighbors such as Ohio. Indiana
and Michigan.
Ads featuring the "Oh Kentucky! ... just a little bit of
heaven!" theme and Gov. Martha Layne Collins have appeared in 24 publications, including Reader's Digest, National Geographic Traveler,
Ladies Home Journal, Family
Circle and TV Guide.
Radio and television spots are
being featured in nine markets
to attract those people driving
south, Ms. Smith said.
To take advantage of the improved outlook for domestic
travel in 1986, Kentucky has
mounted its largest campaign
ever in direct sales to tourists
and group travel wholesalers,
Ms. Smith said.
"We have, since the first of the
year, conducted face-to-face
sales efforts at 19 consumer
travel shows in our prime
marketing areas," Ms. Smith
said. "We distributed over
400,000 pieces of Kentucky
tourism literature to the traveling public. Our group travel
sales program has been extended to tour wholesalers at six
regional marketplaces this spring in addition to five national
markets."
The state's tourist information
kit has been expanded this year,
Ms. Smith said. The most promoted item is a new "travel certificates" book, which contains
coupons for $1,000 in discounts
for food, hotels and admission to
state attractions.
Also included are a state
highway map, calendar of
events and attractions brochure,
outdoor recreation guide, travel
guide and a state parks
brochure and accompanying
rates brochure
This year's publications were
designed by the staff of the
Department of Travel Development, which saved the cost of an
outside advertising agency, Ms.
Smith said. Kentucky's tourism
advertising budget is only
$500,000 for the current fiscal
year and will increase to $1
million next year, still well
below neighboring states.
Kentucky's state parks are expected to draw the largest
crowds, said Bob Bender, director of budget for the Department
of Parks. "Our advanced reservations are about 6 percent
ahead of a year ago," Bender
said.
For example, Bender said, for
the first three months of 1986,
cottage rentals at the state's 15
resort parks were up by 3,000 to
27,000 over 1985. The state's
other 29 parks are recreational,
without lodging and cottages.
He said about 25 million people are expected to use the state

111

tours have signed up to stop at
the park.
Fifteen new horse shows have
been added to the park's
schedule this year, featuring
Arabians, thoroughbreds,
quarter horses and mini-horses.
For one admission price of $5.95
for adults and $3 for children,
the park features a film on the
horse industry, the International
Mogeom of the Horse, walking
tours that include such champions at John Henry, racing's
largest money earner, and a
monument to Man 0' War, a
working blacksmith shop and
more than 30 breeds of horses.
About 68,000 visitors saw the
musical about the life of
songwriter Stephen Foster,
author of Kentucky's state song
"My Old Kentucky Home, last
year and "all indications,
specifically from early reservations, are this is going to be a
tremendous season," said Bert
Ballard, general manager of the
musical.
Bus tours are already up from
116 advanced reservations last
March to 236 this year, Ballard
said.
Ballard said the private, nonprofit organization that puts on
the drama spends about $50,000
a year on brochures. Newspaper
and radio advertising has bene
boosted this year to attract those
in driving range of Kentucky
because of lower gasoline
prices.

DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR — Dr. Howell Clark, professor in the Department of Chemistry
at
Murray State University, accepts the 1988 Distinguished Professor of the Year Award from
Dr. John
Thompson, dean of the College of Business and Public Affairs, the award's 1985 recipient.
The honor
was announced at the annual alumni banquet at Murray State Saturday evening. Clark. who
joined the
faculty in 1963, will retire this summer.

WKU regents to consider plan to offer
community college courses on campus
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. AP )
— The president of Western
Kentucky University has devised a plan that calls for expansion of the school's traditional
programs into a full-fledged
community college system.
Dr. Kern Alexander's plan is
essentially an expanded twoyear progam on the Western
Kentucky campus that would
serve adults who do not have the

time or inclination to pursue a
four-year degree.
The proposal is expected to he
presented Thursday to
Western's board of regents.
"We've studied the community college plan and we're going
to recommend it to the board."
Alexander said recently. "We're
doing it because there are many
people in the community who
don't have access to a community college "

Alexander said there is an array of non-traditional courses
already available and he would
like to see the associate and arts
programs expanded.
"We want to serve the region
as best we can," said Joe
Iracane, chairman of the
Western regents. "This has been
here for the asking for a long
time and Dr. Alexander just
picked right up on it.

Smokenders
makes it easy.
Just give them one hour to prove it.
At a FREE Smokenders meeting you will learn
how to quit smoking. Easily. Forever. And in just
four weeks.
Without scare tactics, "cold turkey withdrawal",
hypnosis, "climbing the walls", shock treatments,
substitutes or willpower, and without gaining
weight. You can even keep on smoking while you
learn to quit!
Hundreds of thousands of people all over the
world have already quit smoking at Smokenders.
And you can, too. No matter how much or how
long you have smoked.
Hundreds of major corporations and hospitals

4(2

have chosen Smokenders to help their own employees put out their cigarettes for good.
It is the only smoking cessation program
accredited by the Council for Non-Collegiate Continuing Education.
Now, we are making this outstanding program
available to you.
Join us for a FREE Smokenders meeting now.
You won't be under any pressure to enroll, so come
to the free meeting even if you aren't sure you want
to quit.
Bring your cigarettes, relax and light up. Well
show you how to stop smoking for good. It could
change your life.

FREE INTRODUCTORY MEETINGS
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Attend the one most convenient for you.
sponsored by

Fisher-Price
East Penny Road - 1/4 mile east of Highway 641 North

THE CONFERENCE ROOM
TUESDAY, MAY 6th
7:00, 10:00 am, 2:30, 3:30, 5:30 or 7:30 pm
WEDNESDAY, MAY 7th
7:00, 8:00 am, 2:30, 4:00 or 7:00 pm
Smokenders, Inc 1985
1/9ane m m m me me me m

For Informahon about programs for your group or company, call 1-800-323-1126
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WHERE LOW
PRICES ORIGINATE
SHOPPERS'CASH
"A NEW MONEY SAVING PROGRAM FOR YOU!"
PRICES GOOD WED., APRIL 30TH THRU TUES., MAY 6TH

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
OR CRUSH FLAVORS

S15.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED
NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY

SCOT LAD

SUGAR

8 PK. 16 OZ.

89

BREAD

5 LB. BAG

24 OZ. SANDWICH LOAF

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY
WITH S15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

PLUS DEPOSIT
LIMIT 2

SuperAfoist
GAYMONT

YOGURT

9' DOZ. WITH ONE FILLED SHOPPERS CASH CARD

SUNSHINE

SUNSHINE

KEEBLER

DOG FOOD

CAT FOOD

ZESTA CRACKERS

3' 2 LB. BAG

1 LB. BOX

20 LB. BAG

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI, PEPSI FREE,
7UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
, OR CRUSH FLAVORS

,

6 PK. 1201. CANS

4111wt
trlh

Mesita
LA WRY

TACO SHELLS

DIE -211

$

1 69

CHARMIN

JOY

BATHROOM TISSUE

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

4 ROLL PKG.

69

10 CT.

FRENCH, ITALIAN, RUSSIAN, 1000 ISLAND

2201.

$ w 09

SHOPPERS CASH SPECIALS

FROZEN FOODS
BREYER'S

ICE CREAM

CRISCO

DEL MONTE

2 LB. BAG
POPSRITE YELLOW

SHORTENING

CATSUP

POPCORN

3 LB. CAN

/
1
2 GAL. $259

69'

32 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

$169
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

BANQUET

FRUIT PIES

20 OZ.

99c

59cEA.
ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

cAcigTOP

COOL WHIP

WHIPPED
TOPPING

12 OZ. $ 1 °9

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

-A_
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OPEN 8 A.M. TO
11 P.M. D ILY

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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eq.

GROUND
BEEF

•

'," Jt •• I f7.
44
I• •

WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

FAMILY PACK

•••.,

flUIflGS
FIELD BEEF OR REG.
PRO-LEAGUER

CHUCK
ROAST

Z
e
Field

WIENERS

t

Pr0 Ltaguer

1!/1

WIENERS

120Z.

129

LB.

59

(
I

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPER'S CASH SPECIAL

LB

Ir

FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

PORK
STEAK

KREY
CAR VERMASTER

SWISS OR
CHUCK STEAK k

$1 19

BONELESS
HAM

$'I 49

LB.

1 49
LB

LB

)
•

BOSTON BUTT

.1'

PORK
ROAST

1,044 I
•

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

• A

WILLIAMS

SIRLOIN TIP
STEAK

LB.
19

• 42..

Vsk,

PORK
SAUSAGE
tor
.
u.1
1 70o
r

tt

$1 59

$219
LB

LB.

FAMILY PACK

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

GROUND CHUCK

LB. $ 1 49

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

U.S.D.A. BONELESS

FRESH

SHOULDER ROAST L.. $149

PORK CUTLETS

FAMILY PACK

FIELD

CUBE STEAK

LB. $239

FIELD BEEF, GARLIC, THICK SLICE OR REG.
LB. $219

BOLOGNA

12 OZ.

99c

FIELD
LB. $

1 59 BACON

LB. $ 1 99

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

LB.

894

FROZEN
LB $

'1 59 CATFISH STEAKS

LB. $ 1 59

FROZEN

FIELD KENTUCKIAN

SMOKED SAUSAGE

FIELD

BONELESS HAM

LB.

$219

SHRIMP

LB. $299

FREE,
PER

PRODUCE
JONATHAN

CALIFORNIA SUNKIST
SUNKIST NAVEL

APPLES

4/$100
EA. 594
4/S100

ORANGES

89c

FRESH CRISP

CELERY

3 LB. BAG

FRESH BUNCH GREEN

.--wt•Nt

ONIONS
POPSRITE YELLOW

FRESH GREEN

POPCORN

CABBAGE

2 LB. BAG

59
'.
\
1
4111
`

6/$1"
165 SIZE

,

FRUIT FLAVORED
DAIRY-HI

LB. 254

LOOSE YELLOW

25`
3/$1 00

ONIONS

DRINKS

LB.

1 LB. BAG

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

LEMONS

CARROTS

S._az\

6/$1 00
ticiu

CASH POT
THIS WEEK

$200"
LAST WEEKS NAME:
DONNA MEALER
CARD NOT PUNCHED

-AO

k

DELI DEPARTMENT

111

BAKED HAM
COLBY CHEESE

BAKERY

$'59

PECAN SPINS

79`

$359

WHITE BREAD

6tr

$109

DONUT HOLES

LB.

LB.

SUBMARINE

SANDWICH

EA.

DOZ.

39

ft.
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Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited b the staff of the Led r & Times.
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Calloway Middle School students Kina Hurt, Michelle Stubblefield, Scott
Buchanan and Mike Wood entered MSU's "History Day" with a project on
World War I and World War II. "History Day" was the final of a series of activities intended to make history "come alive" for students as they investigate what is interesting to them and develop their own imaginative
projects.
Second-grade students in Betty Hassell's class at Southwest Elementary
School wrote stories "about how they'd changed since they were born" and
shared them with classmates in oral presentations. In the top photo, from
left to right, first row, are Stacey Bindert, Stephanie Bessent, Chris Provine; second row, Teanna Wood, Julie King, Cammie Blalock; third row,
Leann Bramlett, Patrick Delay, Kristy Hokans, Brandi Bailey, Amy Gibson, Clint Taylor. and Greg Taylor. The photo at bottom shows, in first row,
Chris Provine, Justin Crouch, Chris Tidwell; second row, Cammie Blalock,
Rodney Harness, Eddie Ward; third row, Amy Gibson, Clint Riley, Greg
Taylor, Brock Jones, Shannon Cathey, Juli lloo, Eric Gallimore and Jared
Lenchl.

Students participate in History Day
Several students from dividual projects involvMurray and Calloway ing some degree of
County schools were original research on the
among the more than
"Compromise
one hundred students theme
The
Conflice."
and
from the region parby the
ticipating in the annual topics examined
visual displays,
"History Day" spon- various
sored locally by Murray essays, media presentaState University.
tions and orginal perforStudents were invited mances undertaken by
to submit group or in- the students included

various wars and troubled regions, the Amish,
rock-and-roll music and
The Land Between the
Lakes.

Eighth grade student Johnny Newberry is working on a papier-mache model of the planet
Jupiter. Johnny and some of his classmates in
Donna Keller's earth sciences course at Murray
Middle School are planning to construct a scale
model of our solar system to hang in the third
floor hallway of Murray Middle School. Mrs.
Keller said that each of the students chose to participate In an individual or group project, some
of which were entered in the recent Science Fair
at Murray State University.

The students' original
research included oral
interviews, the use of
family letters and
photographs and visits
to historical sites.

Efforts to reform
education will
run headlong into
teacher shortage
Looking for a DEPENDABLE
Auto Repair Center?

YOU CAN DEPEND ON US.
GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
Established 1956

Please direct your questions and comments
about area public
schools to the Murray
city schools at 753-4364
or the Calloway County
public schools at
753-3033.

'748,
To celebrate the end of a unit on nutrition, parents of first graders in Diana
Jones' class at Southwest Elementary School brough special treats to school
for a "nutritious snacks party." Mrs. Jones said the highlight was the ice
cream brought by Fred and Joy Thomas, parents of Rain Thomas. It was
made with honey, goats' milk and eggs from the Thomas farm.

753-1750

514 S. 12th

NIE schedules publication

'ROPER'

An NIE compendium
on language arts is

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

scheduled for publication in late fall. For additional information,

write to Dr. Anne Sweet,
Teaching and Development, Mail Stop 1806,
NIE, 1200 19th Street
N.W., Washington, D.C.
20208

• '0,11 Mal Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells

SPRING INTO
SUMMER SALE

for

FINANCING
AVAILABLE

Murray School Board
Chairman Doris Cella
says that the current
boom to reform education is running headlong
into a teacher shortage.
"It doesn't affect us in
Murray now," she said,
"but it will soon."
Two-thirds of the
faculty in the Murray
City Schools have been
teaching for more than
twenty years.
"When they retire it
will be difficult to find
new teachers with the
same qualifications,
particularly in the areas
of science and math, let
alone the experience."
A recent article in the
Christian Science
Monitor explained that
the shortage has been

Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sell," tor
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Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
SPECIAL MIKE

$

1499

•Durable 11-HG synchro
balanced Briggs £.• Stratton
Industrial Commercial
engine
•Dependable 5 speed in line
”ansaxle
•373-inch mower deck
standard equipment
•Rugged channel trame
construcbon
•2-year Irnoted warranty,

Best deal of the season
on the new Roper
YTH16 Hydrostatic
Drive yard tractor.
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One 8:10 • Two 5i7e
Ten Wallets

SPEC.A, Pp -(t

$249595

Groups and
Families Welcome
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tradt.onal poses only
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Save big when you buy
a new Roper garden
tractor now.
SPECIAL PIKE

$269995
•Heavy-duty 1841P twin
c-irtinder Briggs6 Stratton
Industnat'Cornmen-kal engine
•Standard 44 3 blade mower
SIPS It

NOW ONLY

•Time tested 6-speed Roperbuilt rransaide
•EJectric PTO clutch
•Full range of optional
attar hrnents for year round
e

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL'

$200 OFF
One Coupon Per Family
Save $2.0010N OUR REGULAR
$9.95 portrait package.
This Coupon Valid

Thurs., Fri. Only

•2-year limited warranty

Present this coupon to the photographer

Repotmakediedgk!
2 Year Limited Warranty

ALL SEASONS LAWN & LEISURE

Limit one special package per subject Black and white backgrounds and special
effects portraits NOT available in advertising package NOT VALID WITH ANY
OTHER OFFER

Shooting Days/Dates:
Thursday — Monday May 1st — May 5th
Photographer Hours: Doily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North

205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

•
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building for several
years, and is estimated
this year to between
12,000 and 13,000
nationwide.
Large numbers of
teachers nearing retirement and a current
"baby boomlet" entering the schools contribute to the shortage.
the Monitor reported.
The most ominous
predictions come from
today's teachers
themselves. In a recent
Harris poll, approximately one in four of
the 1,847 teachers
samples said they are
likely to leave the
classroom within the
next five years.
Two-thirds of those
who predicted they
would quit cited low
salaries and poor working conditions.
The teachers also said
that the education
reform planners have
not asked their opinions
about changes needed in
the schools. "Clearly,"
Louis Harris said,
"many teachers feel left
out of the wave of
reform."
Teacher discouragement was further
reflected in an Educational Research Service
survey. It found that
two-thirds of those
queried do plan to remain in teaching, but
three-fourths said they
would not wholeheartedly recommend
teaching to a young person thinking about
careers.
A little over half of the
teachers surveyed
would recommend
teaching, but with major reservations, such
as excessive paperwork
and low pay. One fourth
of the teachers said they
think the status of the
profession tas reflected
In student and community attitudes, salary
and benefits) is improving, but 44 percent
thought respect for
teachers had
diminished.
An upward trend in
average teacher
salaries is evident from
National Education
Association statistics.
Recent figures show
teachers' pay rising in
the 6 percent range this
year. Average increases
of 9.6 percent in the
Southeast and 10 percent in the Southwest
now bring the average
salaries nationwide to
$23,092 for elementary
teachers and $24,276 for
secondary school
teachers.
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TVA wins award for film
about eagle repopulation
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Tennessee Valley Authority
has won an international film
award for its documentary

about restoring the eagle
population to the valley, a TVA
spokesman said.
The Houston International

Dean)

By Abigail
Van Buren

Blood Test Is the Piece
To Solve Paternity Puzzle
DEAR ABBY: I have a beautiful
1-year-old baby girl and I am not
sure who her father is. There are
only two possibilities of paternity.
One I am engaged to. He is willing
to cooperate in finding out who my
daughter's father is. The other man
is around, and says he will cooperate only if it is absolutely necessary,
for he is now married.
I have heard that there is a blood
test that can positively determine
paternity. If so, please tell me where
these men would have to go to take
this test, who else would have to
participate, and how much it costs.
WAITING TO HEAR

DEAR ENOUGH: Nice arrangement you have with your
cousin, but there is no excuse
for failing to acknowledge a gift
— however useless. How about
giving those white elephants
away? One man's leftovers are
another man's banquet.
*5*

Film Festival awarded TVA's
Information Office a silver
medallion for its video production, "Splendid Birds. Splendid
Valley," said TVA spokesman
Alan Carmichael.
"There's a lot of aerial
footage. The film talks about efforts to restore the eagle population to the valley and about
development of the region
itself," Carmichael said
Tuesday.
The award, presented Saturday in Houston, was in the
"Television Production-Public
Affairs" category. The festival
drew more than 2,100 entries
overall from 21 countries, said
Craven Crowell, TVA director of
Information.
Entertainer Jerry Reed, who
narrated the film, donated his
time and work, said Crowell.
John Williams, manager of the
TVA Broadcast Section, was
producer of the project, and Bill
Lee, assistant manager of the
section, was director.
"We are very pleased with the
recognition this production
received from a prestigious
competition like the Houston
festival," Crowell said.
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FIRE AND RESCUE SQUAD AT WORK - The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad is shown during a
recent call. Above, Assistant Chief Eddie Stone, driver of the front truck, and Tony Bayless, driver of
the van, head for the scene of a call one mile northeast of Lynn Grove. In the bottom photo, Bayless and
Donald Greer join Stone at the same scene to fight a fire started by a portable welder.

CLARIFICATION
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
Fred
-Clark of Murray was inreading the letter from the woman
who was helping her mother-in-law correctly identified in the photo
clean out her attic when they came of the 1936 Murray State Univeracross some souvenirs her father-in- sity graduating class which aplaw (now deceased) had brought peared in Tuesday's edition of
DEAR WAITING: According home from World War II. One was the newspaper. Fred Clark was
erroneously identified as Elbert
to the Long Beach (Calif.) Me- a hand grenade — still intact.
She asked if it would be safe to Clark in the caption. The Murmorial Hospital(Paternity Lab),
the test is called HLA, and it keep around since after 40 years it ray Ledger & Times apologizes_
involves the mother, the possi- had not exploded. You were right to for the error.
ble fathers and the child. It must tell her to call the police immedibe ordered by a physician, and ately and have the bomb squad
come and remove it.
the approximate cost is $150.
We live on some land that was
It is 99.9 percent accurate.(No
JERRY BAKER,
test claims to be 100 percent formerly a military training center
accurate, so this comes closest.) during World War II. This area was AMERICA'S
MASTER
Have your fiance take the used for target practice. Not long
GARDENER,
test. If he is found to by the ago, three children were playing
RECOMMENDS...
child's father, the other man is behind their home when they found
off the hook. Flgv.ter, alifiLmxPtodedshgt—Nat reC-6-ghrz- —
fiance is not the Ifather _latat_111$-Its--limAge)1414.eY Ved....the fikulZP
means the other man is, in point for digging. The shell exwhich case he may want to take ploded, killing two children and
the test because of the Legal seriously wounding the third.
The military now inspects this
implications.
area regularly, and they keep
finding live ammunition. We have
learned that due to erosion and soil
DEAR ABBY: You often publish movement, shells and
grenades
complaints from folks who are surface even after the
most careful
miffed because their gifts were not search. We've also learned
that
appropriately acknowledged. But unexploded shells are
not less
you've never given equal space to dangerous as the
years pass, but
the other side.
more dangerous because they can
My shelves and closets are over- explode with changes in
atmoflowing with an accumulation of spheric pressure,
temperature or
neckties, watches,cuff links, silly T- subtle movement.
shirts I'll never wear, books I'll
I pray that your reader
never read and gadgets I'll never your advice. Old munitions follows
are
use. And if I get one more pewter safe anywhere. Just because not
ashtray, I'm going to give it to my haven't exploded yet doesn't they
mean
dog and ask him to bury it. One day they never will.
some archeologist will probably dig
PATRICIA A. SAUNDERS,
it up and write a dissertation on the
SAN DIEGO
rituals and artifacts of primitive
homo yuppians.
*5*
A cousin of mine and I have an
ideal arrangement. Every year he
,;ends me two $20 bills for Christ(Getting married? Send
Abby's
mas,and I send him the same. Then new, updated, expandedforbooklet,
we both write a note saying, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
"Thank you for the most thoughtful Send your name and address clearly
gift I have ever received. I'll never printed with a check or money order
$2.50 and long, stamped (39 cents)
have to wash it, repair it, feed it, for
envelope to: Dear Abby, Wedding
wind it or frame it." Sign me ...
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
ENOUGH ALREADY Calif. 90038.)

AlPljurire"cANCITV="--iir
lite /late
AMERICA'S GA. DEN CENTER=
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Republic mortgage
loan rates are...

SALE STARTS WED., APRIL 30
ENDS SAT., MAY 3, 1986
OPEN DAILY 9-9, SUN. 12-6

Our 5.47-5.97

3.88
Assorted Varieties
Lovely Rose Bush
Choose #1 select packaged rose bush or #1
dormant potted rose. In
assorted varieties.

77

0 Each
Our 1.47

Hand Tool Choice
Garden cultivator, transplanter or trowel. Savings'

4.33
Our Reg. 4.96

Sturdy Wading Pool
`..;hildren s wadina poo, of pc, ,:-•
pylpno

ror

Our Reg 16 88

11.88
•
-44

2-Gal., 12-15"
Lovely Rhododendron
Spectacular springtime blossoms. attractive green
foliage. Assorted varieties
and colors Shop now!

Connectors included
L

L6425

*455
33"Lx15-s

3/
1
2"x20'

LAWNWARE

1.88

Our
1 97

20-Ft. Lawn Edging
Controls grass growth Use
along drives, walks trees

57C

Our
97C
Wooden Cape Cod Fence
33-inch white picket fence
enhances flower beds

1
Our Reg 7 97

5.88

DOWN

WEED &FEED
25-3-3

10-12" Choice

Evergreens

Choose Yews, in globe,
upright or spreaders. Save.

3O

97
. 5..
26*-10.1

2

6.97

7 97
K-Gro' Weed & Feed
25-3-3 fertilizer with weed
control Covers 5.000 sa ft

APR

Cuff Pine Bark Mulch

Our
Sale Price
Less Consumer
Rebate
Your Cost
After Rebate

2.27
-.40
1.87

15-YEAR FIXED RATE
Reduce your monthly payments and your interest
rate by refinancing your existing loan
Don't miss this opportunity to refinance at today's
lower rates
Interest rates on mortgage loans are down to their
lowest level in almost seven years',
Refinance your first and second mortgages with
Republic Savings Bank at today's lower rates
1201 Main Street
Murray Kentucky 42071

Call Janice Lester
(502) 759-1630

'Rale subject It, hang..
1
2
1,

OVO,
1.04.111.
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Q
MAP,

A F•d•r•Py Intured
S•vinps Minh *PIP owe,
$200 000 000 •n Assets

REPUBLIC
SAVINGS BANK

You, S•vong• FoOlArally
InsunPt/ Up To $100 000

WM"Poramidel Arbenviloo
/4 Berelmosort Goldon.
Compecto. 0.locello
44 24" Wolfe

Our Reg 18 88

Our

1 50
Choice Arborvitae In
Globe Or Pyramidal
Hardy growing Arborvitae with attractive
shaping In 11/
1
424". 3036" or 3-4' Save nowt

Our Reg. 68'

2/$1

1.37
.40
.97
Not Cost
40-Lb.' Bag Top Soil
Top soil for patching and
top dressing gardens
Salo Price
Rebate

Tray

Bedding Plants
Hower and vegetable plants special

'WO on

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky.
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PAYLESS
DRUGS

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
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1205 Chestnut St.

SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

Pr ICeS

Good

Thru Tuesday
May 6th

WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON PRESCRIPTIONS
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NICE 'N EASY
HAIR COLOR
by Clairol

1

Ii

$2"

WIRE MESH STACK CHAIRS

OffiCiel inatin certificate
CLAIROL' 81 00 CASH REFUNO OR COUPON FOR FREE
HAIRCOLOR PRODUCT
Check one offer only

2 $849

To receive $I 00 Cash Refund

For

Enclose

SINGLE CUSHION

To receive a coupon for •FREE participating haircolor
product
Buy Any one Clairol appliance and one participsting ClaIrol
heircolor brand
Hos below,

$177

For Stack Choirs
Assorted Colors

Enclose'
• ,..'

2. Proof Of pLochase seal Nom the ode panel
narccu orN a-r1 plus Ck.,I UPC SsAthol
and code 'lumber from

•••

•.

BAN
ROLL-ON

Date°

r. n age

purchase rys-e,s,

LAS,
" rey.sie, recerpr &el

brands
c„s.,0.8 SharrpoU

Participating heirooloring

• %, ,,sse

Anti-Perspiront
Regular, Unscented,
Fresh. 1.5 Oz.

& T

•r:ipierse,•
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Formula or Crerre
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Sun* Owei
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LAXATIVE

MERIN
SUPPOSITORIES

Adult Size
Bottle of 24

onto WOKS

a-

loot Glycerin
Suppositories

Fleet

ADA' SIZE SuPposd0,042_,'

r. nflIno

t,
-•
At:7
extra strfnativ:.!„

139

efferclent

SUNTAN
LOTION

Coppertone
.1!

-

EQUAL

• -

lihmen

Low-Calorie
Sweetner
100 Pockets

41.

EFFERDENT

Q.T.

Denture Cleanser
Tablets
40 Tablets

Quick Tanning
Suntan Lotion
4 Oz.

$276

MAALOX
Antacid
12 Oz. Bottle

$1"

$348

$ 1 58

DOUBLE COUPONS
EVERYDAY

.

BUY BOTH & RECEIVE $200
••••hasSake. mocha... I ae M.... Sum Shommoo
Jalmf•em mome an 'S.. WO and 1••010 OVA boa
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WOO 00.00
,.10•
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L-mnesen•••

missimis•
FEUDOR
DISPOSABLE
LIGHTER

3

For

$ 1 00
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S
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S

PERMA SOFT
SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER
B Oz. Bottle
Your Choice

rCsS

0OUIRJE LATER
PROTECTION
•-

CANDY BARS
RENUZIT ASSORTMENT
FRESH'N
r- -I DRY
00
I
I AIR
•Puppy
•Large Dog !
FRESHENER Limit 6 Bars Please

6 For
$1

'Cat. Dog

I/11

REzet

New
Assorted
Frsttgrsocot
4.50s.

fiSsmi".
4ji-,4Jo• -

SERGEANTS
FLEA & TICK $
COLLAR

Paschall Salvage
Y. mi. S. of Hazel. KY

498-8964

flU
LIA

FREE ATTACHMENT -NO DOWN PAYMENT-NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS•
During SNAPPER's Spring Savings Event, you get the best
SNAPPER values ever! Purchase a Hi-Vac' Riding Mower at
regular retail price and receive a FREE Single Bag Grass
Catcher or a Dump Cart or 50% OFF our Twin Bag Catcher
or Bag-N-Wagon. Now's the time to make your lawn a
SNAPPER lawn. For all the details visit your nearest
SNAPPER dealer today.
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-Credit Plan
s•an with
which features no down payment and no payment for
90 days.
A division of Fuqua Industries

•
•••••s,

GILLETTE
MICRO TRAC

Gillette

Micrtifrac

DISPOSABLE RAZOR

79'

69

SINGLE BAG
GRASS CATCHER
$139.95

Pack of 5

•

Pay Less• • • ••
COLOR PRINT FILM
•

NW

RI

•
•
• '-

•

•

DEVELOPED ORD PRINTED

r OMPARE
,. SAI0
VIA)

s

0% -e•••,•'".••

\,
Removable
Tripod Legs
No. 240/

POVILIF RI
LFA
•
"UPI VA L Ut

RINSO
Heavy Duty
Detergent
42 Oz.

8

•

*PIG.. •

• DOUBLE PRINT SPECIAL

a
,
5
•

•

1 49

88

lergeants

@Tnstrong

SPRING SAVINGS EVENT

114$ MAIL

veva •••J
:aMos woo, an* c.c.. DOW 0- OW
4.0• 1. 0600041000
,Oori 000 Comma
Ma.
no.

'Chocolate Chip
•Peanut Butter
Nut
12 Oz. Bag

as little as $59.40

SNAPPER

8 oz. Shampoo or Conditioner

• 000.0.1

DUNCAN HINES
COOKIES

Vinyl No-Wax

Imperial' Accotone®
NOW $495Sq. Yd.

s1.00 REFUND

as: •

HARLAN, Ky. (AP)
- Indian skeletons
unearthed last week in
Harlan should be
returned after examination so they can be
displayed at the University of Kentucky's
Southeast Community
College in Cumberland,
a teacher at the college
says.
The bones of an Indian
woman and child were
dug up last week in
Harlan's Ivy Hill
section.
Jerry Hatmaker, a
Baxter coal miner, and
his son, Tracy, told
authorities they found
the skeletons while look-

on no-wax floors that are
easy to install yourself.
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DUMP CART

S42

$199.95
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11- Back the Next Day
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•
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HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON
AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS
• Finance charges accrue from dote Of delivery

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

was always with him.
All of his family,
nephew Dr. Hai, Jr. and
wife Lyn-their children,
Hugh, Rebbie and
Greer; sister Ms. Greer
Houston and her sons,
Kelly and Hal Perdew
and Brent Osborn; and
niece Gayle and her husband Dr. George Pappas, and their children,
Adelaide, Sarah and
George II.
---Talked with Jo Elkins
today - Monday. She
told me that her
brother, Gus Robertson,
Jr. is a patient in the
local hospital. He has
been in Mayo Clinic.
Her husband, W.C.
"Dub", is convalescing
from surgery last
January at their home.
Their daughter Dianne
underwent surgery
recently. She and her
husband, Dr. D. Manford Gooch and family
reside in Salt Lake City,
Utah.
---Dr. Robert
McGaughey, Murray
State, Chairman,
Department of Journ alism and
Radio/Television, came
to visit me Saturday
afternoon and brough
the 1985 prize-winning
yearbook, The Shield,
and the just-off-the press edition. I'm enjoying them. All photographs are identified
and each has an index.
They are prized reference books. After many
years, I received the university newspaper last
week. Somehow my
name got lost. I'm looking forward to other editions.

Indian skeletons unearthed .
near Harlan to be displayed

prices on
eye-pleasing
Armstrong
floors.
Save now

c Great Savings
PERMA SOFT.

100% Tea
3.6 Oz.
Bonus Size r sestf?:,
6 Qts. Free

days we spent in the
Murray High School
library, and occasionally he sat on the steps
outside the library to
chew gum. Little did I
think he would be a
specialist in medicine
and the head of many
organizations and THE
OUTSTANDING
ALUM.
---Not only does he know
medicine, He knows
how to speak, too. He
was prepared, spoke up
and said his speech
quickly to hundreds.
Before him were his
mother, Mr
Flossie
(Charles) Merce , ife
and daughter, Malls
sister, Ms. LaDon
Regan, Columbia,
Miss., aunt Mrs. Thage
Uddberg; Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Uddberg and Mr.
and Mrs. Roe Thomas,
Benton.
Jerry Don Crutchfield, another
distinguished graduate,
was absent, but his written response and tape
were given.
---Ben Hogancamp, vice
president of the Alumni
Association, Bill Kopperud, the new president and their wives
were seated at the
speakers' table - with
Donna Ruth Grogan

Was $6.99 Sq. Yd.

REDEEM YOUR MANUFACTURERS COUPONS VALUED UP TO 50 FOR
DOUBLE
VALUE. ANY COUPON FOR MORE THAN 50 WILL BE REDEEMED AT FACE
VALUE
ONLY. APPLIES TO ONLY MERCHANDISE CARRIED IN OUR STORE. IF THE
DOUBLE
SAVINGS EXCEEDS THE RETAIL VALUE OF THE ITEM ONLY THE RETAIL
VALUE WILL BE
REFUNDED. EXCLUDES CIGARETTES, FREE COUPONS AND RETAIL STORE
COUPONS.
LIMIT ONE MANUFACTURER'S COUPON PER ITEM.

INSTANT
IsIESTEA

Like seniors leaving
school, the four robins
flew their nest Thursday. Their parents, like
parents of teenagers,
were left holding the
food in their mouths for
the evening meal.
Squaking at Irma as she
tiptoed, just to peek at
them, the parent birds
literally had a fit when
their babies flew out of
the nest and hid in the
shrubs. They went, it
seems, like an explosion
in sight and sound. They
continue out of sight but
I can pretty well guess
their location. The
parents continue to
warn us, when we go
near them. Kinda sad
when a young one cuts
the apron strings or flies
the coop. And like the
robins, we parents are
never quite ready. We
continue to keep an eye
out for them.
---Almost like my own
were former students
who have flown. One
was honored and two
were platform officials
at the Murray State
University Alumni banquet Saturday night. Dr.
Charles Mercer was
named the outstanding
alumnus of the year.
When he gave me a hug
and kiss after dinner,
we had to remember the

ISM INIS•
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observations
by lochie hart

Herndon and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Schultz in the
audience - all from
Murray High where I
knew them. Ben still
wears that pleasant
smile that I remember
seeing when he was a
student and sought and
accompanied me to the
meeting of the Parent
Teacher Associaion. To
my surprise I was given
a life membership in the
Kentucky Parent
Teachers Association. I
remeber that Millie Nall
and Ruth Pasco were
the officers.
---Joe Dyer provided the
menu - frog legs, ham,
salads, casseroles and
peach cobbler.
---Shared lilies-of-thevalley from my yard
Saturday with friends
and kin-Lowell Gingles
and Lucille Hart who
reside at Fern Terrace.
---siting with the family at the funeral of Dr.
Hugh Houston Saturday
was an experience that
renewed acquaintances
and recalled incidents of
the past - all pleasant
ones. I wonder if he ever
refused to call when
needed. He rescued me
from an attack of food
poisoning in the Brown
Hotel one night when we
were attending the Kentucky Bankers' Convention. In response to my
call, he came to me;
recommended buttermilk; went to the kitchen, got the milk and
brought it to me wearing his night
clothes. Went further by
remaining with me until
I was confortable. What
a man. His wife, Hontas,

Murray

753-4110

ing for arrowheads
under a.cliff.
The gones were sent
to Frankfort for examination by Dr. David
Wolf, state medical examiner. Trooper Bill
Riley of the state police
post at Harlan said it
probably will be
"several weeks" before
Wolf files a report.
The bones are
estimated to be 700 to
1,300 years old, Riley
said.
James Goode, the
Southeast Community
College teacher, is lobbying for their return to
Harlan County.
"I think we're just
beginning to scratch the
surface in Harlan County," he said.

Gambling
case goes
to jurors
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP 1
- A federal court jury
in Ashland began
deliberation on gambling charges against
eight central Kentucky
men accused of accepting bets on sporting
events.
The case went to the
Jury Tuesday afternoon
after the panel heard instructions Tuesday morning from U.S. District
Judge Henry R. Wilhoit
Jr.
The jury recessed at
5:10 p.m. and was to
report back to court today to resume
deliberation.
The defendants were
indicted by a federal
grand jury in February
after a year-long investigation by the FBI.
Many of the charges
resulted from raids on
alleged gambling locations in six counties.
Those charged include Kenneth "Big
Red" Colliver, 55, Doyle
King, 39, James Michael
Cooper, 37, and Joseph
B. Hartgrove Junior, 37,
all of Mount Sterling,
Shirley Eugene Kirk, 44,
Dallas Howard Barnett
38, and Robert Allen
Johnson, 38, all of Winchester, and John M.
P oppas, 44, of
Lexington.
Wilholt dismissed
charges Monday
against Raymond
P enrod, 45, of
Nicholasville, saying
the evidence wasn't sufficient to link him with
alleged bookmaking activities of the other
defendants
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Clifity Forums
Whole or
Slicod

Country Ham

1 59

Beef
Patties

FOOD STORES

10 Lb.

Ground Beef

85!
Seitz Wieners

1202

Chicken Franks

16 02

Corn King Canned Ham
Seitz Sliced Bologna

Wagner Orange Drink
Grape Juice
Gatorade Lemon-Lime
Punch Drink

79*
79*

3 Lb $659
16 Oz $1 39

Turkey Wieners

59*

Kahn's Jumbo Franks

$1 69

Seitz Salami

16 OZ

Reelfoot Cooked Ham Sliced

Jimmy Dean Sausage
Seitz Ham & Cheese Loaf

'1 39

Seitz Jumbo Franks
Seitz Old Fashion

$1 99

54 0, 99*

Eagle Brand Milk

$1 19

Vegetable Oil

4602 $1 19

Instant Milk

$499

Martha White Corn Meal

79*
46. 55*
Oz

Powdered Sugar
Corn Starch

- 89*
59*

Prunes

Fruit
Drink

Half Moon Cheddar Cheese

$1 19

Soft Margarine

49'
69(
49*

Chicken Nuggets
Salisbury Steak Dinners

Cream Cheese

h

Buttermilk Biscuits

rut
1r

• 1-.4
,

•

• •• •

$119

:4 OZ. $1 99

59'

Corn Flakes

$269

Shredded Wheat

$1 79

Saltine Crackers

Pillsbury Toaster Strudel

$1 29

Graham Crackers

Banana Cream Pie

694

Sunshine Hi Ho Crackers

.e 5 Oz

59*

Hillshire Polish Sausage
Seitz Meat Bologna
Asst. Luncheon Meat

25*
39*
59*
31 4

White Hominy
Mandrin Oranges
Fruit Cocktail
Chili Beans

$

Gallon

99*
99*
49*
89(
$149

1

59C

6.3 Oz.
PIDPOOdON.

Toothpaste
$ 39

Beef
Chunks"

4e/c4
n:
t *5

Bleach

pep01140.11

59c

5 LC

$ 1189

3 Lb.

11.Onions

Dz $1 89

Cereal

Bananas
Yellow
3 Lb.

'6 Oz $1 39

Wheoties
18 Oz.

9
Pie Shells

160z $1 19

1

Seitz Pickle Loaf

Alpo

/
1
2 Gallon

Borden Cheese Singles . "39

8 Oz $1 39

Yellow Cake Mix

Ice
Milk

Prarle
Farms

'6 01 $1 69

3 160z.
Cat Litter

'149

Chunk Dog Food

$379

Dry Cat Food
Dog Biscuits

'1 39
69*

Beef Chunks Dog Food

31 4

Spread Quarters

1....29`
Biscuits
80z.

19`
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Murray downs St. Mary 11-1
Getting two hits from
five players, the Murray
Tigers crushed Paducah
St. Mary 11-1 Tuesday in
a five-inning game in
Murray.
The Tigers ( 9-5 I
scored five in the second
and five in the third and
cruised to the win, their
fourth in a row.
James Payne and
Mark Miller both went
2-for-2 for the Tigers,
who had 12 hits. Chip

Adkins went 2-for-3.
while Mark West and
Jay Watson went 2-for-4.
Miller (1-1) was the
winning pitcher, hurling
a complete game and
fanning two while walking six. He allowed just
three hits, all singles.
In the second. Adkins
led off with a single.
Miller singled, then
Jason Sammons hit a
two-run double off the

right field fence. West
doubled in Sammons
and scored on a single
by Ed Hendon. Hendon
stole second and came
home on Payne's single.
Adkins' infield hit got
the Tigers going in the
third. Miller moved him
to second with a single.
Chuck Baker's sacrifice
bunt then was
misplayed, loading the
bases. One out later,
West doubled, plating

two runs. Hendon tallied
Baker with a sacrifice
fly. Watson tripled,
scoring West. Payne
doubled in Watson.
With one out in the
fourth, Miller was hit by
a pitch, stole second and
went to third on a passed ball. West drove him
In with a ground ball.
The Tigers are playing Calloway County today at 4 p.m. at the middle school.

Adams fires two-hitter, as Lakers
nip Trigg County 2-1 to go 17-4
Chuck Adams threw a
no-hitter earlier this
month, yet his coach,
Jack Pack. feels
Adams' two-hit performance Tuesday against
Trigg County was even
better.
"That was the best
game Chuck has pitched
in the three years that I
have coached him,"
Park said. "It was a bet-

ter game than the no- two games today. At 4
hitter because it came p.m., it goes against
against much better Murray. At 6:30, it plays
competition."
Mayfield.
Adams 15-1 ) struck
Adams had more than
out seven and walked just a good day on the
one.
mound against Trigg.
The Lakers didn't He also went 2-for-3 at
waste Adams' sharp- the plate, knocking in
ness, as they defeated Greg Futrell with the
the Wildcats 2-1, raising Lakers' first run, in the
their record to 17-4.
first.
Calloway is playing
With the score tied at

10

Baker
signs
with
MSU

'

RANDY THORNTON CO.,111C.
SEAMLESS AMMAN GUTTEMS
Custom Sheet Metal Work

Randy Thornton Co. Inc.
Vinyl & Aluminum
*Many colors to choose from
05" Seamless Aluminum Gutters
*Siding & Soffit
*Door & Window Facing & Sills
*Shutters

Custom Sheet Metal Work
*Aluminum
*Stainless Steel

*Copper
*Galvanized

FREE ESTIMATES

802 Chestnut, Murray

753-8181

1s
AU. TRIMMERS ARE
NOT BUILT TOUGH
LIKE ECHO!
Hundreds of thousands of satished
customers rely on startin* easy
Echo trimmers Outstanding
performance & long life makes
Echo the best value & most
, dependable trimmer today.
BEWARE' DON'T RISK ANY
SUBSTITUTE!

rz?.(r.,
,how.
Ist'/IF t

EASY
• 16c

HANDLING

2

enre
KritTt,s
• etc.( tToric
• light`..je'ghl 9
• tap cu"'°9 head
advanie line

MOD.611000

$9
ECHO

95

TTACHMENT
MAX1-CUT A

4106es
than steel
• safer
weeds
• cuts heavV
• edges
• his most

S1295

IIIECHO

start
First,frvfm the
ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

1-1. CCHS tallied the
game-winner in the
fifth. Mike Wheeler
walked and moved to second on Futrell's
sacrifice bunt. .Adams
singled, putting runners
on the corners. Sam
Taylor then stroked a
RBI single.
The Lakers totaled six
hits. They didn't commit an error.

753-4110

The Murray State
Lady Racer basketball
team has signed Holly
Baker, a 6 -foot,
165-pound guard from
Peoria, Ill.
Baker was a four-year
starter for Peoria
Manual High School,
scoring over 900 points
in her career.
Last year, she led her
team to the AA championship and a 27-3
record.
She was a first-team
all-state selection and
was named by USA TODAY as an honorable
mention All-American.
As a senior, Baker
averaged 10.2 points a
game, 8.1 rebounds and
7.3 assists.
In the semi-finals of
the state tournament,
she scored 20 points,
pulled down 21 rebounds, dished out five
assists, had five steals
and blocked two shots in
sparking her team to a
win over East St. Louis
Lincoln.
"Holly is a triple double waiting to happen,"
MSU head coach Bud
Childers said. "She
plays with a lot of aggressiveness and is very
team oriented."

Stall photo by Kent

Brom,'
YOU MISSED IT — Murray State's Jay Connel
l was unhappy Tuesday after the home plate
umpire ruled that his ground ball down the first base line
was fair. Connell thought the umpire wasn't in
position to
make the call. Connell hit one of MSU's three
home runs in its 11-8 loss to SIU-Carbondale.

SIU dumps Murray State
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have a team
went to second when the left fielder made an erERA of 7.64.
ror. Groehn singled him in.
Tuesday, SIU-Carbondale tallied 11 runs and
With two outs in the fourth, Butts. Groehn and
defeated the 'Breds 11-8 at Reagan Field.
Naughton singled, Butts scoring on Naughton's
The Salukis scored in every inning except the
hit.
fourth and ninth in lowering MSU's record to
Naughton and Butts hit solo homers in the
16-24.
sixth to draw the 'Breds to within one run.
Rich Garner (3-3) was the losing pitcher. He
The Salukis tallied one run in the seventh and
started and worked until the sixth, when he was
eighth to stretch their margin.
relieved by Van Golmont. Jim Lambert worked
MSU had 14 hits to 13 for SIU.
the final inning.
Butts also went 4-for-5. He scored three runs.
Danny Naughton went 4-for-5 for Murray
Butts is Murray State's leading hitter, with
a
State, cracking a homer and driving in three.
.326 average. Groehn (.323). Gargiulo (.301)
and
Naughton_got the .'Bredsoo the-scoPeboard-in - -NaughtOn
t.300) Tollit(w Butts.
the first, knocking in Dave Butts with a two-out
Gargiulo is the team leader in RBI, with 37,
single. Butts had singled and moved to third
.two more than Groehn and Naughton. Groehn
's
when the shortstop made an error on Steve
10 home runs tops the 'Breda. Naughton has
8,
Groelui's ground ball.
Gargiulo 7.
Paul Alegre led off MSU's four-run second by
MSU is hosting Southeast Missouri today.
reaching first on another error by the shortstop.
He went to second on a ground out by Ron
Schmitt and to third on a passed ball. Greg
at Murray
Osborne, Holtman 121. Beattie 71 and Smith. Garner.
Golmont
Doss's double plated Alegre. Jay Connell followLambert 491 and Doss. WP — Holtman 12.1) LP
— Garner 13.31 25 —
1 SW I Pitchford and Jones. 4MSU4 Winder and
ed with a home run, only the third round-tripper
Doss HR — SIC
Limperls. none on In sixth. Hall, one on in nab, I MSU
I Connell. one on in
of his MSU career. Tom Gargiulo singled and
second. Butts. none on tn sixth; Naughton. none on in
shell

Lady Racers come in third
Murray State's
women's tennis team
finished Ohio Valley
Conference play with a
3-4 record.
Of those four losses,
two were to Austin Peay
and two were to Middle
Tennessee.
"Going into the OVC
tournament we figured,
realistically, we were
going for third place,"
coach Connie Keasling
said, "because of the
strength of Austin
Peay's and Middle Tennessee's squads.
"You always want to
win, but with five
freshmen playing for
you in the OVC that is an
awfully tough thing to
do."

Saturday in
Cookeville. Tenn., the
Lady Racers, indeed,
tied for third in the OVC
tournament, tallying 37
points to 70 for Austin
Peay and 49 for Middle
Tennessee. Morehead
State tied MSU.
"Third is not first, but
It was first for us,"
Keasling said.
Cathy Thweatt, at No.
6, won the only title for
Murray State, defeating
Debbie Shull of Austin
Peay 7-5, 6-4.
"Cathy is a tournament player," Keasling
said. "She just seems to
have the right mental
at-titude for
tournaments."
No. 1 Starr Jones plac-

HONOR
the
RACERS!
1986
OVC
MEN'S
TENNIS
CHAMPIONS

ed fourth, losing to Lisa
Pearce of Youngstown
6-2, 6-1 in the finals of
the consolation round.
No. 2 Sally Henle also
finished fourth, losing to
Hillary Warren of Middle Tennessee 6-1, 2-6,
6-4.
No. 3 Sheri Chong captured third place by
beating Denise Metzger
of Morehead State 6-1,
6-1. No. 4 Laura Talbott
finished fifth, defeating
Kim.Flores of Akron 6-0,
6-2.
No. 5 Gina Dungey
wound up sixth, falling
6-3, 6-3 to Danna
Cochran of Akron.
The No. 1 doubles
team of Henle and
Chong lost 6-4, 7-6 to
Adams and Metzger of
Morehead State and
placed fourth. No. 2
Talbott and Jones
finished fourth, losing to
McKay and Scutari of
Morehead State 6-0, 6-4.

No. 3 Dungey and
Thweatt defeated Feretti and Patrick of Akron
and placed fifth.
"The biggest thing for
us was doing well on the
first day against
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State. the two
teams we had to beat for
third," Keasling said.
"We won more than half
of the matches on the
first day and got a lead
on them, which really
helped us.-

Purcell upsets
Canter on clay
Murray's Mel Purcell upset 1 4 thranked Jonathan
Canter 6-2, 6-4, 6-4
Monday in the first
round of the U.S. Clay
Court Championships.

ar

Ron's Muffler

Join the celebration for coach Bennie Purcell and
his team as they are honored for their seventh consecutive Ohio Valley Conference men's tennis title!

Announces the Opening
of a Second Store
in Paducah.
We're still open in
Murray and would like
to thank our customers
for their patronage.

5:30 p.m. Wednesday, April 30
First Floor, Curris Center
— MSU's Ohio Valley Conference Champions —
John Schneider, No. 3 singles
'ard Gundersen, No. 4 singles
Piaui Austin, No. 5 singles
Alan Farmer, No. 6 singles
Jens Bergrahm and John Schneider, No. 1 doubles
Bard Gundersen and Alan Farmer, No. 2 doubles

•

Ron's Muffler
400 N 4th
Murray, Ky.
753 3514

Ron's Supreme Muffler II
2334 Saltine Hwy.,
Paducah, Ky
442-1144
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Does Murray State need full-time athletics fund-raiser?
In this corner, we
have Dr. Richard Stout,
president of the Racer
Club.
In this corner, we
have Dr. David Perrin,
vice-president of university relations and
development at Murray
State University.
Dr. Stout and the
Racer Club want to hire
a fund-raiser for MSU's
athletic department.
Dr. Perrin says the
Office of Development
at MSU has three fulltime fund-raisers whose
duties include finding
private funds for the
athletic program.
Dr. Stout says MSU's
athletic program needs
a full-time, not part-

time, fund-raiser, just
as many other schools,
Including (much to his
chagrine) Morehead

out the recent success of
several MSU teams: the
rifle club, which was the
runner-up in the NCAAs

State, have.
To show Murray State
hasn't done badly with
out a full-time fundraiser, Dr. Perrin points

this year; the football
team, which has been
one of Divison I-AA's
top twenty teams for
more consecutive weeks

than any other team;
the basketball team,
who finished third in the
Ohio Valley Conference
this past season; the
men's tennis team,
which won a seventh
consecutive OVC championship last weekend.
Dr. Stout says MSU
must raise additional
monies from the private
sector if it is to maintain
the quality of its athletic
program, because the
operating expenses of
the program are rising
yearly.
Dr. Perrin agrees
with Dr. Stout. He feels
MSU, indeed, must
raise more private
funds for athletics. He
says the fund-raisers in

MHS boys win, girls lose match
with highly-regarded Mayfield
Murray High School's
boys' tennis team won
one more match Tuesday then the girls'
squad, giving them a 5-4
victory and the girls a
5-4 loss.
Both matches were
with Mayfield.
For the Tigers (9-1
No. 1 Jon Mark Hall lost
8-6 to Bart Whitnall. No.
2 Phil Billington blanked Spencer Brown 8-0.
No. 3 Sean Kelly won 8-5
over Sean Dalton.

No. 4 Mark Whitaker
registered a close win,
nipping John Olsofks. 9-8
(7-1). No. 5 Jason Hunt
lost 8-2 to Alex Shearer.
No. 6 Malcon Taylor lost
8-6 to Brad Rodgers.
Hall and Billington, at
No. 1 doubles, beat
Whitnall and Olsofka
9-7. No. 2 Kelly and
Whitaker defeated
Brown and Dalton 9-7.
No. 3 Hunt and Taylor
fell 9-7 to Chris Blewit
and Michael Glover.

For the Lady Tigers
(8-2), No. 1 Ellen Hogancamp defeated Stacie
Whaley 8-3. Whaley was
undefeated going into
the match.
No. 2 Elizabeth
Oakley lost 8-2 to Ginger
Smith. No. 3 Robin
Williams lost 9-8 (7-5) to
Jill Stratton. No. 4
Allison Carr crushed
Leslie Sims 8-0. No. 5
Katherine Oakley fell
8-4 to Merry Stratton.
No. 6 Heather Hughes

lost 8-4 to Marcy Smith.
The No. 1 doubles
team of Hogancamp and
Elizabeth Oakley
defeated Whaley and
Smith 8-5. Whaley and
Smith were undefeated.
No. 2 Williams and Carr
beat Jill Stratton and
Sims 8 - 3 . No. 3
Katherine Oakley and
Hughes lost 8-2 to Merry
Stratton and Smith.
Both Murray squads
play at Christain County
Thursday.

76ers rally, beat Bucks 118-112
The Philadelphia
76ers have seen too
muc-h in the NBA
playoffs to fold up when
they face an 18-point
deficit on the opposition's home court.
"We felt that we had
to play hard to get back
In the game," said
Maurice Cheeks, who
scored 13 of his 27 points
in the third quarter
when the 76ers wiped
out most of an 83-65
deficit and went on to
defeat the Milwaukee
Bucks 118-112 in their
second-round opener
Tuesday night. "We just
never gave up. The
shots started falling and
we were able to increase
the defensive pressure
and cause some
turnovers."
Just 11 days before,
playing Washington at
the Philadelphia Spectrum, the 76ers blew a
17-point lead in just 31,42

minutes as the Bullets
scored the game's last
18 points. With 1 1/2
quarters still to play in
Milwaukee on Tuesday
night. the 18-point
deficit must have looked
small by comparison.
Philadelphia
outscored the Bucks
32-13 to take a 97-96 lead
with nine minutes left in
the game. After the lead
seesawed in the final
minutes, a 16-7 streak
gave the 76ers the lead
for good.
In Tuesday's other
playoffs, Boston and
Houston both took 2-0
leads in their best-ofseven second -round
series. The Rockets beat
Denver 119-101 and the
Celtics defeated Atlanta
119-108.
Tonight, the Los
Angeles Lakers, leading
1-0, play host to Dallas.
Celtics 119, Hawks 108
Atlanta also had a

Calloway boys beat
University Heights
Calloway County's
boys' tennis team won
matches Monday and
Tuesday.
Monday, the Lakers
(2-6) defeated Heath 7-2.
Tuesday, they blanked
University Heights 9-0.
Against Heath, No. 1
Raybo Dunn beat Scott
Wright 8-4. No. 2 Scott
Adams downed Kevin
Estes 8-5. No. 3 Tim
Weatherford lost 8-4 to
Doug Cornell.
No. 4 Brad Pritchett
defeated Brent Nelson
8-4. No. 5 Billy Jack
Haskins trounced Brent
Sanderson 8-1. No. 6 Jay
Newton won on a forfeit.
The No. 1 doubles
team of Pritchett and
Harv Newton lost 8-1 to
Wright and Estes. No. 2
Jay Newton and Darrin
Loftis defeated Cornell

and Nelson 8-3. No. 3
Haskins and Weatherford won on a forfeit.
Against University
Heights, No. 1 Dunn
beat Brent Sable 8-4. No.
2 Adams won 8-2 over
Hill Ferguson. No. 3
Weatherford defeated
Tom Flynn 8-5.
No. 4 Pritchett downed Mike Acuna 8-1, the
same score No. 5
Haskins posted against
Jay Michael. No. 6 Jay
Newton defeated
Bradley Turhuny 8-1.
Dunn and Adams. at
No. 1 doubles, beat
Sable and Ferguson 8-3.
No. 2 Roger Herndon
and Loftis blanked
Flynn and Acuna. No. 3
Haskins and Jay
Newton blanked
Michael and Turhuny
8-0.

furious second-half rally
from an 18-point deficit,
but it fell short when
Boston scored the last 10
points of the game.
Larry Bird scored 36
points, including eight
of those last 10 after the
Hawks cut an 87-69 lead
to 109-108.
Boston, which now
has won 35 straight
home games, appeared
to be on the way to an
easy victory when a tussle between Celtics
guard Danny Ainge and
Atlanta's Scott Hastings
ignited the Hawks in the
third period.
Ainge was ejected
with 3:54 remaining in
the quarter and a Dennis Johnson basket that
would have made it
89-69 was nullified.
Kevin McHale had 22
points for Boston, while
Kevin Willis led the
Hawks with 23. Randy
Wittman had 21 and
NBA scoring champion
Dominique Wilkins 19
for Atlanta.
Rockets 119, Nuggets
101
Houston again used
the third quarter as the
turning point of the
game, just as it did in
the first meeting with
Denver.
The Rockets led 53-43
lead at halftime, then
outscored the Nuggets
8-0 to start the third
quarter. Calvin Natt
scored the Nuggets'
first points 2:35 into the
period.
Lewis Lloyd scored 13
of his 23 points in the
third period as Houston
opened an 88-71 advantage. Ralph Sampson
led the Rockets with 27
points.

Houston continued to
add to the lead in the
fourth quarter, but
three Denver threepointers in the closing
minutes made the final
outcome closer.
Rookie Blair
Rasmussen scored 14 of
his 18 points in the second half to lead the
Nuggets scoring, while
Lafayette Lever added
16.

Boston
hurler
fans 20
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$8499

•Sturdy 1'4" thick
•Tempered safety
gloss
•Pre-hung
•Pris-Drilled
•Whits• or !Bronze

•Ideal for exterior
siding or interior
paneling

Economy

Studs

80 lb.

Concrete Mix
•Wool for
many proisscfs
•Approx.
11- long

$249

Folding Attic
Stairway

Dap
Rely-On

$399loch

Caulk

8'9" each

75

•Makes use of that wasted attic space
•10 heights available 'Rugged construction

WOODMEN OF T111 WOR1D
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIFTV
otemt Betts ovum testssiu

at Los Angeles 1%el, r I: 1

Thursday s Games
Pittsburgh at San Franc isoi
St Lours at San Enego
New York at Atlanta
Chicago at Los Angeles in
Only games scheduled

524 Main

Picture
Aluminum
Storm Door

Tub*

1986 Chevrolet Chevette

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray
TAYLOR
502-753.2617
CHEVROLET, INC.
•With approved credit, 11400 security deposit re
glared. Serge. on 48 month contract, Rim ittoula fee,

VISA

OD-

CHARGE IT!
500 S. 4th, Murvey
Store Hours:
7 5 Mon. Fri., 8 12 Sot.

Start you home im
provements today. You've
got what it takes when you
hove a HWI Do-It Cord
VISA & MasterCard
also acceOtod•
CASH A CARRY

Monday Through Saturday
753-6450

c
f'
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i.
654
San Fran, is, ii
12
600
1+2
San Diego
ci
14
550
2+2,
Los Angeles
12
4041
511
Atlanta
3.441
5+.2
Cincinnati
5
313
64.
Tuesday's Games
New York 10 Atlanta 5
Philadelphia 12, Houston 4
Montreal 7. Cincinnati 4
San Diego 5, Chicago 4
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 4
San Francisco 2. St Louis 0 _
Wednesday's Camel- Montreal (Tibbs 2-0i at Cincinnati Browrang 0-2
Pittsburgh oReuschel 2-2
at San Francisco
Berenguer 0-0
Houston , Scott 2-2 i at Philadelphia 'Gross 1-2'. in
New York . Gooden 0 . at Atlanta Johnson 3.o. n
St Louis , Horton (I 2. at San Diego . Thurmond 1

Larry Krouse Insurance

'Ideal for covering old floors
•Smooths out cracks
•Good inside hardwood.

4
5

West ()frisson

California . Witt 2-li at Toronto i Alexander 2 I
in,
Seattle i Langston I 2. at ttcatton iHoyt 1-2'.in .
Baltimore !Davis 1.0. at Chicago I Dotson 0.2' in .
CI,.eland .Ctindlotti 1.2 at Texas i Guzman I 3.
n
oakland Roo I I at Milwaukee ,Higuera 21, in.
Thursday's Games
Oakland at Milwaukee
Minnesota at New York in.
California at Toronto .n'

COMPUTER
PRINT-OUT
OF YOUR LIFE
INSURANCE NEEDS

Jim D. Crick
Rt. 2, Box 144A
Murray, Ky.
Homo Phan*: 489-2322
Office: 753-4377

41
9
to

5,01
471
471
L.:
41iii

lx10
Channel
Rustic
Cedar

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) The Tampa Bay Buccaneers used the first
pick in the NFL draft to
take Auburn running
back Bo Jackson in a
day that featured a
record number of
trades.

FREE

gout:, qe,ghbor

On What It Takes To Make A House A Home

The 20 strikeouts
broke the record of 19
accomplished by Tom
Seaver of the New York
Mets in 1970, Nolan
Ryan of the California
Angels in 1974 and Steve
Carlton of the St. Louis
Cardinals in 1969.
Washington's Tom
Cheney struck out 21 in
16 innings against
Baltimore in 1962.

Per Day

for the expenses run up
by the fund-raiser: it
can use the fund-raisers
in the development office and put the money
right into the athletic
program :
Dr. Stout says the
fund-raiser will be paying all of his expenses
within three years.
The Racer Club intends to present a proposal for hiring the
fund-raiser at the next
board of regents
meeting.
Stay tuned

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

__P-hillip Bryan- and
Alan Cothran fired 43s
to lead Calloway Cou
nty's boys' golf team to
a 178-193 victory over
Graves County Tuesday
at South Highland Country Club in Mayfield.
The Lakers are 2-2.
They play at Lone Oak
Thursday.
Pat Gupton had the
third -best nine for
OCHS, a 44. David McCuiston shot a 48,
Trevor Coleman a 51,
Adam Chambers a 57
and John Imes a 59.

#

ONLY

our fingernails. I'm
talking nuts and bolts.
Meals and rooms."
Gary West, executive
director of the Hilltop.
per 100 at Western Kentucky, says his
organization contributed a little over
$300,000 to athletics last
year.
Dr. Perrin says, yes,
but over $200,000 of the
money the group raised
went towards expenses.
He says MSU doesn't
need to spend the money
it is raising for athletics

SCOREBOARD

Golfers win

BASEBALL
BOSTON ( AP )
Boston pitcher Roger
Clemens set a majorleague record in a nineinning game by striking
out 20 batters in a 3-1
victory over the Seattle
Mariners.

Rent To Own
$A11*

and female athlete.
All of the checks written by the executive
director will be approved by the athletic director, they state, and all
monies will be used for
the operating expenses
I recruiting, travel, banquets, promotions) of
MSC athletics, in accordance to NCAA rules.
MSU athletic director
Johnny Reagan feels a
fund-raiser for the
athletic program is
needed. He says, "we're
literally hanging on by

the development office
are going to spend more
time raising money for
athletics. He notes that,
until last year, staff and
budget hadn't been committed to athletic fund
raising, as they are now.
Dr. Stout says 80 percent of the private
money raised last year
for athletics (around
$172,000) came from
Calloway Countians and
almost $100,000 of the
total came from the $75
charge the university
adds to its season
tickets for chair seats.
Dr. Stout and the
Racer Club propose to
pay for the fund-raiser's
salary, his travel expenses, car leasing, onehalf the secretary's
salary, and a monthly
newsletter that would
come out for nine
months.
They want the university to supply an office
and furnishings,
medical and life insurance, retirement
benefits, one-half of the
secretary's salary and
the salary of one parttime office employee.
They want to form the
Racer Athletic Foundation, which the fundraiser will direct.
Seated on the foundation
will be seven local
residents, seven nonlocal people. one
lawyer, the athletic
director, the director of
alumni affairs, the executive director of the
foundation and one male
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Valuable books lost
in Los Angeles blaze

OBITUARIES
Pat I. Carson
Pat 1. Carson, Elmhurst, 111., and formerly
of Calloway County,
died at 10 p.m. Monday
at Elmhurst Memorial
Hospital. He was 63.
He is survived by his
widow, Mrs. Mary
Buchanan Carson;
.,,,three_. daughters. Mrs,
Smeja,
Ted Cynthia)(
Carroll Stream, Ill.;
Mrs. James (Cheryl)
Sumner, Elmhurst; and
Mrs. John (Patricia)
Kurtis. Elmhurst. Also
surviving are a brother,
Ron Carson. Villa Park.
Ill., and a sister, Mrs.
Vasseur,
Bob
Lottie
Calvert City. Ky. Five
grandchildren also
survive.
A retired carpenter.
Carson was a veteran of
World War 11.
Born in Calloway
County June 25, 1922, his
parents were the late
Van and Edna Chilcutt
Carson.
Funeral services will
be at 10 a m Saturday

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 39, Me

in the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home with the
Rev. Bob Dotson officiating. Burial will be
in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 2
p.m. to 9 p.m. Friday.
The family has requested that expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to the American
Cancer Society.

LOS ANGELES (AP ) hours before it was
- A blaze that roared extinguished.
through the .city's - Thirty-five of the 250
60-year-old Central firefighters who fought
Library, the third - the blaze were injured,
largest in the nation. and 19 required
may have destroyed hospitalization. About
thousands of valuable 400 library patrons and
books including a 1695 employees were
Shakespeare portfolio. evacuated from the
officials say.
building, but none was
More than 2 million reported injured.
books, periodicals.
Library spokesman
photographs, maps. Bob Reagan said a full
patents, manuscripts evaluation of damage
and exhibits were hous- would have to wait. "but
ed in the library, whose the potential is that one
collection was of the great libraries of
estimated four years the free world has been
Federal-State Market Sews Service
ago at worth $69 million, seriously damaged."
April 30, HOS
The fate of such rare
director Betty Gay said.
Iteatuck) Purolator Area Hog Market
Report *meantime Buyiag Steams
Skid Row denizens works as the
Receipts: Act. $30 Lot. OM Barrows
from a nearby shelter Shakespeare portfolio
& Gilts .75 bleier Sows steady .50
lower
joined library workers and a first- edition copy
241.5042.00
I'S 1 2 210440 Lbs
to grab charred and of James Joyce's
060.30-4 1.50
I'S 1-2 100-210 Lb..
$410041.10
3-3515150 Lb..
water-soaked books "Ulysses" was unknown
240.00.41 00
15 3-4 235270 Lb.
after the fire began after library officials
Sows
Tuesday morning in the toured the dark and
132.00.34.00
IS 1 2 270.350 Lb.
532.50- 34.50
US 1-3 300-450 Lb.,
landmark building's smoky building Tuesday
450.500
Lb.
.5030.00
1.3
534
US
night.
central book stacks.
230.00-41.50
IS 1-3 Over 500 Lb.,
Fes 42.00
The library, topped by
The blaze, cause
$31.00-31.60
l'S 33 3110-500 Lb*
unknown, burned for 7% a blue-and-gold tiled
Boars $24.00-20.511
mosiac pyramid, was
scheduled to undergo a
$110 million renovation
that would have emptied it of its valuable collection by July.
Industrial Average -14.14
I.B.M.158
/
1
4 -11/
8
Previous Close
1825.89
Ingersoll Rand
61%
Air Products
80 +'/
Jerrico
23/
1
2
American Telephone
251/4 -2/3
Kmart
46/
1
2
Briggs 3: Stratton
37/
1
2 unc
Kroger...
50%
Chrysler
Overnight Trans.
307/s %
30/
1
4
CSX Corp
33/
1
2 -%
JCPenney.
7011/4
49% +14
Dean Foods.
Penwalt— ....
. 51/
1
2
Dollar Gen. Store
19%
Quaker Oats.
69
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Exxon
56%
Sears
44/
1
2
(AP - Bankrupt finanFord
76%
Texaco
31/
1
2 -1
/
2
G.A.F.
Time Inc.
80% +1% cier C.H. Butcher Jr.
71%
General Motors
.80/
1
2
1:.S.Tobacco
36/
1
2 + 14 was brought to
GenCorp, Inc.
.65
Wal-Mart
41% -% Nashville, where he was
Goodrich
38%
Wendy's
20%-4 charged with securities
Goodyear
31%
C.E.F. Yield
6.73 fraud stemming from a
13-count indictment for
falsifying reports to the
WOODMAN BUILDING
BETTY BOSTON
-state Insurance
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
Department.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
Butcher, an inmate at
the Knox County Jail,
was brought to
Nashville in handcuffs
Tuesday by U.S. marshals and booked on one
count of "perpetrating a
fraud" at his now defunct Southern Industrial Banking Corp.
of Knoxville, police
said.
Butcher and former
SIBC president James
E. Steiner are charged
in the indictment with
falsely reporting the
financial institution's
real worth, said Tory
Johnson. assistant
district attorney.
Butcher will be taken
back to Knoxville after
his arraignment
Wednesday at 9 a.m..
said state Advocate
General Bill Farmer.
P15580R13
whitewall
P20575R1 5
whitewall

Hog

market

Stock Market

Butcher
charged
in fraud

Great

,

GOODAEAR

All Season
Steel Radial
Fuel Saver

P18580P1 3
P18575R14
P19575R14
P20'.:. 75R 1 4

'2995
'427°
'455°
'495°
$5380

'547°

whitewall
P21575R15
whitewall
whitewall

P22575R1 5
P23575R1 5

whitewall

$5940
whitewall

$6310
whitewall

COUPON SPECIALS
Air Condition
I Oil, Lube &
S Filter
195 1 Charge & Test
ncludes
I Jp to 5 qts
1 ot oil lubricate
:hassis Instal new oil
Includes up to 2 lbs of
I ' ter
• Freon
Expires 05/1 0/86
I
Expires 05/10/86

6 cylinder

$3800

I 8 cylinder $42
"
Expires 05,1 3 n5

Front Disc
Brake Service
14888
Rear Brake
Service 848"

Includes T,Je Ronyse. cpuw,
/eolace f,co-1 wnee beanng.
new no,‘ od seals
E.p,res

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
The Fastest Growing Tire Company in
the Purchase Area because of our
Low Prices &
Low Monthly
Payments

Rudolph
Goodyear
721 S. 12th St.
1

Chicago mayor wins control of council
CHICAGO (AP) Exactly three years
after his inauguration,
Mayor Harold
Washington won control
of the strife-torn City
Council for the first time
with victories by two of
his allies in special
aldermanic run-off
elections.
"We will try to restore
sanity to the City Council," said Washington,
who has had key initiatives repeatedly
thwarted by a- council
majority bloc in what

Join
Murray's
Playhouse in the Park
this summer as "ANNIE" everyone's famous
orphan, comes to town.
But to bring this comic
strip to life, Playhouse in
the Park needs your
help.
Auditions will be held
Saturday, May 3 at 10
a.m. and Sunday, May 4
at 7 p.m. Parts are
available for twenty girls
ages six to twelve, ten
men,ten women and one
ventriloquist.
Auditioners are asked to sing
- no songs from "ANNIE" please. A pianist
will be provided.
In addition dog auditions will be held Mon-

FRIED
CHICKEN

8

have been called "Council Wars."
Tuesday's elections
give allies of the city's
first black mayor and
his arch-rival. Alderman Edward R.
Vrdolyak, a 25-25
deadlock in the council.
"The council is now in
the safe hands of 25 people and a doting
mayor," said
Washington, who holds
the tie-breaking vote.
The aldermanic elections'were won by Luis
Gutierrez in the heavily

FULL $299
PIECES

Et
DELI & BAKERY

day, May 5.et 6 p.m. for
the parts of Sandy and
one other lovable mutt.
One dog has already submitted his portfolio.
The "ANNIE" production staff consists of Liz
Bussey, director; Sharon
Davis, music director;
Lynn
Firkins,
choreographer; Mark
Etherton, set designer;
Jennifer White, costume

Tuesday night.
With all 55 precincts
in the 15th Ward reporting, Ms. Carter, who is
black, had 10,463 votes
to 5,525 for white Alderman Frank Brady. a
Vrdolyak supporter.
Tuesday's voting was
overseen by hundreds of
federal, county and
local law officers in
what city elections
spokesman Thomas
Leach called the most
heavily monitored election in Chicago'.s
history.

designer and Carrie
Paschall,
make-up
designer. There are still
openings for a hair
stylist and other production crew.
"We're excited about
getting lots of kids involved this summer,"
stated director Liz
Bussey. "That's why we
"ANNIE."
chose
However, there are just

as many adult roles as
children's roles.
Music rehearsals will
begin May 12th. Performances are June 12-15.
19-22 and 26-29 at 8 p.m.
For more information
call 759-1752.
Hope to see you this
summer at Murray's
Playhouse in the Park as
we celebrate our tenth
anniversary.

'Speakeasy' slated at Murray High
The Murray High elude dramatic and
School Department of humorous interpretaSpeech and Theatre will tions of literature, duo
present "The Doran acting, poetry and prose
Road Speakeasy" interpretations, and an
Thursday, May 1, at 7 original oratory.
Included in the prop.m. in room 203 at Murgram are Michelle
ray High School.
Ten acts that were us- Garland and Megan
ed in competition by the Stroup who will repreMurray High speech sent Murray High in the
team this year will be upcoming national
presented. Acts will in- speech tournament in

NOTICE
We Haul White
Coldwater Gravel
and Dirt.
STUMP
REMOVAL
K&K
Mechanically removed
24" Deep.
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 or
435-4319

THE MILLER CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Johnny Miller, of the Miller Funeral
Home in Hazel and wife Carolyn have
recently acquired the property of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home in Murray.
The Funeral Home will now be the
Miller — Churchill Funeral Home.
"We are here to better serve
the community with over 40 yrs.
of continuous service."
The Pre-Need Funeral Accounts will still be honored.
The Miller Funeral
community

Hispanic 26th Ward on
the Northwest Side and
Marlene C. Carter in the
Southwest Side's 15th
Ward, which is 74 percent black.
With 41 of 44 precincts
reporting in the 26th
Ward, unofficial returns
showed Gutierrez with
6,861 votes to 5,893 for
Manuel Torres, a
Vrdolyak ally. An
estimated 1,000 votes remained to be reported
from three of the ward's
preeincts, where no vote
tallies were released

Auditions for 'Annie' scheduled

ABSOLUTELY DELICIOUS

$5755

whitewall

Electronic
Tune-Up
$3400
4 cylinder

The Murray High math teams competed in the regional mathematics contest at Murray State University recently where they placed first out of 23 high schools. Placing first in Algebra I was the team consisting of David Gibson, Bruce Thurmond, Robin Shay and Dawn Greer. The comprehensive team placed first and consisted of Luke Harrington, Bill Maddox, Ken Mikulcik and Jon Peyer. Pictured above
are all the students participating the the contest in the areas of Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II and
Comprehensive. Front row,from left: Hugh Houston, Debbie Rutledge, Leslie Loberger, Dawn Greer,
Jeff Sickel; middle row: Brenda Maddox,sponsor, Jane Blankenship, sponsor, Robin Shay,Cathy Carmode, Luke Harrington (fourth place in comprehensive), Ken Mikulcik; back row: Bruce Thurmond,
David Gibson, Yancey Huie, Jon Peyer, Ken Hainsworth, Eric Baugher (second place in Algebra II),
Bill Maddox, Dusty Ellington (third place in Algebra II) and Joel Atchison,sponsor. Those participants
not pictured include Chip Adams and Marty Scarbrough.

Home Of Hazel will continue operation to serve the

June. Other students
participating in the
Speakeasy are Kelly
Bolls, Laura Cella,
Heather Doyle, Ken
Hainsworth, Luke Harrington. Laney Howell,
Ricky Jobs, Nancy
Smith, Shannon Wells.
and Janet Whaley.
The public is invited
to attend and admission
will be $1.

Services to be offered
The Diagnostic and
Remediation Center at
Murray State University will emphasize its
clinical service programs during the month
of May. designated
"Better Speech and
Hearing Month" by the
American Speech Language and Hearing
Association.
"During May we want
to encourage persons in
the community to take
advantage of the services which we have to
offer," diagnostic
audiologist Sue Snell
.
said. "The most chronic

HEARING
AIDS }
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office
SERVICF ON ALL MAKES

disorders in the United
States are Speech,
language and hearing
impairments which affect one out of every 10
Americans; most of
these people can be
helped through the services of clinics like
ours."
Testing services, with
a sliding fee scale based
on the individual's income, are available for
all ages from 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. weekdays.
Persons interested in
making an appointment
for testing should contact Miss Snell at the
Diagnostic and
Remediation Center,
Special Education
Building, 'Murray State
University. Murray,
Ky.. 42071, telephone
(502) 762-2446.

HERITAGE
Monument
Company
III IV WV 't

247-8654

hnosee
HEARING AID SERVICE

"Memorial Day"
Special

S. 8th St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30

$6600°

Jerry D. Wheeler,
Authorized Bolton@
Dealer

317 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY
759-1333

310
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) — Radiation from a
nuclear accident in the Soviet Union has prompted state officials to reactivate an atmospheric monitoring station atop the Cabinet
for Human Resources building, an official said.
As a precaution, the monitor was pressed into
service at the request of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, said Edsel Moore, director of
the cabinet's Division of Radiation and Product
Safety.
The EPA does not believe the cloud created by
the Soviet accident is dangerous and isn't predicting any abnormal levels of radiation in this
country, Moore said Tuesday.
The monitoring station hadn't been used for
several years, in the absence of above-ground
nuclear testing or nuclear-plant accident, he
said.

It probably will take two days to prepare the
monitor, after which samples will be collected
around the clock. Moore said.
Information will be channeled to a station in
Mobile, Ala., he said.
— — — —
WARSAW, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky officials will
wait until next week to decide whether to extradite a Michigan man charged with the murder
of a woman whose body was found in a roadside
barrel here, Gallatin Commonwealth's Attorney
Willie Mathis said.
Attorney James T. Kites Jr. is charged with
the murder of Barbara Ann Stephens, also of
Michigan, whose body was found April 10. Kiles
was an administrator of an estate of Ms.
Stephens', who had been declared incompetent
by the courts.

Kiles was arrested last week in California and
signed extradition papers to Michigan, where he
is wanted on embezzlement charges.
Mathis said Tuesday that he talked with
Oakland County, Mich., prosecutor L. Brooks
Patterson on Tuesday and decided to let
Michigan extradite Kiles instead of pressing for
his extradition to Kentucky.
He said Michigan and Kentucky authorities
are still investigating Ms. Stephens' murder and
additional information may be uncovered this
week to determine where the murder case will be
tried.
Mathis said Kentucky officials will wait until
then to decide whether to extradite Mathis.
—— — —
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP ) — A significant increase in reports of violent crime helped push

Kentucky's overall 1985 crime rate 1.2 percent
higher than the 1984 level, according to figures
released by the Kentucky State Police.

Automatic Transmission
Service
We sarvica, repair or replace,
automatic transmissions.

• 1-day service on most repairs
*All rebuilt units guaranteed

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.
_514 S. 12th

Estb. 1956

753-1750

Prices Good
Noon 04-30-86
Thru Nooft 05-07-86

New Goldenrod Homogenized
Y2 Gal. Plastic Jug

41orton Assorted Flavors
•
// Oz. Box

Milk

TV Dinners

16 Oz., 8 Bottle Carton — Limit 2 Please

Coca Cola, Diet Coke,
Sprite, Mello Yello or $ 1
59
Tab.... With Blts. or Dep.

BUY 1
GET 1 FREE
Chicken of the Sea
Oil or Water Pack

Sara Lee 11.5 Oz. Box

Minnesota Valley
Coles Buttered Garlic

Prarie Farms
8 Oz. Carton

Bread

Lettuce
Fresh Crisp

Heinz 18 Oz. Bottle
Assorted Flavors

880 Sauce

Yellow Sweet

Lipton Family Size
24 Ct. Box

Tea Bags

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Arm Roast

Extra-Lean

Bologna
Kahns Pickle & Pimento
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CLASSIFIEDS
2 .Notice
2
Notice
Cake Hut- when HEMISPHERE State
you need a cake for any Pageant- Beautyreason call Pam's Cake Model- Talent.
Ages
Hut. Their cakes are
2-27 Prizes State: $13.
always fluffy & moist
000. National: 8355.000.
and iced with a butter
Entries closed
cream icing made from
5:2086 Info call scratch. Their decorat6061 276-2126 after
ing is superb Best of all (
5p.m
their prices are great
So give us a call. We PAM'S CAKE HUT is
promise you'll be glad the place to call the next
you did. 759-4492 or time you need a cake for
any reason. They make
437-4455 evenings.
of all kinds
TOYOTA- complete cakes
including character and
editorial review of
novelty cakes. So call
Toyota's impact from
759-4492 or 437-4455. 410
the Georgetown perMain on Court square
spective. 820, postage
HELP AVAILABLE TO
paid. Name, address
CARE FOR ELDERLY
and check to: News &
IN THEIR HOME
Times. Box 461
• Hom• H•olth Aid.',
Georgetown. Ky 403:,4

PAMS

LIME
Custom hauling
and spreading
Call: Fronk or
Daryl Coles
.($02) 492-8425

trained to provide quoli
ty car•
'Wages negotiated by
employer
'Hours flexible
'References provided
Call Calloway County
Senior Citizen C•nt•r
(502)753-0929.

2

Notice

WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!
Please join us
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
at home or
with our staff
at Bethesda
Ministries
115 S. 4th St.
753-1622

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32
WNKJ-Hopkinsville

2

Mray Ledger & Times

Notice

2

Wanted

6

Help

9. Situation Wanted
19. Farm Equipment
CHRISTIAN young lady
Small Personal
will do babysittlng, has 2290 CASE tractor 1900
Service Business
own transportation. hours, bought new 1980,
Call after 5p.m. excellent condition, also
Is seeking receptionist
13 foot John Deere wheat
492-8930.
with good communication
skis. typing & some com1 will do house cleaning. drill. Call 489-2696 or 4892597.
Experienced. De
puter
experience
A FARMALL tractor
pendable. References.
necessary. Minimum 1 yr.
with cultivators. Looks
Respon•xperience.
Call 753-6043.
and runs good. Asking
sibilities Include greeting
WILL716y
-' with elderly $1.250.
Call 753-0183,
public, answering phones
day or night or on
& scheduling appointvacation time. Will extension 5, between
8AM-4PM.
ments. Send resume inconsider live-in. Also,
cluding I:11MM photograph
clean houses. Call for A-Farmall tractor,
& satisfy requirements to
references & rates any- disk, plows & cultivator.
P.O. Box 1040-K Murray.
time. Phone No. 753- $1500. Call 492-8894 after
5p.m.
Ky. 42071.
4590
fl Farmall tractor, new
paint, excellent condi10. Business Opportunity
GOVERNMENT jobs
$18.040- $59,230/yr. ATTENTION con- tion, with plow & disc,
Now hiring. Call 805-687- tractors: Major Steel new tires, $300. Call
6000 Ext. R-8155 for building company has 438-2206.
current federal list.
dealerships available in EQUIPMENT for sale.
JOBS for Journalist. some areas. Only con- Three loaders, two
Newspapers have jobs struction and sales dozers, RD-16 drill, one
for qualified can- oriented individuals mechanics truck with
didates. Cali- or write: need apply. All cash 400 amp Lincoln welder,
Database Career File business with excellent one Ford 250 4x4, stor130E East Epler Ave. income potential. Re- age van, two fuel trucks
and four back dumps.
Indianapolis, IN. 46227 fundable deposit and
Ph. (317)788-9533.
company training re- Call 606-478-9688
quired. 1-800-228-4154. anytime.
LIVE n-EejT 17 . care
7
o
FERTILIZER- Plant
elderly sick lady. Ex- Call Jim McDougal.
bed- ammonia nitrateperience and refor sale- Sun
6-24-24 Special prices.
ferences. Call 753-2966.
Lovers Salon. For inShoemaker Seed Inc.
NEED a job? 4 openings formationcall 759-9671.
4th & Chestnut.
now. You may qualify INDUSTRIAL plant
for POLE buildings if: (1)you do not have sale. Industrial Park
at 30'x36'x10' eave. serGED or your high Owensboro
Ky. 207 vice door and 15'x9' end
school diploma. (2) you acres, 11,000
sq. ft., slider, completely
have been out of school 1,200 amps
service. Call erected, $3.850. Other
9 months or more, (3)
M.C. Shelton 1502-684- sizes available. Blitz
you are between ages 16
5308.
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 be- MOBILE home park 4009 KY 1-800-792-3498
tween 8:30-12:00 5 days near Lake Cumberland IN.
for sale. Need to sell by TIED Belly Ford traca week.
July 1st. Information by tor, plow, disk, cultivaNEED babysitter for
school age child in my calling 606-6797002 tor, bush hog & garden
evenings.
blade. Call 753-8723
home (Kirksey areal
days, 753-9565 after
Send resume wjth re1 4 . Want to Buy
7 .m.
ferences to P.O. Box
0 Horse trailer. $850.
1258, Murray, Ky. 42071.
4 CHROME aluminum
or mag wheels, for 13" Call 759-9739.
or 14" 5-lug for Ford.
MANAGEMENT
Call 753-0167.
22, Musical
POSITION
MORGAN silver dolRANbALL base amp.
Christmas Around The
lars, 1978 through 1904.
250 watts, piggy back.
AG to AU. Call 753-6784.
World Party Plan is look18" fold horn speaker,
ing for ambitious home
like new. Call 753-7701
15. Articles for Sale
makers to work as area
after 5p.m.
kIRBY vacumn cleaners,
supervisors. This is a
new and reconditioned. ITPRIGHT piano, good
ground floor opportunicondition. Call 753-3975.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
ty with excellent in6th and Walnut, Mayfield.
24 Miscellaneous
come, bonuses, trips,
247-4704.
free training & NO INNINJA and Kaxate suits. 40 FT. television tower
VESTMENT. For local
Martial Art supplies. with rotar. $25. Phone
interview call collect
Jefry's Sporting Goods 753-8457 after 4p.m.
6th and Walnut, Mayfield. CRAZY Kong- com502-928-2364.
mercial type arcade
247-4704.
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft. game, excellent condi9. Situation Wanted
refrigerator with tex- tion. Phone 759-1029.
WOMAN would like tured steel door. only Coming soon TORO at
houses or offices to $8.00 per week. Rudolph Stokes Tractor.
DON'T work like a
clean. Reasonable Goodyear 753-0595.
rates. Good references. WHIRLPOOL heavy horse this summer put a
duty washer with 4 Wheel Horse to work for
Call anytime 753-4590
cycles, only $6.00 per you! See at Stokes
week. Rudolph Tractor 753-1319.
"Listen. We may be young, but we're
Goodyear, 753-0595.
FLASHING arrow
- in love and we're getting marriedsigns!!! From $275.
I'll just work until Jerry pupates."
16. Home Furnishings
non -arrow models
COUCH with chair & (lighting optional i from
matching chair, recliner, $195. 278 letters inlamp, drapes. $200.. Call cluded. Warranty.
753-8487.
Visa! Mastercard. ReQUEEN size Krochler liable signs 1-800-531sofa sleeper, good condi- 5314.
tion, cheap. Call 753-8095. LARGE, large, large
ROUND oak table, new selection of storage
clothes dryer, 28 inch buildings in stock for
window Fan. Call immediate delivery.
753-7380.
Acree Portable
SET of bunk beds, $75. Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Call 489-2286.
Wt-IIRLPOOL heavy MOTHER'S Day and
duty dryer with 3 temp graduation gifts- men lk
selections, only $4.00 women's 17 Kt. gold
per week. Rudolph chains, sterling silver
chains, necklaces and
Goodyear. 753-0595.
bracelets, men &
19. Farm Equipment
women's designer wat1978 MASSEY Ferguson ches. Call 753-5365.
230 diesel tractor, like MURRAY Silica Sand
new. only 400 hrs. Disc, now has decorative rock
plow, blade, bush hog, in stock. Call 753-7196.
metal trailer. Excellent NEW John Deere lawn
condition. 753-5286 after & garden tractors- 650 &
5p.m.
750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road 753-1319.
NEW shipment of
Madame Alexander
dolls. Big selection.
Starting prices on small
ACROSS
dolls $32. Factory suggested retail on all
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Wet
46 Latin
dolls. Youth Center. 211
5 Affection
conjunction
S. 1st. St., Union City.
9 Greek letter
48 Wholeness
TN. 901-885-5401.
12 Eskers
50 Sedate
PRICt war! Large
13 New York
53 Farm
flashing arrow signs
State canal
structure
$299 complete! Were
14 Brick54 Craggy hill
$499. Lighted, non carrying
55 Derived from
arrow $279. Nonlighted
device
57 Recompense
$229! Free box letters!
15 Gullet
61 Everyone
Warranty. Can sell
17 Spanish
62 Speck
locally. Factory: 0-502article
64 Silkworm
842-3332. collect.
18 Everyone
65 Body of water
PROTECT your in19 Municipality
66 God of love
vestment put a rubber
21 Frolic
67 Lifeless
bed mat in your new
23 Appraised
picku-up truck. Stokes
27 That thing
DOWN
Tractor 753-1319.
28 Metal
PUSH -MOWERS 29 Title of
1 Speck
SELF-PROPELLED HI.
respect
2 Pallor
10 Pit
26 Plunge
WHEEL-cheap or
31 Drunkard
3 Deface
11 Unemployed
expensive, whatever
30 Secondhand
34 River in Italy
4 Go
deal
16 Passageways
your needs! See us
35 Lair
5 Latvian
before you buy. Stokes
20 Affirmative
32 Leave out
37 Edible seed
natives
Tractor 753-1319.
22 Greek letter
33 Wee
39 Note of scale
6 Either
23 Snakes
36 Negative
SADDLE UP A HORSE
40 Secret agent
7 Contend
24 Halt
38 Permitted
WHEEL HORSE of
42 Cry
8 Lampreys
41 Annually
25 Compass
course at Stokes Trac•
44 Killed
9 Maps
point
tor. Industrial Road
43 Genus of
cattle
7534319.
1
2
4
3
10 11
45 Three-toed
sloth
14
47 Agave plant
49 Car features
18
59 Pierce
Id
WI
MI
51 Indian unit of
20
weight
New Supply
52 Cupola
ill
New
brick and
56 On behalf of
58 Exist
hand made used
28
iii I
29
31 32 111 59 Inlet
brick. Flower pots,
60 Mom's
partner
patio pavers, step34
35
37
36
39
63 As far as
ping stones, ultra
111
40
42
43
45
U41
dark masonary ce•
44•
ment $4.00 bag.
48 II
Wanted

Catfish
Fingerlings

Murray
Bait Co.

PREGNANCY?

it's hard to
match the
results
classified
bri
ads
ng.
e
th

Murray Ledger
& Times

753-1916

Lord.Thicly
Ruby's Forty
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY

OKAY I CHOOSE

ME

OK...THE MOON
ORNTS 11-IE EARTH ,
AND... OK . . 11-'5
ABOUT 238,857 MILE
FROM TME EARTIA,OK

LOOK,OPIE.
NO FEET!

Help

NOW taking applications for receptionist & phone girl.
full or part-time. Call
for an appointment
502-247-6577 or 502-247Choice Disease Free
6604.
5" Fingerlings
PROFESSIONAL Sales
Position available with
daily paper.
Advertising-Public Re2
0
Each
lations background
needed. Salary plus
commission. Call
(806)678-8191, ext. 114.
RN or LPN needed.
Full-time weekend
Hwy. 94 East
positions are available
for the 7a.m.-7p.m.
shift. The position
GET the facts on playavailable requires an
ing all States 8z Canademployee to work 12
ian Lotteries from your
hours on Sat. & Sun. for
home 504-646-1700 Dept
a total of 24 hours
L- 149
worked with Mon.-Fri.
scheduled off. Also, the
MEDICARE
company will pay an
additional 12 hours free
SUPPLEMENT
so that the employee
INSURANCE
A Bad Time For
will be payed a total of
No age limit to app46 hours. Each emly.
Our
most
ployee will be conCall
sidered full time and be
popular plan pays
eligible for full time
up
to
Of7
(
benefits. Apply in per753-0700
Medicare Approvson at Care Inn, 4th &
1506 Chestnut
ed charges (many
Indiana. Mayfield. Ky.
policies pay only
or call 247-0200.
SUBSTITUTE GRAN207). We even pay
5. Lost and Found
DMOTHER. ResponsiOn office calls and
BLACK puppy, white
ble. dependable, non
Other
out
of
patch under neck, an- smoking
person, with
swers
Gizmo.
to
Lost
hospital expenses.
own transportation to
around
S
St.
15th
Call
For free informacare for newborn infant.
753-6654 before 5p.m..
References required!
tion call:
762-6254 after 5p.m.
Position available late
LOST
in vicinity of July, Mon. thru Fri.
Jerry McConnell
Hazel- setter bird dog, 8a.m. to 5p.m. Send
Insurance
orange ticked, answers resume to P.O. Box
753-4199
to Dan. Call 492-8220.
1040-B. Murray, Ky.
"tree Weal claim service
TALENT- Singers6. Help Wanted
Dancers- MusiciansCOUNTER help and sales Be a part of Kentucky's
position for auto parts. newest most exciting
Experience preferred. production. For further
Send resume to P.O. Box information contact:
1040-F Murray Ky 42071. Kenlake Music Hall,
EASY ASSEMBLV Aurora, Ky. (502)474WORK! $714.00 per 100. 8059.
cluaranteed payment. TRUCK drivers! Drive
No sales. Details-- send with pride! Excellent
stamped envelope: equipment and benefits.
Elan- 332, 3418 En- Apply in person: Pool
terprise, Ft. Pierce. Fl. Truck Line. Crestline
33482.
Dr., Henderson, Ky.
EXCELLENT Income- EOE.
f or part time home- WANTED 30 over 44sembly -work.. Fox-weight-people-serious
irifp_call 504,841
:
V03 ktiout _losing 10 - 29
Ext. 8047.
pounds in 30 days. 100
EXPERIENCED tool percent guaranteed.
makers and mold Call 762-4003.
makers. Top wges, WANTED: reliable
insurance, vacation and women to babysit startholiday pay. Minimum 8 ing immediately. Must
years experience need have three references.
apply. Paris Tool And Send resume to CJ
Die Co. Inc. Watford. Rt. 5 Box 95.
901-642-8574
Murray, Ky.
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CROSS
TIES

LAIRDS
BRICK
Hwy. 641
Puryear, Tn.
901-247-3232

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1968

CLASSIFIEDS
24 .

Miscellaneous
OAK & hickory $27.50
full rick delivered. Call
436-2778.
ODD jobs- builds decks.
patios; tree trimming.
Phone 436-2904.
PIONEER turn table,
$45. GE white refrigerator. 16 cu. ft.. not
frostfree, $100. Call
after 5p.m. 753-7=4.
USED restaurant
equipment. Complete
set up. Grill, table deep
fryer hood, automatic
fire system, booths,
tables, counters. Priced
reasonable.
502-875-3896.
WE have good clean 5S
gal. drums, $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
753-4533.

WE repair 711 makes of
lawn mowers! Best
service in town! Stokes
Tractor 753 1319.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
0595.
25. Business Services
JOYCE Noel- registered investment
representative with
Twomey Securities Inc.
of Benton, Ky. Call for
free consultation...
IRA's. Keoghs, Mutual
Punds, Member:
NASD. SIPC. 489-2440.

28. Mobile Homes for Rent

32. Apt, for Rent
1 BA, near downtown,
$125 month. Call 7537196 or after 5, 753-0292.
1 LARGE BR brick,
W-D hookup, carport.
Couples preferred. No
pets. $235 a month. Call
753-6931.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt., close to campus.
No pets. Avail. May 9.
$170 per month. Call
753,5980.
BEDROOM Duplex.
appliances furnished.
carpeted. $285 month.
Call 759-4406
2 BR apt., refrigerator
range, dishwasher,
disposal. Lease & deposit required. $285 a
month. Call 759-1503.
2 BR duplex with carport on Stadium View
Dr. Central heat and
air, all appliances,
carpeted, deposit required. No pets.
Married couples
preferred. Available
May 1. 753-1799 after
5 .m.
2 BR. near college, 8200
month plus deposit. Call
753-0076.

FEMALES wanted to
share house on
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Hamilton St., near Un24x44, 2 BR. 2 bath, iversity Inn. Nice place,
excellent condition, everything furnished
$9500. Days 753-4529. 753-4101 after 9p.m.
r URNISHD 1 BR
nights 345-2730.
24x44 DOUBLE wide. 2 basement apt. Utilities
BR with large Living furnished. $75 deposit,
room, new carpet. Can $175 a month. Avail
be left on lot. $7500. May 9th. 753-8294.
PLIRNISHED apts.
759-1083.
3 BEDROOM Canoncrest, Renting now- available
12x65. partly furnished. In May. Adults only- no
good condition. Call 753- pets. Zimmerman
Apartments, S. 16th St.,
5030 after 5 pm.
•
3 BR- front kitchen, 14x70 753-6609.
mobile home. See at A-22 IYIUR-Cal apts. NorFox Meadows after 5p.m. thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR
BROADMORE by Now renting. Equal
Fleetwood. 14x70. 2 BR. Housing Opportunity.
2 bath. 2 window air 759-4984.
rowan:Me r. refrige ra- *
tor, stove. washer & NOW renting 2 BR apts.
dryer. Drapes stay. Call at Embassy and 1 BR
apts. at other locations.
759-1751.
NICE 12x65' with (tic- Days 753-0268. nights
tory 10'x12' addition on 753.3530.
living room. 2 bedroom. 1 or 2 bedroom Apart2 bath. centrkl heat & ment near downtown
air. $6,000. 753-3041 or Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
753-6575 ask for Rusty.
SEVERAL 10' 81 12' SMALL Apartment on
mobile homes. Ideal for Blood River lake. $75 per
lake or rental, furnished month. Call 436-2427.
or unfurnished. AC. TAKING applications
Negotiable. 753-5209.
for Section 8. Rent
TRAILER, 2 BR, fur- Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
nishe•d, with septic.--on 3 BR. Apply Hilldale
lots. Rented at present. Apts., Hardin. Ky
Equal Housing
Call 753-3322.
Opportunity.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
WANTED: female
2 OR 3 BR. furnished, roomate to share fur
AC/ natural gas. Shady nished house. Very
reasonable expenses
Oaks 753-5209.
Call Linda 759-4011
30. Business Rentals

CREEK VIEW
SELF
STORAGE
Hwy. 641 N.
24 Hr. private entrance
753-6734

34. Houses for

FOR rent- nice 2 BR
trailer, near Murray. No
pets. Call 489-2611.

33,Rooms for

Rent

BOOMS for

rent, 1 block
from campus
('inemax/H13 0 furnished
$125/month. Available
for summer session
Also some available for
Fall. Call 759-9645.

Pre Season Sale
Season passes for the Murray
Calloway County Swimming
Pool may be purchased now
through pool opening (Memorial
Day weekend). Family passes
$65, single passes $35.
Passes may be purchased at
the Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Phone 753-7640.

Rent
43
Real Estate
BR, 500 N 6th, large COMMERCIAL buildlot, garage, low ing 81 lot, 2 story
with
utilities. $200/mo.. de- 1400 sq. ft. on each level.
posit & lease required. New plumbing, wiring
436-2429 after 5p.m
& roof. Could be made
3 BR house on into office spaces. apts.
Sycamore. Lease or or shop. Good location
lease with option to buy. on N. 4th Street, across
Call 753-4109 or 762-6650 from Sager Glove. For
or 436-2844.
appointments call 753.
4 BEDROOM house 9400 after 7p.m.
located at 1613 Farmer In have buyers! Can
Ave. Nice yard with us to sell. Century 21
driveway. Will be ready Loretta Jobs Realtors
for occupancy May 15. 753-1492.
References required. WHO sold/closed 11
Call 753-8588 ask for properties in 13 days?
Grant.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
LARGE 4 BR. 3 bath, 2 Realtors. We need
story house near listings!!! Call us 753:
;I!Ar
lra
ut
y4_44Ca_
6035. r 1492.
house n
country, to rent or lease
with option to buy. Call 44. Lots for Sale
753-1934 or 753-5358.
5 WOODED acres near
Two bedroom, very lake. close to Pine Bluff.
nice, close to MSU. Black top road. Small
Appliances. Call 753- down payment. Owner
0718 or 753-4478.
financing at 8. Call
753-7531.
37. Livestock-Supplies
LOVELY partly wooded
young BEEFMASTER building lot. 2 miles SE
BULLS: Regist. & of Murray. $5,500. Call
Commercial. Arterburn Kopperud Realty 753Farms-- Wickliffe-- 876- 1222.
7248.
38. Pets-Supplies
4 BEAGLE pups, 7
weeks old, $15 ea. Call
489-2691.
BEAGLE & puppies,
high bred. Call 759-4609.
41. Public Sales

YARD SALE
& PANCAKE
BREAKFAST
Murray Middle
School
Sat., May 3
Breakfast
6:00-11:00
Yard Sale 7:00-?
Sponsored by the
Murray Lions Club to Support the Lions All State
Band

YARD
SALE
Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Thurs. & Fri.
8-5
Figurines, Rattan
coffee tables, old
wash stand, clothes,
toys, lots more.

CARPORT
SALE
8-5
Fri.
Cancelled in
case of rain
1307 Peggy
Ann Dr.

YARD SALE
517 Shady

Lane
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
Antiques, household
items, nic nacs,
drapes, porch swing,
baby items, boys
clothes size 1-6,
womens clothes &
shoes & lots more.

UNUSUAL SALES
OPPORTUNITY

PATIO
SALE

National High Performance Lubrication COmpany needs a person in the

Under Cover
Fri., May 2
8 am.-?
Kenwood Circle
Box 922
94 E. to 280 to
Panorama.

Murray area. Permanent, full time
sales position, high commissions, advancement. Farm and industrial
background helpful. Training when
hired. Coll 1-800-527-1193 or send
Resume to Hydrate:, Inc. Dept. E, P.O.
Box 47843, Dallas, TX 75247.

Watch for signs

45. Farms for Sale
50 ACRE farm, approximately 37 acres
tillable land, some
woodland, good building
site, well. 1.3 acres
tobacco base, tobacco
barn with shed, small
stockbarn, crib. Paved
road frontage. 5 miles
south of Murray. off 641.
753-7867.
BOURBON Co.- 91
acres. 6000 lb. tobacco
base. Within driving
distance of Toyota
Plant. 2 houses & 2
barns. 606-383-4468.

Isigierray Ledger & Times
46. Homes for Sale
NICE tan brick house. 1
1/2 stories, basement,
garage, central gas
heat/air. Ideal for
single. couple or family.
314 N. 8th. 247-4386
weekends, after 4 p.m.
daily.
OWNER must sell in
next 2 weeks- lake house
in plush condition. 2 BR.
2 baths, large kitchen.
living room 26x15, great
room 26x24. garage
27x15. House built in
'79-'80. Approximately
2.200 sq.ft. Private boat
dock. Make me an offer.
Call 753-3530 after 4p.m.
WE have several new
listings of quality 3 or 4
BR homes, both in city
and county. Call 7531222 Kopperud Realty
for continuous
competent service.
47. Motorcycles
1980 HONDA 400, 5300
mile ix 6 speed, cruise,
mags, Norton full face
helmet, $695. Call 7535901.
1980 YAMAHA trail
bike. MX-80. excellent
condition, $300. 435-4342
after 5p.m.
1981 SUZUKI road bike.
850 GSL, less than 7.000
miles, white lettered
tires, new battery.
$1200. Call 436-2206.
1983 YAMAHA 225 three
wheeler, excellent condition. Call 435-4238
after 4:30p.m.
49. Used Cars

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
5.10
Opened
Today
5.031
Down
.07

of
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR 6 SHOE REPAIR
713 S. 12th Murray K y 42071
Compliments

753 7113
buy Gold. Silver 6 Mamoru-Is
Hours: 10 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
W

N. to 121 to Stella,
right on 299, 1st
gravel road on left
past
mile
1
marker. Watch for
signs.
Small appliances, baby
swing, baby clothes.
ladies clothes 7-12.
decorator kerns & misc
La.

DEALER AUCTION
641 North Paris, Tn.
641 Auction House
Every Tuesday Night 6:30 p.m.
All new merchandise. Anyone can buy.
For more information call
Gary Pinson 901-644-9528
or 901-642-3440
Bryan Carter Auctioneer #1941
Firm #1501

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Oaks
Country Club
Subdivision
Fri. & Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
753-4575

Used Cars

Double D

Starks
Parts and Supplies
•Housetype Doors
•Housetype Windows
•Hurricane Strap and Anchors
•Liqui-ply Roof Coating and
Liqui-ply Mobile Home Paint
(with 5 Year Warranty)
•Mobile Home Skirting
•Water Heaters
•Floor Vents
•Coleman Central-Air
Conditioners and accessories.

For All Your
Mobile Home Supplies
Route 9 Hwy. 641Benton, KY 42025
(502) 527-3108
Murray (502) 753-2922

53.

1979 CUTLASS
Supreme, excellent
condition. Call 753-5439
CAN yOu buy Jeeps*
Cars* 4x4's seized in
drug raids for under
$100.00? Call for facts
today! (615)269 6701
Ext. 259.
50. Used

Trucks
1972 CHF% ROLET
pickup, V-8 straight
shift, orange, excellent
body & motor. $2500.
Also, 1979 4-wheel drive,
Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, red, excellent
condition. $4500. Both
may be seen on Hwy. 68,
2 miles west of Fair
Dealing. 354-8191.
1973 DODGE pickup.
local truck, good condition. Call 753-3435 after
5p.m.
1483 BLUE & Silver
customized Chevy van.
low mileage, air, ps, pb.
power windolus & doors,
new tires, excellent condition. Call after 5p.m
753-4123.

1984 Mazda
Sport LE
Pickup Truck
Black & silver
with silver bed
cover. Must sell
- reduced to
$4600.
Call 753-3174

INTRODUCING

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.

49

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves. dis•
hwashers. refrigerators. etc Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341
CARPENTER wants
work Call Rick Brunner 436-2922 Reasonable rates References
furnished
CARPETS Dirty" Red
Host 'Dry' Carpet
Cleaner at Blacks Decorating Center. 701 S
4th St. or phone 753-0839.
DAVE'S Window Cleaning Residential, commercial, one & two story
References 10'; Senior
Citizen discount 436-2645
or 753-9873
FRNCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753.2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Yearry's Tree
& Yard Service
Free Estimates
Phone 436-2562
492-8542
Experienced

Services

Offered

53. Services Offered
53. Services Offered
GENERAL HOME HAULING AG Lime.
Inpauon Rosodont.i
REPAIR. 15 years exwill haul and spread.
CAMPBELL WELL
perience Carpentry. Call 492-8425.
concrete, plumbing. INSULATION blown in
DRILLING
McKenzie. in
roofing, siding. NO JOB by Sears. TVA apCal Caleet
TO SMALL. Free es- proved. Save on those
901 352 3671 or
timates. Days 753-6973, high heating and cool901 352 5704
nights 474-2276.
ing bills. Call Sears
in Esurnates
GrITERING by Sears
753-2310 for free
continuous
Sears
gut- estimate.
2 MEN want to do yard ters installed for your
J.L. McKnight & Sons
work. Tree trimming, specifications. Call
Sawmill on Poor Farm
removal of unwanted Sears 753-2310 for free
Rd. Buyer of standing
trees & shrubbery, mow estimate.
Umber. Call 753-7528.
yards. light hauling &
wood for sale. Free estimates. 753-0680 or 7591683.
ALL type masonry
work, block, brick,
concrete, driveways.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, new
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
chimneys or chimney
OVER
repair. 25 years ex20 YEARS
perience. Free esEXPERIENCE
timates. Call Charles
Barnett 753-5476
MOVED:
APPLIANCE
SERVICE. Kenmore. •
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
Westinghouse.
•
BEHIND BUNNY BREAD
Whirlpool. 23 years
experience. .Parts and • MURRAY, KY.
753-5940
service. Bobby Hopper.
•• • • • • • • •
• • • • •• •
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).

Oriunrs

Hopkins Insurance Agency
ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey
753-0689

1974 BLUE Camaro,
6cyl, automatic, ps. new
casette. new paint. Call
753-6267 after 5 pm.
1975 DELTA 48, 4 dr.,
ps, pb. sc. tilt. Good
condition, local. 1. 5 1 . Campers
owner. 753-8040 or 75346 Homes for Sale
3050 after 5p.m.
1973 Camper
2 BR, I bath, frame house 1975 OLDS Delta 88
with attached garage on Royal convertible.
Self-Contained
large lot. Located on loaded, complete reCall
Hwy. 68, 2 miles west of built engine. Call 753Fair Dealing. $25,000 2351.
753-12
65
firm. 354-8191.
1976 CUTLASS 4 door.
after 6 p.m.
2 BR home, large new tires. Call 753-7161
kitchen with refrigera- after 5p.m.
tor & _range. storage 1976 ELDORADO 1977 CHAMPION motor
building, low 'utilities, Cadillac. beige in and home, air conditioned.
new root, near the out, new tires, low pb, ps, generator, 22.000
University. Call miles. $1200. Call 436- actual miles. Priced to
sell. Call 753-8315.
753-1820.
2206.
2 BR modern home with 1976 PON/tAIC Astro, 22 ft TROTTWOOD, exshed, garden spot and newly rebuilt motor. Call cellent condition. Air and
awning. $3800. Call 1-527well. $12.500. Call 436- 753-2676 or 489-2153.
5439.
1978 LTD III. 2 dr.. 7807.
3 BEDROOM brick, $1000. Call 436-2429 after SAVE!!! Factory
direct, compact, lightnew roof, TVA insula- 5p.m.
tion, large shady lot. 1979 CONTINENTAL weight, super insulated
Like new central gas Mark V.` sky blue, travel trallors, 5th
a
loaded, must sell. Call wheels, and mini motor
homes-- Call SCAMP
electric AC & gas water 759-1377.
toll free 1-800-346-4962
heater. Built-in Frigid- 1979 OLDS
Delta 88, 2 for free brochure.
In
aire appliances. Low door, loaded
with ex- Minn
esota
utility bills. Near Un- tras. $2850.
Call 1-800-432-3749.
iversity. 753-3330.
759-4810.
3 BR. 2 bath with lots of 1981
BONNEVILLE 52. Boats-Motors
extras Camelot Sub. Brougham,
white with
Call 753-3119.
burgundy interior. ex- 14 FT. aluminum Jon
3 BR brick. 2 baths, util- cellent condition. $4500. boat with 14 hp motor and
trailer. Call 247-9504.
ity, den, living room. Call 438-2206.
large deck, extra large 1982
1970 16' SEAPORT boat.
DELTA
inboard/outboard V-6
corner lot, fenced in yard. Brougham
, excellent
carport in City Limits. condition.
155 .h.p.. extra heavy
Sharp car.
$53.000. 753-9302.
Reduced price. Call duty trailer, new cover,
very good condition.
4 BR 12 upstairs), living
435-4429.
Must see to appreciate.
& dining room. full 1984 626 MAZDA, air, 759-9252 after 5p.m.
basement, double gar- AM/FM tape
cassette, weekdays.
age. Approx. 2 acres, in cruise. loaded.
28.000
1976 15' RUNABOUT
city limits. Aluminum miles,
$6900. Call 753walk through windsiding. Newly de- 0569.
shield. 1975 Mercury
corated. $37,500. Call
1986 MAZDA D-2000, O.B. 65 H.P..
753-5302.
new seats,
12.000 miles. Call 753- good condition.
$2000.
BY owner. 4 BR brick, 9457
before 2p m. or Call 436-2158.
den. appliances. 1 acre after 5p.m.
1982 17' FISH 'n Ski bass
with 2 storage
buildings, satellite an- ' 81 CUTLASS boat with 1982 Chrysler
Brougham.
dr..
4
58.000
115 motor 8r actenna. Low 50's. 759-9596
miles. Must sell. Nice cessories.
Call 492-8874
after 3p.m.
car. Asking $4350. Come after 5p.m.
GOVERNMENT homes see
8z make offer.
30' HOUSEBOAT, real
from $1 IU repair). Also 753-7275.
good condition, sleeps 6.
delinquent tax pro'82
MONTE
Carlo,
extra
$3500. Call 527-1172.
perty. Call 805-687-6000
nice,
air,
steering.
Ext. GH- 8155 for
33' NAUTALINE
brakes, local. Asking
Information.
houseboat 1967. T200's.
$4000. Call 753-4545,
gen., VHF. $15,000.
HOUSE for sale on Route 753-6763.
753-4065 evenings.
1. Almo, Ky. Call 759-1440.
'83 OLDS Delta. 2 door.
'84 GLASSTRON 15 ft.
LOG homes. Over 46 1 owner. Call
753-5421.
ski boat, open bow. 125
standard models. Free
'84 ESCORT L. 4-speed Evinrude.
some acbrochure. Honest Abe
with air. cassette cessories.
$5350. Call
Log Homes. Route One.
AM
FM.
excellent
753-8512
753-6149.
Box 84CK, Moss. Tencondition. 28.000 mi.
nessee 38575. (800)-231I-IUNTER sailboat.
762-2111 or 333-5733.
3695.
1977, 25. Includes
Johnson 10 h.p.. main.
jib, genoa. Sleeps 5
$8500. Phone 753-9452.
PONTOON, 1984. aqua
patio. 1984 Johnson 60
The Newest and Best Car Lot
h.p.. capacity 10. excel
In The Purchase
lent condition Includes
dual gas tanks. deluxe
z1Li
We
Consignment
furniture with covers.
Move'Em
Lot
canopy. tee 'chest. table
& ladder. $6000
Ned to S.D That Car, We'll Move it
753-9452.
Need to Buy That Car, Come Buy
53. Services Offered
Downtown Murray, 4th & Poplar
or cell 759-1211

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 344.00
Opened
Today
344.40
Up
.ao
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JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience. Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10' belou
surface. Call 753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet 81 upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair_
Phone 753-7203.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance. Roofs. floors.
plumbing, wiring.
hurricane straps. 7594850.
MOODY'S Mower
Repair- pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed. Call 7535668.
MOWING, hauling.
pruning, planting, rototilling. Brush piles.
hedge rows. rubbish
cleaned up, etc. Good
prices. References. Call
Jerry at 759-9661 7 eve.
per week.
NEED help with spring
cleaning / Will clean out
basements, garages.
carports, attics. will haul
trash and brush. Will do
repair work. Have good
references. Call 753-0379
day or night.
NEED your piano
tuned? Call Shane at
753-7683.
ODD job specialist.
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing, fencing. You
name it. I do it. You
buy, I install. You
break. I fix. Call 4362868.
PAINTING- Exterior
and interior. Over 20
yrs. experience. Free
estimates. Phone 4374221 or 437-4534.
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work. Additions. Painting.
General Carpentry.
P.A. Molony Co
753 - 8628 . Free
Estimates.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble. tops- sinkspanels. custom made
vanities Free Est 7539400

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Let Rex give you a
price on your septic tank & backhoe
work

753-9224
30 yrs. experience

SEWING Machine Re
pair
All makes and
models Home & In
dustrial Bag closing
machines Also scissor
sharpening 40 yrs
experience All work
guaranteed
Kenneth
Barnhill. 753 2674,
Stella, Ky
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
1 4,43 8682
WET BASEMENT' We
make wet basements
dry Work completely
guaranteed Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
4098, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026
VVILDEY Welding Ser
vice. Hwy 121 Colclwa
ter Portable 8, Shop
489 2125
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand coal,
dirt, gravel, flu sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753 6763

Kentucky Central Insurance Companies

Check Our
Auto Rates
Call

Tom Hopkins
(502)753-6202

Dr.

115 S. 13th
Murray, Ky.
42071

Public Auction
Friday, May 2nd

5 p.m.

At Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Story home at
1500 Dudley Drive in Murray, Ky. Just

off South 16th Street.
Mr. & Mrs. Story have sold their
house and moving into a smaller
house. Will sell some good clean furniture & appliances.
Like new tan couch & chair• nice coffee
& end tables • also another nice couch &
chair with gold stripes • rocking chair •
other odd chairs • large mirror • table
lamps • small lamp tables • R.C.A. color
T.V. • nice 4 piece cedar bedroom suite •
lot of pictures & frames• set of twin beds
small rocker•large flat top trunk • 21'
chest freezer•nice frost free refrigerator
with ice maker•set of redwood patio furniture• metal lawn chairs •some luggage
•new folding cot•new gas grill•old books
•electric heater•flower stand •5 drawer
chest•lot of pots & pans lot of cup & saucer
sets • electric ice cream freezer • high
chair • straight chairs • old wood plain •
wash tubs•car ramps•electric line trains
• Skill saw • hand saw • bench grinder •
wheel barrow • step ladder • small table
saw •hand & garden tools•electric hedge
trimmers • garden hose • old charcoal
bucket•push mower•nice Snapper Cornet riding mower,8 H.P. electric start 30"
cut.
Other items not listed. Auction held rain
or shine. Not responsible for accidents. For
more information & your auction needs
phone 435-4144, Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in K. & Tenn. 01281

Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
-my Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Estate Auction

Friday, May 2nd, 1986 at 10 a.m.at the
late Mrs. Marie Skinner home at 403
South 16th St. in Murray, Ky. Will sell
antiques, good used furniture and Mrs.
Skinners 1972 Delta Royal Oldsmobile
that she bought new.
Small upright freezer • automatic
washer•nice frost-free refrigerator•nice
40"electric range•nearly new Maple table
& chairs•fine old dinner table with 6 chairs
and matching buffet•nice corner cabinet
•Shackleton piano, baby grand style•fine
Hammond organ • 3 Duncan Phyfe drum
tables • fancy lamps • old pictures &
frames•old mirrors•2couch & chair•odd
chairs • 2 recliners •floor lamps • small
lamp tables•like new Fashion Mate Singer
sewing machine with large cabinet • old
Philco wood cabinet radio • Color T.V. •
beautiful full size bed with matching twin
bed that may be cherry • nice vanity with
matching 5-drawer chest • 2 nite stands •
other nice vanity with matching 6 drawer
chest•large lot of lining, quilts & blankets
• fancy needlework • lining & lace
tablecloths • Glass: 30 or 40 pieces of
Fostoria 's hand painted plates • William
Rogers tea set•8 place setting Rogers flatware • other stainless flatware • sterling
candle holders • 12 place set of china •
pieces from England by Johnson • green
juicer • stone mixing bowl•Pyrex dishes
•small kitchen appliances•cast-iron ware
• lot of pots & pans • set of Revere
cookware • kitchen stools • metal cabinet
• small wood cabinet • vacuum cleaner •
set of World Books•other old books • filing cabinet • electric fans & heater • pottie chair • bath chair • walker • garden
tools • bicycle
This is a partial listing. Many other items
not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
Auction conducted by Dan Miller Auction
Service. For more information & your auction needs phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
• Licensed &

Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 012011
"My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays."
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BEL AIR CENTER

CAB E
V151a3"N

While you're
shopping at the
Bel-Air Center's
Sidewalk Sale, be
sure to stop in for
our food values.

Bel-Air Center

753-5005

For The Traditional
and the Unique in
Senior Portraits its

Artcraft
Photography

STOREY'S
FOOD GIANT

Having ATV fun for the very first time?

COUPON

The FourTrax' 70 is ideal! It's loaded with
features that help make the ride fun. .
and safe. There's the dependable 72cc OfiC
four-stroke engine. It comes teamed
with a four-speed transmission and automatic clutch for easy shifting. There's
even a throttle limiter so parentscan
set the speed to match the rider's ability.
The FourTrax 70. It makes learning fun.

COUPON

HONDA
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

FourTrax- 70: Parents, always supervise
your children when riding off-road.

COUPON

FOLLOW THE LEADER

• We have new, used and rebuilt

vacuums.
•Jkw-5,11.15ice is yours. You can't beat
our prices. All are guaranteed.
• We repair most models.
• We are also Pocky the Shipper'l
• We ship any package for you to any
destination in the country. The first
$100.00 value is insured at no
charge. Another great service from...

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COOP

MUSLIN

Disposable Picnic

48" Wide

TABLCLOTH

88t.

56" Wide

Large Selection

USED SEWING
MACHINES
COUPON

COUPON

DENIM

Wallhangings
Fans
Brass
Picture Frames
Bulletin Boards
Plastic Boxes
Shaker Boxes
Lamp Shades
Floor Pillows
Wire Baskets
Woks
Coasters
Glassware
Laundry Baskets
Wicker & Rattan
Furniture
Plus Much,

60" Wide
100% Cotton Seconds

COUPON

COUPON

SEWING MACHINE REPAIR SPECIAL
Complete Tune Up, Clean Oil,
Adjust Tension Check Timing
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

$ MOO
aa Off
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

The Ultimate
Sale
On
Sidewalks

441

Nth,
WNW

tractor
lawn
-HP
10
SAVE ,390 onreverse, 36-1n. $90999
plus
Features 4-speeds, between 11
/
4 and
cuts
deck
jobs.
twin blade
Great for big lawn sh,p0,ag
4 inches.
Tractor pme ,nciudes

\ I. ); .

199s
Gold Charms
1990
Gold Bracelets
Diamond Earrings '49"
Gold Bead Earrings 16"

was 129999

We're not selling the sidewalk
but we're selling everything else.
It's our time to sell the leftovers
and your time to buy the leftovers
at prices so low you won't believe.
Shop on the sidewalk and in the store.
You won't be disappointed.

up
up
up
up

Wedding Bands
12995 & up
Serpentine Chains '25"• up
Herringbone Chains 145"• up
'We have men's & ladies gold nugget
pendants, rings & bracelents !

Treas

Your design or ours we do
-ustom work size rings. repair (hams
and ser stones

Bel-Air Center
753-1293

Much More

COUPON

411(

J I .1(

Porcelain Dinnerware
Asst. Baskets
Coffee Mugs
Saki Sets
Placemats
Napkins
Tablecloths
Silk Flowers
Wicker Vases
Bamboo Blinds
Chair Cushions
Door Mats
Candles
Porcelain Vases
Rag Rugs

Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
AIN

Boi Atr
Mon Si.' 9 6 30

Open 7 Days A Week

ajt‘

Your Complete Hans Building Supply Center
*Other Locations — Benton de lake City, KY*

"

s

5.

the valuleader
Quality •Price•Savings
more value every day for you!

Valufresh
Meats Savings
Save 10 to 30% every day with the lowest meat prices
in town on guaranteed quality meats. More value at
Jim Adams.

U.S. Choice "Grain Fed" Guaranteed Quality

USDA
CHOICE
4 roll Tissue

100% Pure• Ground Fresh

Channin

Ground Beef

99c

3 Lbs. or
more

Boneless Rib Eye
99

Whole
In The
Bag

99c

Lb.

Sliced Free!

Parkay Margarine

2

for

With this coupon and $15.00 additional purchase. Limit one coupon
per family. Coupon expires Tuesday, May 6, 1986.
NV No. 640

Large Eggs A

1
1
1
1

8 pack 16 oz.

1

Pepsi or Diet

1
1
1
1

dozen
With this coupon and $15.00 additional purchase. Limit one coupon 1
per family. Coupon expires Tuesday, May 6, 1986.
NV No. 642

69

Plus Bottle:Si
or
Deposit
Says: 9.00

•

7 DAY SALE • Prices good beginning Wednesday, April 30, 1986 through Tuesday,
May 6, 1986. We reserve the right to limit quantities and correct printing errors.

Big 72 oz. Family Size

Cheer Detergent

$299
-

G•lilme Ripe

Red Potatoes

Dole Bananas

4

Iv"

Valufresh Dairy ak Frozen
KA "epsilon"

IGA•% sallow

1% Milk
$ 89

Citrus Royale

Ice Cream
$

169

6
More and More Valusavers!
Save: 306

9
C Says"

IGA • 16 oz. Can

Golden
Corn
Whole Kernel
or
Cream Style

3

for
Save: 65c

So-RIto

42 oz. Shortening

KA •French Style or

Cut Green Beans

PHOTO CENTER COUPON

5)(7

Color
EnialAernem
frame wit stylish goldtoned mat and easel

ONLY

Barbara Dos

1 lb. Cookies

99c

$
Your 15mm 110 126 or Disc coIoPVive or slide Is
machine printed and Inserted into a dark wood frame
with a goicl.toned mat
(00000 must a(COMparly Oral.
A110* t*C ~ItOwneovrry
'meted tm.Offfr

fresh meats
Save 10 to 30% everyday
the lowest total meat prices
in town on guaranteed quality meats.
•
U.S. CHOICE

REALEAN

GRAIN FED BEEF

PORK

•GRADE A

FRESH CUT FRYERS

1. More variety of "Easy To Fix" Meats!
2. More variety of "Low Calorie" Meats!
3. More total selection in "valufresh meats"!

Us.
10
000c

All with Jim Adams'"Doable Year Messy Back" Ilvality, Everyday!

lire& A
Frosiket
10 lb. Fryer
Leg

USDA
CHOICE

Quarters

s•z$45°
A
10,11,. Fryer
Breast

Fryer Breast

0
be:

Fischer

92°

73% Lean Reef•Brewed Fresh

Fischer "Recipe Ready" Beaeless

100% Ground Beef

Pork Tenderloin

10 lb.

Whole
Sliced Free

3 b. Joombe Frames
4 b. Worm 3 b.Special loam .. box

'149°

Reolooe

10 lb. Pak
Steak

(

Be: $

1 90

117

R..1...

Lb.$

Yalupack
Pork Steak
A.S. Melee "Greta Fed"
Boneless -velopech”

Lb.
"No Sow Added"

1 pooled

2 Lb. Jim Adams
Sausage

$339
Pkg.

59

Jim Adams
Sliced Bologna.... Lb.

299

$

A.S. Choke "Stela fed"
Boneless Rump or

$2
39

Sirloin Tip Roast .Lb.

$399
.

Rib Eye Steak

Tyson

Reales.
Whole Smoked
Picnic

Lb

Geode A • Freehold
Fryer Leg
Quarters

LA

69c
49c

Sway Sack

Doable Veer
fterentee i.1.n —

Meals
— unconditionally guarantee all
Adams. If you
We
at Jim
bought
meat purmeat
vvith your DOUBLE
satisfied
ore not
gladly refund
chase, we will meat when returned
the
the PRICE of
to us.
Meats —
— If

Plunsrose• Wafer Sliced

Tyson • Boneless, Skinless, Fryer

Hillshire "Repo"

Lunch Meats

Breast Fillets

Smoked Sausage

2.5 oz.

•

Pkg.

Fresh

Picnic Style

mi

Reelfoot

4IP

Meat or Beef

u79

12.s.

uick and Ease° Fix Meats.

Chicken Nuggets
$339
Lb.

IRO
eves Roasted
Swished

Sway F•rut• Limbs fay Pottle'

Sliced Ham

Ready Brown
Lb$99
2

Tasty Bird "Breaded"

Turkey Breast

Mogen Mosley

1 lb. Pkg.

119

$

Franks

Levis Rkh "Sliced Free"

Sausage

Chicken Breast Patty
3 oz.
portion

$

59

100% Bea

Beef Steak

$2"

Lb.

1/2 lb. Ground
S.'.

99

Lb.

Lb.

or

Pork Roast

$1

9
9
2
$

•

19.$ 111 1

alisiresb

Low in Calories
Light Meals

BREAST FILLETS

969
Lb.

Sliced Slab
Bacon

Volopock

$

39

stite

•

•
I.

garden fresh fruits and vegetables

valufresh produce

ADA

Plump juicy freshness
bursting with flavor!

111

C1A

Plump Select• No. 1

Baking Potatoes

41
for

Crisp 6 oz.

Red
Radishes

3 1

U.S. Ns. 1

10 lb. bag
Red Potatoes

Going out th4.
With increasing numbers more and more meals are being eaten away from
home. The brown baggers brigade is
growing with people who carry their
lunch from home for convenience and
economy. Fresh fruits and vegetables
are the most practical, tasty snack foods
and lunches. Wrap up raw, crunchy
vegetables for a sandwich, salad or for
eating "as is.- Vegetables like carrot
sticks, celery ribs, zucchini slices, mushrooms, tomatoes, cauliflower and green
onions are good choices. Whole fruit
"goes- without saying.

U.S. No. 1 "Bug Your Own"

Red Potatoes
10...$1 29

Crisp•Grows

Firm •Crisp

Iceberg Lettuce

Green Cabbage

heed

C
79

Lb.

C
29

Bell Peppers, Green
Onions, Cucumbers

Granny Smith
Lb.

99c

valufresh bakery
J.

Pisa Mind

Peuml Cake or
enen Not

$149
kb.

•

Decorated Cakes for
all your favorite occasions

Whole Barbecued $
Chicken
so

99

•

•
-

1

4.

Co Kroger'', During...
•7
,

Specials on this Page
g good Thursday
ii Noon tit Mini*
Wig*1f Mons Items

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
2 Ply, 300 ct., 160 30.1It

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 157 ONLY
Assorted Fromm

Soft In
Gentle

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
Asserted Flavors

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
Kroger

G&W
Pizza

Big K
Drinks

10oz. pkg.

White
Bread

2liter bti.

20 oz.loaf

Limit 2 ails. Please!

Limit 2 Waves Please!

4roil pack

58t 58t

Limit 2Packs Please!

Limit 2Pkgs.Please!

Items sad prices la this ail effective
Aprli Site tan lay 69 la:

Murray, Ky.
Oesethy nein reserved. Neel sold to
dealers. Olivia Mt The Kroger Ce.

19

4.
GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
loyal heart Grade P.47lb. Avg.

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
U.S. No. 1 All Purpose

Juicy
Jumbos

Turkey
Breast

pound

pound

Red
Potatoes

$129
Limit 3PiENISei

5 lb bag

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
*Dem.
Miele _N Strips En Nitiaiwits
Buy 5 Pieces of Family Pack
Wishbone Golden

Frie
d Chicken
at the Price of 11.49 and

69c Fuel

diok-•

receive 5 pieces absolutely

1I9

Limit 3 Please,

2 Breasts 1 3 Wings or 2 Thighs & 3 legs

GOOD THURSDAY MAY /ST ONLY
Kwick Krisp

GOOD THURSDAY MAY 1ST ONLY
Assorted Colors Embassy

Sliced
Bacon

Chaise
Lounger

pound

$129

•

each

50
0

Mi

Limit3Please!
:

;v‘i;

TURN THE PAGE FOR
(01NE'R SPECIALS GOOD ALL WEEK!

CI%

Pea 06606
wwwwaswarftlik

,

• A,'

Olt

osi ciartos,
tokicts
vIP

rPrices
'I'

4111k

pin

••••..
,•••

‘••••

Mtn. Dew,Pepsi Free, Diet
Pepsi Free, Diet Pepsi or Regular

Pepsi
Cola

40
(OFF 14111111
Regular or Unscented

Kroger Flavor Soft

2-Ply,100 Ct., 74Sq. Ft.

Pork &
Tide
Beans
Detergent
$100
H69

"ter99C

16 oz.
cans

btL

Towels
$1100

4202.
box

11.0-111211 T ea sacs
uII

P,
{ MIMS.2 7111 tc. 17

60'OFF LABEL! Downy

Fabric
Softener

•• FROZEN FOODS•
Assorted Frozen

w
Pizzas
G

694

100:.
Pkg.

BOWS 1,S! Iscisialia nu Class MUM*
Walt a 14 a

Baku Dinners

cake

II tbarrholl..4& .z.

Grade Burritos 2S:1`,4,
Lite Ice Milk
PAGE TWO D-1 AA

,a4
eta

mpg

Fresh From Florida 100^,
Pure Minute Maid Frozen

Colgate

Orange
Juice

Instant
Shave

12 oz can

,tsitu
r ria
v slats

119c sr 89c

For AutOmatic Dtshwashers

Electra Sol Detergent

6c nz
blot,

B MW

Hamburger Dill Slices

32 07
lar

1000 Island or Italian Pourable

Wishbone Salad Dressing

99c
$159

11 Oz. can

16 07
bt±

70z Spaghetti or

Ronco Elbow Macaroni

8 oz
pito

Bryan

Vienna Sausage

5 or
can

si99

99c
$129
28c
3gc

()Flr_ERA _
4

ORTEGA
114
.
%••••P
P

GA

0SAW
—•ta.

10Taco
Otr,.

Aura'
c°17424 ONCO de
KMAYO.44
WV JI

Taco Shells
Taco Sauce

10 rt
bet
or

Ortega BIM

Taco Salsa

12 01

89c
89c
5119

•

•

.....•.•••••••••••4111/ser•••••••••0.....

dli Differenc 1
MOD
10111B11•1

Cost Cutter

Jiffy

Lucky Leaf

Chunk Style
Corn
Dog Food Muffin Mix
8/
1
2oz.

bag
25111

2
49

I00

boxes

Apple
Juice
plastic
gallon

48 oz.
btl.

Mk
t
211ter

Seattest Homogenized MIIIL½ gat ctn. $1.19

511C
...1111144k

1111,11E.SET Off..FFEE

U.S.D.A Grade 'A Kroger

Kraft Quarters

Buy one 20 oz. loaf of
Kroger auttercrust

Extra Large
Eggs

Parkay
Margarine

dozen

1 lb pkg.

White
Bread
at the regular price of 95'
and get a second 2007 loaf
absolutely

FREE!
Tortilla
Chips
11 iOT bQ

Slag

Regular or Homest yle
100% Pure Tropicana Chilled

Orange
Juice
$1159

59c el 49(
5129.'

Kroger SmoOth or Crunchy

Peanut Butter

1807.
jar

Grape Jelly

32 oz.
iar

Townhouse Crackers

1607
box

Laz wand Ooriegs

D'oitttiN

*DAIRY FOODS*

99c
5179

MeinPM

late

SaukI
IMOSI'ller Mt

Country Oven

Fig Bars
Regular or Unsalted

Kroger Saltines

1 lb
box

99c
68c

e

Coftap
Inn,/

Shredded Cheese

I Si

89c
69c
$129

PACE THREE D-1AA
P Arlo Th.nc !'LiA
•••••••••••••••••

-

--

'

itf

•

•
01
111.61

•••

cuTTER m
Whole Untrimmed Wholesale Cut
U.S.D.A. Choi& Grain Fed Beef Boneless

•

Whole
Rib Eyes

98

I.

Quarter Inch
Trim

lb.
Sirloin Tip Steaks

lb $229

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Boneless

1 lb.or 2lb. Chub Pak Flavor Sealed

Rib Eye
Steaks

Ground
Chuck

$148

%98
BONELESS!

lb

now ti
01
Ar
neftts f
Ike BETTI
nd, most
n some ol
he measi
Based up

lb.

Ground Round .

lb.pkg. $1.58

More Meat Values

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef Boneless

Kroger 3 or 5 lb. Chub Pak Extra Lean

Chuck or
Swiss Steak

Ground
Beef

Morrell Golden Smoked Whole

All Varieties Hillshire

Boneless
Ham

Smoked
Sausage

lb

$149
lb.

9
$
116
Quarter Inch
lb.
Trim

Genuine Sliced

Cubed Steaks

Calf Liver

$199

$149

BONELESS

lb

lb.

lb.

$2
49

Kroger Chunk

Bryan

All Meat
Bologna

Sliced
Bacon

99c

Oscar Mayer Meat or

Good Anytime!

Beef
Franks

Chunk
Bologna

Beef
Bologna

Serve In Save
Wieners

pound

pound

8 oz. pkg.

P•le r•••• No A

99c

(12 a. pit, • KM

airTU
n

lb

Mr. Turkey

0
9

Wings, A

$199
lb.

Wilson's Jumbo

9
I
4

ft

lb.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef

Qu
Po,

2 oz pkg.

79c

Tennessee

Po/
Sausi

poum

$17

12 IS

"It

•

, r
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Fresh Picnic

Holly Farms Grade 'A'

Pork
Roast

Whole
Fryers

'5
9'

'TR

Pie now trim all our 11.3.0A Grain Fed Boneless Beef down
to 1 4". And that can add up to some pretty terrific
aenefits for you and your family
Ilce SETTER VALUE because of LESS WASTE
iind, most Importantly, 10 to 30% less far on the beef you use
n some of yOUS familys favorite meals. Than our new 1 4' trim
rhe measurable difference In beef today.
Based upon tests of 14 different cuts of beef

Sliced

Holly Farms Grade 'A' Any Size Pkg.

Quarter
Pork Loin

Fryer
Breast

5148
Turkey
Drumsticks

Pork
Steaks

lb

49c

Tennessee Pride

Pork
ausage
1 pound

Fryer
Thighs

494

lb.

Headless
Shrimp

lb. 99'

99

Snow Crab
Clusters
lb

Cod
Fillets
$349

49
2
$

Previously Frozen

Red Fish
Nuggets
5169

lb

lb.

Fresh Perch or

U.S.D.A. Choice Sliced

Lamb
Should
er
pound

lb. 89c

Drumsticks

5 LB. BOX ONLY (Lesser Amounts-lb.s499)
Previously Frozen 50/60 Count

Frozen (10 lb box)

5129

179 99
(2 M. Om • $5.57)

Frying
Chicken

Seafood Savings

lb

Any Size Pkg.

Holly Farms Grade 'A'

lb

PI49

Wings, Necks, Tails or

Holly Farms Grade 'A' Family Pak
Mixed Parts of

• 1"ow

lb

Pond Raised Whole

1

Fresh
Catfish

to
,
I

•t

allre
"1",-4tolliefo11,44.

„h.

41,

ow- „,
p.

lb

2
291r^

-eot4Fev
1.
34

ti„

•,/.4(...

./PloitAi
dt

ilitgar,

te9-0-lamb • lb. S1.89
Parcrn,r.

_
jwi
t
aiveg
swe
:44.77
,
74'A4 ' - •g,*

•
• ••••
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•••
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Wisk
Liquid

Snuggle
Surf
Detergent Limed

51

9

$199

69

tea Size 14 Off Lab44)

Dove Bar
Soap

4.7S ez.
bar

OM lath N(7,Off LAO

Caress
"Sar

SOaP

Country

Crock

79C
69c

Shield
Soap

sa

ONO Defamer(U,Off LAW

Sunlight
"41
Liquid

Lite Syrup
$199

49c
9c
ma

Sunlight
Detergent

SS or
boa

Fabric
24 Softener
$9

Caocipetrated int Off limb

"1
inwrP-16.um
All
$269 ia rifl
Detergent "Psi
- SPIV

Quarters
1

59
$1
2PM Package
1
Soadal/

For Altesatfc Olslisisters
150‘ Off LAW

Dettoraat tar (12 Off Label)

Mrs Butterworthl

240z.
btl.

ShedtsSpread

49 oz box

64 oz. bit

2

Fabric Softener
(60C OFF LABS.)

Removes Dirt & Odors
(404 OFF LABEL)

Heavy Duty Detergent
(75c OFF LABEL)

Imperial Margarine
„b. 57C
pkg

eipeele
i
id

Go Krogering!

PAGE SIX 0-5
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'Baby" Your Baby During

or

roger
Baby
Week
Pr-----Toweftwwfwl
v
Comforts
Diapers

Comforts
Diapers

66 ct. Small,48 ct. Med., or 37
ct. Large Super Absorbencey

Il

Baby

48 ct. Medium or 32 ct.
Large Reg. Absorbency

$599

569

your
choice

your
choice

Kroger

Kroger

Baby
Lotion

Baby
Oil

16 oz. bottle

149

fi

Kroger

Kroger Family Pride

Baby
Powder

16 oz. bottle

Baby
Wipes

14 oz container

80 ct. package

$149

109

$

One Stop Shopping
leggs Regular

Summer
Leggs
001 each pair
a

Sergeant's

seiwatti_Flea&Tick

r

rt:1 Collar
each paialse

I

99

I
4

•

•

nod. .111.

99

KCSITROl TOP...each pair $239
Acme 5" X 7" or
II" x i0•

Photo
Frames
your choice

• PHOTO PINISHING •
5" X 7" COLOR ENLARGEMENT
• Reg size prints from
disc or color negatives
• C 41 process only

$300 18

only

for

TO COMPLETE YOUR
,AS114oe6RN

99

10 ENLARGEMENTS ONLY Si 99)

Nig

COLLECTION

LAST DATE TO RECEIVE YOUR FREE
BONUS CERTIFICATES ON OUR PLAN IS
MAY 3, 1986
LAST DATE TO REDEEM YOUR BONUS
CERTIFICATE FOLDERS FOR
MERCHANDISE IS
MAY 31, 1986
SO HURRY AND COMPLETE YOUR
COLLECTION TODA Y!
PACE SEVEN Mt

111••••

*,

vi•

-

110

•

FRESH TO YOU!
...from the

Kroger Garden.
Florida Fresh

Vine Ripe
Tomatoes
lb.
Florida Cucumbers or

3

Bell Peppers
•FLORAL(StIOPPF•
LollSi Stem (Single Stem...$1.59)

Red Roses

$1599
oz.
Beautiful Assorted Colors

Flowering Mums
4 MIA
Pot

California

Green
Broccoli
large bunch

Red Ripe
Strawberries

99c

Monterey

'new Crop Mild Medium

Yellow
Onions

fuN quart

Fresh
Mushrooms
120?.

5178

$179

$113
g

Raw,Roasted or Salted

No.1 MI Purpose

pkg.

CaNfOrnia

$2
49
Fresh Cut

Iris
bunch

takings

$299

$100
for

Fresh
Asparagus
peund

Artichokes
enp,

99c

2 5100
for

s wing

Gary's
Peanuts

CalifornFresh

300z.bag

Russet
Potatoes
IS

$199

$199

lb. bag

MIIMMII

Mouth Watering

Strawberry Pies nth $31/2
French Bread
69C

-

4ceigr'

1C1

Fresh Baked

loaf

Buy Our Plate Lunch Of
I Meat,2 Vegs., Roll and Get a.

•

120?.
cup

FREE!
AV*M4&F 11AM
TOL 7 P PA DAM.!

Sliced The Way You Like IV

Fresh Baked

Chicken Breast

Dinner Rolls

Colby

Longhorn Cheese Fried Chicken
TizA,ss4rs

99wf,02472, „ $2990

;VP damn

Wishbone Grade A'8 Pieces

•2 WINGS
•2 LEGS

SMNE-1/10

•••Pla PCS

OrlIV

SIGHT D
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Our most dramatic best selling ring styles!
A GREAT GIFT FOR MOM, DAD OR GRAD!

50% OFF
Regularly $29.99

Central Shopping Center • Murray, Kentucky 42071
We May Not Be The Biggest But We Are The Best
Phone: 753-1606

NOW $1495
ALORUS Quality Quartz
Alarm Clock with Snooze
feature and Built-in Penlight
(Batteries included) Great
for travel 41* x 2
x SP

SEE FREE OFFER INSIDE! 1111Mi4

•

•

14K Gold One Carat & Hoff Carat Diamond Specials

3

UNTIL JUNE 30th
NOW 195.

Genuine Gemstones and qhignondain 14 Karat
Here is Your Chance:
The ring you've always
wanted for yourselfThe Special Gift for Mothers
Day. Fathers'Day. for Your
Anniversary, for the Bride.
the Groom. the Grad all
at the lowest prices ever'

LAY-AWAY YOUR
CHOICE FOR
COMING EVENTS:
Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Weddings, even for Christmas!
175.

QUARTZ SNOOZE ALARM
with built-in NIGHT PEN LIGHT
-a $29 95 VALUE
To the first 50 people who
choose any piece from
these 2 pages
-Lay-aways are includedsee it across these pages

A
A

people with
to the first 50 or LAY-AINAY)
any purchase these 2 pages.
on
of any item

/ALORUS

ALARM
QUALITY QUARTZ
feature and
Snooze
flcluded
CLOCK WIth
Battenes
built-1n PenlIght
Value

A 29.99

ReL

H*-•

NOW $1895

MODERN
STERLING
SILVER
EARRINGS

Reg 29 95

NOW $1495

NOW $2495

The New Look-Dramatic Earrings at exceptional sale prices!

14 KARAT GOLD
BEAD NECKLACE

Lustrous 7keasures from the Sea!

NOW $4
Reg. 89.95

Gold Beads...Always in style!

Fine Quartz Movement

Cook's Jewelry
Central Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone: 753-1606

4111011M1.*
•

OP%

444441.**".4404,

4

$49

Reg.s,
.•

Sweetheart Set

,st:te7

Oval, Pear-Shape, Marquise and Round Diamond Solitaires

'

$499
•

Rea $750

Genuine Stones With
Diamond Accents

.- - "-AM,"

,,•••`•

re.

,7:71501.""'
"

ra•

•

•

•

1;1

d Chain Bracelets
.1)0esn't Have To Be Expensive
.$4

rOMTLipee HeeIngbone &waist Reg.$35.31
Neciztain Reg.S69.95.434'
a 4iawnfiat
C.
Mot*Wed Pattern Herengbco• Reg.8115.. 7"
lieelogbone Reg.$126..$62°)._
iir-2mnerketed ffeeIngtxxle Reg.$196...$97"
F. 1e-2opwieeweled iteilegbate Reg.S195.497*
G. 1$1.4itep'5eil0 HandmOde Rope Reg.$275..$is
14, lef.3 mtello*eied,oly4Ponti Reg.8395...$19
L lif46-0L,tipiiiiieekigoorer Reg.$695...$3470
444101nabore_ Rope Reg.S625...01280
W4/04140
0
9:m07itisiffirorcban0 Reg S1195..091"

•

Matches
Diamond Earrings
't
4-Prong or Scallop
or Buttercup
.06 Ct.' Reg. $100 $69
.10 ct.• Reg. $150 $99
.16 Ct.` Reg. $225 $149
1/5 Ct.' Reg. $300 $199
1/4 Ct.' Reg. $375 $2491
1/3 Ct.' Reg. $425 $299
Diamond Pendants
4-Prong or Scallop
or Buttercup
.03 Ct. Reg. $100 $69
.05 Ct.' Reg. S150 $99
.10 Ct." Reg. $225 $149
.15 Ct.' Reg. $300 $199
1/5 Ct.' Reg. $400 $299
1/4 Ct.' Alp ap $399

JCPE\\EY
ONLY 7.99 AND 9.99
S&7.99 Reg $10 These colorful print surf
shorts are essential for warm weather comfort
Polyester cotton for juniors sizes
Only 9.99. Summer's a breeze in this 100°.
cotton short sleeve camp shirt In a variety of
up-to-date solids, stripes and plaids S,M L

ONLY 4.99
Our rib knit tank is the perfect choice for
Summer' Tnmmed with a bow in a fabulous
array of colors 100% cotton for juniors. sizes
Sale prices effective through Saturday. May 3rd.

OfOR JC Peonty Co Inc PIIWKIWIFO

%.

Sale
199
SWEATERS,SHORTS
YOUR CHOICE!
With hot weather on its way. JCPenney
has cottony combinations to keep you
cool. Like this all cotton shaker knit
sweater paired with cotton polyester
shorts. In a variety of plaids, patterns and
solids. Juniors' sizes.
VCCap sleeve sweater, Reg. $15 Sale 9.99
2B. Cuffed shorts. Reg.$12 Sale 9.99

20% OFF ALL
LADIES'SWIMWEAR
Here comes the sun. so .. get ready to
shine in the season's hottest swimsuits
Our entire collection is on sale. now
From sleek maillots to barely-there bikinis.
JCPenney has the sassiest styles to hit
the beach In vibrant solids and splashy
prints for misses and juniors. sizes
2C. Solid maillot. Reg S25 Sale S20
2D. Print maillot Reg $29 Sale 23.20
2E. Solid boyleg. Reg $27 Sale 21.60
Notshown:
RuttIrtbikini Reg S23 Sale 18.40
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. May 3rd.

2
.•••••••4110....

e'r;•••

40074k•

...qt./
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N

$5 gift bonus
redeemable
at[

This certificate worth $5.00 toward any layaway,cashl
$10.00 or more(excluding watches and class rings). C
payment on previously purchased merchandise Red(
purchase. Limit one certificate per customer.
Valid through June 15th, 1986.
mum•
40..),,

•

- Marquise and Round Diamo

eir

mow
1111111••

V
Also

pear-shape.

1/2 Carat

$999

Re

DI
Jf
Dreifus Charge Accounts • interest-FrE
MasterCard • Visa • American Exp

Diner's Club • Carte Blanche
Any illustrated item not on display is readily available

All prices subji

19 Convenient Dreifus Locatio
Memphis, TN

Tupelo, MS

• Hickory Ridge Moll
• 55 S Mid-America Mall
• Poplar Plaza
• Raleigh Springs Mall
• Whitshoyen Plaza
• Perkins Ext near Oak Court

• Uptown
• Tupelo Mc
• Downtown

Jackson, TN (Old Hickory Mall)
Huntsville, AL (Madison Square)
Jonesboro. AR (Caraway Plaza)

Greenville, I
Columbus, I
Jackson, NI1
Carbondalz
Cape Girah
Paducah. 1.1

to,
„
•1140
A

L

\\41

•

Sale
9.99

PAR FOUR SPORTS

Polyester cotton casuals for misses sizes.
3A. Par Four' solid, Reg $12 Sale 9.99
3B. Par Four stripe. Reg $13 Sale 9.99
3C. Par Four shorts. Req. $14 Sale 9.99

I

SALE 11.99 TO 14.99
3D. Camp shirt, Reg $16 Sale 11.99
3E. Twill pants. Reg $20 Sale 14.99

SHOE SALE 18.99
3F. Zanzibar" moc, Reg. $26 Sale 18.99
3G. lpanema pump sling.
Reg. $30 Sale 18.99
3H. Sutton Plaza' pump,
Reg. $30 Sale 18.99
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. May 3rd.

edeemable in merchandise only by

atDreifus Jewelers

/away, cash or charge purchase of
:lass rings). Cannot be used as
iandise Redeemable only at time of
ner
e 15th, 1986
. • .67

A

'<1;

04.*

<?0

Diamond Solitaires

DREIFUS
ers
MEET DREIFUS.. WEAR DIAMONDS

Interest-Free Layaway

merican Express
te Blanche
All pnces subject to change due to market conditions

us Locations:
Tupelo. MS
• Uptown
• Tupelo Moll
• Downtown Mail
Greenville, MS (Greenville Mall)
Columbus. MS(Leigh Mall)
Jackson, MS(M•trocenter)(NorthpOrk)
Carbondale, IL (University Mall)
Cap* Girardeau. MO (West Park Mali)
Paducah. KY (Kentucky Oaks Mail)

•
am.

watt

-1111101m**

S

Say
25%

ALL PACKAGED
BRAS AND BRIEFS

Indulge your style of comfort and stock-up
on our beautiful bra and brief necessities
These plus a whole collection at 25°. off'
Reg Sale
Misses sizes
8 50 6.37
4A. Tricot crossover bra
7 50 5.62
46. Cotton crossover bra
4C. Comfort Hours lace bra 12 50 9.38
Not shown:
Seamless tricot crossover bra 7 00 5.25
Perfect Shape seamless bra 11 00 8.25
•4D.Pirna cotton brief.pkg of 3 700 5.25
7 00 5.25
4E. Nylon brief pkg of 3
6 50 4.87
4F. Band leg brief pkg of 3

SOFT SKINS
SALE 3.99-4.99

,
i

Save on Soft Skins stretch briefs for
smoothness with controlled soft-to-the-skin
fitness, under all' Nylon Lycra spandex
with cotton shield Misses sizes
Reg Sale
5 25 3.99
4G. Classic brief
7 00 4.99
4H. Lace trim brief
6 50 4.99
4J. Tummy control brief
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. May 3rd.

•

•

Salo
10.99
19.99
FAMOUS NAMES IN
MEN'S SLACKS
Casual doesn't have to be all comfort and
no style. Take a look at our sale on sport
slacks for men. classic duck pants and
up-to-date looks, with extra touches like
Ban Rol waistbands, easy-going triblends, the natural feel of cotton and the
ease of today's carefree synthetics
Reg Sale
111 7A. Par Four* duck pants 27 00 19.99
7B. Weeds " sheeting slacks 12 99 10.99
7C. Towncraft • fn -blend
2000 15.99
I 7D. Belted sport slacks
24 00 19.99
I 7E. Par Four• shorts
16 00 11.99
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. May 3rd

JCPenney
400000000
• ...
,

1

Save
25%
50%

• '121'
-r7

-
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14K GOLD JEWELRY
FAMOUS WATCHES

50% OFF CHAINS, EARRINGS. CHARMS
Add this glittering assortment of 14K
collectibles to your jewelry box Save on
our most popular chains, classic earrings
and precious charms And that s only the
beginning' There's more in store
40% OFF PENDANTS & BANGLES
Now's the perfect time to capture the
enduring beauty of our 14K pendants
featuring precious and semi-precious
stones Or save on a variety of artfully
crafted 14K bangles also at 40'. savings
25% OFF BETTER WATCHES
Take 25°c off analog quartz watches from
Seiko. Pulsar and Caravelle Choose a
classic timepiece in a variety of goldtone
and two-tone finishes, bracelets or
leather straps
Sale prices effective thru Sat.. May 10th.
Does not include Diego Benetti
Fine jewelry available at
most large JCPenney stores.

The JCPenney
Catalog

I

r

Shop for great buys on everything for your home from our
Anniversary Sale and Readyfor-Summer Sale Catalogs
Choose VCR s, stereos.
bedroom coordinates, draperies
and rugs and more Visit your
nearest JCPenney Catalog
Department and save

5

`i•

.4*
4

7ft

11.

Exotic precious Em
pba
de
scents for the dressing table Find
both in cologne spray dusting powde,
and concentrated spray for intimate
evenings or days you just want to
feel special
Emeraude cologne spray 2 5 oz 11.50
Emeraude dusting powder 4 oz 7.50
Emeraude cologne spray 1 5
S9
Sophia cologne spray 2 oz S16
Sophia dusting powder 4 oz 10.50
Sophia concentrate spray 1 oz 10.50

Musk for days that start after sundown Elegant musk from Jovan in an
evening edition spray, dusting powder
concentrate spray and cologne spray
Jovan Musk EDT spray. 85 oz $9
Dusting powder with gold shimmer
5 oz $12
Cologne concentrate spray 12.50
Cologne spray 207 9.50

-
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SHIRTS FROM FOX,
PAR FOUR, MORE

Save on this winning collection of short
sleeve shirts. Find all your favorites
including The Fox k and Par Four'.
Featuring the latest styles and colors in
cool. comfortable cotton and carefree
cotton blends. Men's sizes S-XL
Reg Sale
6A. Par Four • striped shirt . . $16 11.99
Tall sizes. Reg. S18 Sale 13.99
. S18 13.99
6B. Fox madras shirt .
518 13.99
6C. Fox woven shirt
$16 11.99
6D. Royale Air • sportshirt
6E. Hawaii Blues tropical
S15 10.99
shirt
6F. Par Four button-down
516 11.99
oxford
Tali sizes. Reg $18 Sale 13.99
16G.Par Four solid golf shirt 514 9.99
Sale prices effective through
Saturday. May 3rd

•

•

PERFUMED MOODS - FROM
PRINCE
MATCHABELLI

_

•

•„

,

:

The fragrances of Prince Matchabelli
Specially created to capture al that
is romantic within you Wind Song.
tender and quietly alluring Thecpcent
he II always remember Cachet the
exuberant and refreshing scent for
outgoing women And Aviance. seductively simple bound to turn heads
Each holds a unique charm that wiii
take you from one sentimental journey
to the next
Wind Song Spray Cologne. 29 oz $10
Cachet Spray Cologne 3 2 oz 10.50
Aviance Night Musk Spray Cologne
2 oz . 10.50

,• ,f

•••
;.

•••• •.

JORDACHE
From Jordache comes a cnsp and
refreshing fragrance that makes every
moment special Dab it on and discover
a truly sensational scent For instant
glamour. play up your eyes with
Jordache shadows Featuring the Sassy
Eyes Kit, a collection of 12 beautiful
shades complete with dual applicator
for contouring and shading Kit includes
Jordache spray cologne
Jordache Spray Cologne 1 oz $10
Sassy Eyes Gift Set
Eyeshadow Compact with Mirror and
Spray tologne 1 7øz $10

004•4••••••.

•••••••..

Your cholce,2199
•

ALABAMA
Andalusia
Auburn
Enterprise
Jasper
GEORGIA
Dalton
Griffin
LaGrange
KENTUCKY
Elizabethtown
Madisonville
Middlesboro
Murray
Somerset
MISSISSIPPI
Greenville

BATH TOWEL OR TWIN SHEET
Orig. 4.99, bath towel. Our luxurious
border-trim towels of cotton polyester are
thick and absorbent without luxury prices.
In a collection of beautiful colors.
Orig Sale
349 1.99
Hand towel
Washcloth_
2.29 1.49

118A.

VISA

'
clew

8B. Special 2.99, twin sheet Sweeten
your dreams with our flowering bouquets
or go boloinitvith our striking geometric
design. Pale sheets and-pillowcases in
polyester cotton Flat or fitted are the
same price
Special
.
6.99
Full sheet
Queen sheet
10.99
Standard pillowcases, by the pair
4.99
Queen pillowcases, by the pair
5.99

Greenwood
Oxford
Vicksburg
NORTH CAROLINA
Elizabeth City
Jacksonville
Monroe
Roanoke Rapids
Shelby
Wilkesboro
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Rock Hill
Sumter
TENNESSEE
Cookeville

SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH
SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1986
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
Newspaper Advertising Supplement

8

M DRAMATIC TO PLAYFUL
FRANCES
DENNEY
Frances Denney proves that there s
more than one way to indulge your
senses Two captivating fragrances
Hope and Interlude with scented
dusting powder to match Start with
just a touch and watch what happens,
Hope Spray Cologne 2 oz 9.50
Spray Cologne. 1 oz 6.50
Hope Dusting Powder. 4 25 oz 9.50
Interlude Spray Cologne 2 oz . 9.50
Spray Cologne 1 oz . 6.50
Interlude Disttnq Powder. 4 25 oz 9.50

WARNER
Gloria Vanderbilt leaves her mark of
distinction on the fragrance world Her
sweetest sensation ever a scent so
provocative, yet never overpowering
Day or night this rich sensuous
essence has been fashioned with you
I n mind Discover the
intoxicating effect
of Gloria Vanderbilt Spray Cologne
Body Lotion and Body Powder and let it
release the splendor of you
Spray Cologne. 502 , 89
Spray Cologne 1 7 oz S19
Body Lotion. 50z,14.50
Body Powder. 5 oz $15

JCPenney
NO.

•••
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•
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FOLLOW THE SCENT
FRANCES
DENNEY
Discover the subtle charm of Sensa!
in your choice of spray and pouring
colognes Soft, elegant Sens& is also
eminently affordable Day or evening.
you never know what discoveries
it may lead to
One ounce. 11.50
I 7 oz. 16.50
Cologne pour. 17 oz $15

BEN RICKERT
, avender lives on as the definitive
bathing scent in these gently cologned
lavender soaps, bath cubes, plus this
fragrant candle in an attractive vase
Lavender soap & cubes set. 6.75
Lavender candle in vase 6.75

N

WV

JCPenney

